BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
MEETING OF THE PARTNERSHIP BOARD
Thursday 25th February 2016 at 8.30am at new Wolverhampton University
Business School, Lord Swraj Paul Building, Molineux Street, City Campus
(Molineux), Wolverhampton, WV1 1SG
AGENDA
1. Welcome and Apologies.
2. Declarations of Interests, etc.
3. To Receive the Minutes of the Meeting held on 25th January 2016 (Attached)
8.30am
4. Policy Intelligence Report (Earnings) (Attached)

8.35am

5. West Midlands Combined Authority (Attached)(Sarah Middleton):a) Draft Order;
b) Devolution Deal;
c) Devolution Deal II.
8.45am
6. Meeting of West Midlands LEP Chairmen – 5th February 2016 and Midlands
Engine and Midlands Connect – Update (Attached)(Sarah Middleton)
9.00am
.
7. Local Growth Fund - Programme Dashboards (Attached)(Paul Mellon):a) ‘In Flight’ Projects;
b) Project Pipeline;
c) Future Years;
d) City Deal.
9.15am
8. Funding Applications Sub-Board - Decisions Made at Meeting of Sub-Board
held on 19th February 2016 (To Follow)(Simon Eastwood)
9.25am
9. EU Structural and Investment Strategy Refresh (Attached)(Zoey West)
9.35am
10. Black
Country
Enterprise
Zone
Submission(Attached)(Sarah Middleton)

Extension

–

Revised
9.45am

11. Black Country Consortium Business Plan – 2016-18 – Implications for LEP
and LEP Capacity (To Follow)(Sarah Middleton)
9.50am
12. PR and Communications Update (Attached)(Ninder Johal)
14. Date of Next Meeting – 14th March 2016.
Estimated Time of Finish – 10.15am

10.00am

Minutes of a Meeting of the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership
25th January 2016 at 3.00p.m.
at Jhoots Pharmacy Offices, 20 Hatherton Street, Walsall

Present:

Stewart Towe
Cllr Adrian Andrew
Paul Brown
Simon Eastwood
Chris Handy
Ninder Johal
Tom Westley
Lowell Williams

In Attendance: Sarah Middleton
Keith Ireland
Alan Lunt
Simon Tranter
Kim Rowlands
Wayne Langford
Stuart Everton

Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Wolverhampton CC;
Dudley MBC;
Walsall MBC;
BIS;
Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Black
Country
Strategic
Director of Transport
Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Black Country Consortium Ltd;

Katherine Birch
Paul Mellon
Apologies:

01/16

Chairman;
Walsall MBC;
Ernst & Young
Carillion plc;
Accord Group;
Nachural Communications;
Westley Group;
Dudley College.

Councillors Bird, Andy Cox, Councillors Cooper
Lawrence and Lowe and Prof. Layer.

Welcome
The Chairman of Jhoots plc, Dr James Kingsland, OBE, welcomed the
Board to the premises. The Chairman thanked him for the Company’s
hospitality.
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02/16

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting held on 23rd November 2015 were circulated.
Agreed that the minutes of the meeting held on 23rd November 2015 be
received and confirmed as a correct record.

03/16

Policy Planning Away Day 14th December 2015 - Note of
Proceedings
The Board received the notes of the proceedings of the Partnership’s
Policy Planning session on 14th December 2015.
Agreed that the notes be received.

04/16

Policy Planning Away Day - Capacity
Further to Minute No. 03/16 above, Sarah Middleton reported on the
progress in identifying capacity (and relevant capabilities) to enable the
delivery and development of a pipeline of Programmes and Projects.
This included discussions with Carillion plc concerning the identification
of a project officer to support a potential programme of delivery around
the New Metro Hospital development.
Agreed that the update on capacity discussions be noted and that a
further report be submitted to the meeting of the Board in March.

05/16

Policy Planning Away Day - Plans on a Page
Further to Minute No. 03/16 above, the Board received an initial version
of the summary dashboard outlining the current and potential pipeline
activity to enable the delivery of the Black Country’s ambitions. The
Board also received and welcomed a presentation of housing and
industrial sites of excellence ‘estate agents’ details for promotional
purposes
Agreed that the development and progress of the dashboard and site
details be welcomed and that further iterations be submitted as work
progresses.

06/16

Combined Authority General Update
Further to Minute No. 132/15, Keith Ireland reported on the progress of
the development of the Authority including the timetable for Scheme,
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discussions around resourcing, capacity and scrutiny and the need for
simplified explanatory documents for wider use.
07/16

Development of Combined Authority Strategic Economic Plan
(SEP)
Further to Minute No. 133/15, Sarah Middleton reported on the
progress of the Combined Authority SEP including the establishment of
the proposed Productivity Commission. The Board had:a. established the structure of the Plan;
b. commenced the process of drafting an initial set of cross cutting
programme propositions;
c. highlighted the need to develop a critical path for the relevant
communications and engagement required for the Plan taking it
from draft to adoption via the Combined Authority governance
arrangements.
Further to the discussion at Minute No, 06/16 above, Members
highlighted the need for simple messages to raise awareness of the
SEP and Combined Authority and LEP activity.
Agreed that the progress of the development of the Combined
Authority SEP be welcomed.

08/16

Midlands Engine and Midlands Connect – Next Steps
The Board received a paper on proposed next steps for the Engine
including governance, resourcing and programmes. The paper was
considered at a meeting of Midlands LEP Chairs on 15th January when
it was broadly supported.
Agreed:1) that the proposals for taking forward the Midlands Engine be noted;
2) that further discussions to take place with members to confirm
arrangements for support for the two initiatives’ governance
structures.

09/16

Local Growth Fund - Programme Dashboards
The Board received the regular dashboards on the progress of LGF
projects. Paul Mellon reported that LGF Forecast spend was now
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£24.02m, £330,000 below target. Further significant cashflow forecast
reductions had occurred, following the detailed Q4 reviews which had
robustly tested each project’s cashflow forecast. The slippage in
forecast 2015/16 year spend would have a knock on effect into future
years and the LGF Grant available in 2016/17 was now 100%
committed. The Board discussed the impact of these forecasts and
noted the need for a stricter appraisal process in future years. There
remained a need to over-programme and continue pipeline
development to ensure that projects were ready to take advantage of
funds being made available from slippage elsewhere or any other
additional funding opportunity.
Simon Tranter verbally outlined the outcomes of a discussion by the
Working Group concerning recommendations concerning the Joint
Committee and Accountable Body’s approach to the funding of site
investigations and pipeline funds.
Agreed:1)

2)

10/16

that the position concerning spend on the LGF Programme in
2014/16 and future years and the need for revised appraisal
processes be noted;
that the proposals put forward by the Working Group in relation to
the Joint Committee and Accountable Body be supported in
principle, subject to the submission of the further reports on use
of underspends, other revenue sources and options referred to
and on any implications for the Programme and LEP funding as a
whole.

Local Growth Fund (LGF) – Pipeline Update and Project Approval
Recommendations
The Board considered the following applications for LGF funding:a) Microsoft IT Academy, Walsall College, £132,000 in 2015/16 – The
College had been invited to partner Microsoft in establishing a
Microsoft Associate College to give the Black Country the capacity
to offer businesses and individuals a state-of-the-art training and
skills development centre. The College would offer a range of higher
level apprenticeship frameworks. In addition, the project would
enable further growth in specialist high level skills for young people;
b) ICT Academy, PTP Training Walsall, £40,000 to top up to previous
Engineering award in 2015/16 – the application was seeking to build
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upon the success of the FAB KIT Project within the PTP
Engineering Training Centre in Walsall. It would develop a further
learning offer to deliver engineering ICT based qualifications and
courses. The Board noted the difficulties in clarifying outputs in
respect of the proposal;
c) VLR Feasibility Study, Dudley Council, £300,000 (£150,000 in
2015/16, £150,000 in 2016/17) - the construction of a National
Innovation Centre and Test Track facility on the Castle Hill site in
Dudley was a project costed at £28.7m to:i. develop new technologies based around very lightweight railway
carriages which supported the commercialisation of selfpropelling bogie technology. The overall objective being to
reduce costs, save energy and lighten corresponding rail
infrastructure;
ii. act as a hub for the industry providing world class research,
development and education focused on very light rail vehicles,
as well as skilled personnel and incubation space for the next
generation of public transport solutions.
The Board was also informed that, following the informal discussions at
the policy planning session Minute No.03/16 above refers), Members
were formally consulted on proposals for funding to support feasibility,
design and development work for proposed Music Institute Student
Accommodation in Brierley Hill (£150.000 (£80,000 in 2015/16, £70,000
in 2016/17). No further comments or objections were received and the
proposal had been submitted to the Black Country Joint Committee for
approval.
It was also reported that The Chairman and Board Lead (Simon
Eastwood) had exercised the delegated authority to determine
applications for funding from the LGF fund for Site Investigations up to
a value of £150,000 at Park Rose Industrial Estate, Smethwick.
Agreed:1) that the submitted project bids in respect of:Microsoft IT Academy, Walsall College;
ICT Academy, PTP Training Walsall;
VLR Feasibility Study, Dudley Council;
as set out above, be approved and referred to the Black Country
Executive Joint Committee for consideration;
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2) that the decisions in respect of Music Institute Student
Accommodation in Brierley Hill and site investigations at Park Rose
Industrial Estate be noted.
(Lowell Williams declared a non-pecuniary interest in this item as far
as it related to the VLR Feasibility Study)
11/16

Draft Minutes of a Meeting of the Competitiveness Advisory Board
– 2nd December 2015
The Board received the minutes of the meeting of the Competitiveness
Advisory Board held on 2nd December 2015. The Board noted the
progress of the Board and the wide range of its agenda and the need to
continue to secure further private sector members
Agreed that the minutes of the meeting of the Advisory Board held on
2nd December 2015 be received and its recommendations confirmed

12/16

EU Structural and Investment Fund 2014-2020 - Financial
Engineering Instruments (FEI) - Project Update
The Board received a report informing them that the European
Commission was questioning the validity of the open and competitive
call process for a fund manager for the FEI fund. DCLG had
challenged the Commission’s position.
Following a meeting with senior government officials on 21st
December, attended by the Chair of the cross-LEP Group, BIS and
DCLG had undertaken to produce an update paper for by the end of
January on the procurement options for a pan-Midlands fund-of-funds
with indicative timelines, including any risks to delivery. DCLG would
lead on reviewing the call and procurement processes and BIS would
invite the British Business Bank to produce an outline on the terms for
its possible involvement as an entrusted entity.
Agreed that the position concerning Government and European
Commission discussions be noted and that a further update be
submitted when the options paper has been produced and considered
by the cross-LEP Group.
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13/16

Implications of the Closure of the Business Growth Service
Further to Minute No. 11/16 above, the Board received an update on
the continuing discussions and responses to BIS announcement:•

•

•

Discussions within the Black Country Growth Hub to develop an
access to finance advice portal based on the Worcestershire LEP
service;
PERA, the company that currently delivered several of the Business
Growth Service products in the West Midlands, had submitted a
proposal to DCLG to continue Growth Accelerator and
Manufacturing Advisory Service in the Black Country under a recent
call for ESIF proposals;
the Vice-Chair of the Access to Finance Group had written to the
Secretary of State with a proposal for a pre-investment advice
programme administrated by the Institute of Chartered Accountants.

Agreed that the Board the ongoing actions to mitigate the impact of the
loss of the Business Growth Service be noted and that LEPs continue
to lead on discussions continue to explore options for the service.
14/16

Funding Applications Sub-Board - Decisions Made at Meeting of
Sub-Board held on 8th December 2015
The Chair of the Funding Applications Sub-Board reported that the
Sub-Board had met on 8th December 2015 and considered a number
of applications for Growing Priority Sectors funding and variations in
payment dates for a number of Growing Places Schemes. In relation to
Growing Priority Sectors funding the Sub-Board considered:a) a new application from First Fence Ltd;
b) an issue arising from due diligence on the application by Alutrade
Ltd;
c) a request for a variation in the application by JC Payne Ltd.
In order that these applications could be processed, Board Members
were consulted electronically and no objections were raised to the
recommendations made by the Sub-Board.
Agreed:1) that the responses to the electronic consultation on the
recommendations made by the Sub-Board at its meeting on 8th
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December in relation to the Growing priority Sector applications by
First Fencing Ltd, Alutrade Ltd and J C Payne Ltd be noted and the
decisions set out in the minutes confirmed;
2) that the recommendations of the Sub-Board set out in the minutes
of the meeting held on 8th December 2015, including those relating
to the Growing Places Programme and applications, be approved.
15/16

Enterprise Zone – Site Investigation Programme
The Board received a report on a proposed agreement to a variation to
the Growing Places Funding Agreement to revise the funding end
date/works longstop date in respect of the Darlaston Site Investigation
Strategy. The variation would allow a company in the process of
acquiring the Wobaston Road to apply to the grant programme and
allow for the slippage of existing grant awards.
Agreed that the revision of the funding end date/works longstop date.
in respect of the Darlaston Site Investigation Strategy be approved.

16/16

Funding Applications Sub-Board Terms of Reference – Local
Growth Fund Pipeline
The Board considered a proposal to amend the terms of reference of
the Funding Sub-Board to enable it to make recommendations on the
inclusion and prioritisation of submissions for Growth Deal funding in
the Fund Pipeline and to invite Mark Robinson to attend for the
consideration of transport schemes.
Agreed:1) that the terms of reference of the Funding Sub-Board be amended
to enable it to make recommendations on the inclusion and
prioritisation of submissions for Growth Deal funding in the Fund
Pipeline;
2) that Mark Robinson be invited to attend meetings of the Sub-Board
for the consideration of transport schemes.

17/16

Meeting of Employment and Skills (People) Advisory Board – 19th
January 2016
The Board received the minutes of the meeting of the Employment and
Skills (People) Advisory Board held on 9th January 2016.
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Agreed that the minutes of the meeting of the Advisory Board held on
19th January 2016 be received and its recommendations confirmed
18/16

Review of Post-16 Education and Training
Further to Minute No. 137/15, Sarah Middleton updated on the
continuing discussions to finalise arrangements for external support to
ascertain a level of intelligence prior to a formal FE review commencing
for the Black Country and the emerging timeframes. The Black Country
and Coventry & Warwicks LEPs were now scheduled be part of Wave 3
with all reviews to be completed by March 2017. Confirmation of the
timelines for Wave 3 was still awaited.
Work was on-going with local authority partners to establish a light
touch stakeholder engagement plan with external support (in the region
of £10,000 commission) during the early months of 2016. The plan
would focus on a series of meetings with further education partners
including FE colleges, Adult training colleges and private sector
providers, to:a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

consider a stakeholder engagement strategy and communication
plan to support the Area Based Review process.
conduct a series of interviews with the Principals/ CEO’s of each
of the colleges/ adult colleges in the Black Country.
conduct group interviews with key stakeholders from the LEP and
local authorities.
develop and deliver a workshop for those stakeholders who had
taken part in interviews.
support the production of the input to the Review from the LEP.

The Board noted possible legal issues around the implementation of
Review decisions.
Agreed that the approach to the preparation for the Review be
supported
(The Board noted the indirect interests of Lowell Williams, Ninder Johal
and Tom Westley in the Review.)
18/16

Board Governance – Recruitment of Directors
Sarah Middleton reported on proposals for the filling of the vacancy on
the Board left by the resignation of Vicki Wilkes. The proposed
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recruitment process would through ‘Positive Action’ measures
encourage people from different groups with low participation levels on
the board to make applications.
Sarah also reported that a number of members would have completed
their second period of two years at the end of March 2016. It was noted
that the last two years have seen a considerable amount of change in
the role and remit of the Partnership and that the forthcoming
establishment of the Combined Authority might lead to further
development and change. In addition the Advisory Boards were just
becoming operational and there remained scope for additional
members on these Boards. As they developed they could provide a
route for private sector representatives to gain experience of LEP
activity and move from them to the full Board. In these circumstances it
was considered that it would not be appropriate to disturb the current
make–up of the Board at this stage.
The Board was also informed that Paul Linton had stood down as Chair
of the Employment and Skills (People) Advisory Board.
Agreed:1) that the establishment of a recruitment process to seek to fill the
existing vacancy on the Board be approved;
2) that existing Board Members due to complete their second period of
office be invited to serve for a further period of two years expiring
31st March 2018;
3) that the retirement of Paul Linton as Chair of the Employment and
Skills (People) Advisory Board be noted and that the Board place on
record its thanks for his work and support;
4) that the Chair of the Employment and Skills (People) Advisory
Board, once appointed and if not already a Board member, be
invited to attend LEP Board meetings to speak on skills and
employment matters.
19/16

PR and Communications Update
The Board received the regular update on PR activity since the last
meeting.
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20/16

Exclusion of the Press and Public
Agreed that the public and press be excluded from the rest of the
meeting to avoid the possible disclosure of exempt information relating
to the financial or business affairs of any particular person (including
the authority holding that information).

21/16

Black Country Enterprise Zone (EZ) – Business Rates Update
The Board received an update on the latest business rate projections
based on current known data and revised assumptions informed by EZ
delivery particularly at i54 and progress of Phoenix 10.
Agreed:1) that the agreement for the utilisation of EZ business rates be
reaffirmed to fund in the following priority order:a) i54 infrastructure and motorway junction costs (a circa £21.3
million commitment of business rates (including interest on Local
Authority borrowing) to be repaid to the City of Wolverhampton
Council);
b) Phoenix 10 project costs ((including interest on Local Authority
borrowing) – currently estimated at circa £20.25 million - with the
final investment value subject to the agreement of the final
business case following the outcome of the procurement
exercise to identify a development partner);
c) delivery of the Black Country EZ sites subject to agreement of
individual business cases as no costs have been assumed for
these sites in the current financial model;
d) delivery of other priority pipeline sites/Strategic Economic Plan
priorities (non-EZ) across the Black Country subject to the
overall surplus position;
2) that a further report be submitted on the costs associated with the
management and delivery of the Black Country EZ and options
around how these costs are funded in the future;
3) that the current business rate projections as forecast by the EZ
Financial Model using latest known data and assumptions be noted;
4) that annual update reports from the Accountable Body detailing the
business rate projections and repayment position be submitted to
the Board.
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22/16

Applications for Growing Priority Sectors Funding
The Board considered applications for Growing Priority Sectors funding
from the following companies:Chamberlain & Hill Ltd;
Pascon Ltd;
Superior Sections.
The application by Superior Sections had been submitted anonymously
but details were made available to the Board to enable Members to
make a full assessment of the results of the appraisal.
It was noted that the Funding Applications Sub-Board members had
been consulted electronically on the applications and those present at
the meeting confirmed their agreement to the recommendations of the
Appraisal Panel.
Agreed:1) that the application by Chamberlain and Hill for £330,000 for a
£4,758,000 project to allow a supplier of raw casting to create a
machining facility in a new industrial unit be approved subject to:• a maximum grant of £330,000 to help implement a £4,758,655
project
• leverage £3,167,778 of private sector funding
• the creation of 33 new jobs by March 2021
• confirmation of match funding to successfully deliver the project;
2) that the application by Pascon Ltd. for £180,000 for a £630,000
project to purchase new and larger premises be approved subject
to:• a maximum grant of £180,000 to help implement a £630,000
project
• leverage £450,250 of private sector funding
• the creation of 19 new jobs by March 2021
• confirmation of match funding to successfully deliver the project;
3) that the application by Superior Sections for £180,000 for a
£630,000 project to purchase new and larger premises be approved
subject to:• a maximum grant of £240,000 to help implement a £2,650,000
project
• leverage £2,410,000 of private sector funding
• the creation of 24 new jobs by March 2021
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• confirmation of match funding to successfully deliver the project;
4) that, in future, full details of the applicants for funding should be
made available to the Board, subject to the requirements of the
Company Code of Conduct and the Assurance Framework, as
appropriate, to enable Members to fully appraise the project.
(The Chairman declared an indirect interest in the application by
Superior Sections, withdrew from the meeting and took no part in the
discussion and voting thereon. Simon Eastwood took the chair for this
part of the meeting.)
23/16

LEP Core Consortium Funding
Sarah Middleton reported on the arrangements for LEP and Black
Country Consortium funding for 2016/17 including:a)

b)

c)

d)

the recommendation by ABCA that local authority subscriptions for
the Black Country Consortium should remain at the level of
£140,000 (a standstill budget);
that local authorities were committed to the standstill budget of
£140,000 each, with a preference to draw on Growing Places
revenue funding;
that, after provision had been made for Accountable Body
expenses of £105,536 to March 2026, a balance would remain of
£146,714 in the Growing Places Revenue Fund. The Board had
agreed (see Minute No. 34/15) that the balance of the Revenue
Fund should be held by Consortium for future utilisation by the
LEP;
that, to implement the recommendation by ABCA, concerning
subscriptions and following the utilisation of the Growing Places
Revenue Funding of £146,714, local authorities need to identify
funding of £103,322 each. Discussions were progressing with
partners to identify this.

In relation to the Partnership’s funding it was reported that:i) DCLG had confirmed LEP Core funding of £250,000 for 2016/17. It
was a requirement of this funding that it was matched locally on a
1:1 basis and Guarantee Member Consortium subscriptions were
used to meet this requirement.
ii) the Partnership had agreed to provide £10,000 of funding to the
West Midlands Combined Authority.
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iii) clarity was being sought on funding calls to support the Midlands
Engine/Midlands Connect
Agreed:1) that the proposed arrangements for Consortium subscriptions and
confirmation of LEP Core Fundng by DCLG be noted;
2) that the extension of the contract between Sandwell MBC (the
Accountable Body) and Black Country Consortium for the Growing
Places Revenue Funding for a further twelve months to 31st March
2017 be confirmed.
24/16

LEP S31 Funding
Pursuant to Minute No. 23/16 above, the Board was informed that the
level of core funding for 2016/17 was to remain at £250,000 and that
details of the Strategic Funding and subsequent year funding would be
provided by Government sometime in January 2016. The report set out
details of the 2015/16 core and strategic funding
It was also reported that the costs of the Programme Office had to date
been met by the LEP Core and Strategic Funds. A method of ‘top
slicing’ these costs capitalised to the LGF fund, potentially releasing
LEP revenue funds for future utilisation was considered at Minute No.
25/16 below.
Agreed:1) that the expenditure of the LEP Core and Strategic Funds, and of
the SEP Proposition fund to 30th November 2015 be approved.
2) that the planned expenditure of these funds to 31st March 2016 be
approved;
3) that the cost of the Interim SEP Delivery Director post be drawn
from the unallocated Strategic Development Funds bought forward.

25/16

Local Growth Fund Pipeline Generation and Programme Support
Pursuant to Minute No. 25/16 above, the Board received a report
setting out the current position of the funding for the LGF Programme
Office, Walsall MBC Accountable Body and Wolverhampton Transport
Team and possible options for the future funding of Pipeline Generation
and Programme Support including top slicing to allow capitalising of
programme office costs so that they could be claimed from LGF Grant
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funding. Options for use of property and business rate income at a
proportion of any evidenced uplift were also being examined by local
authorities,
Agreed:1) that the ‘top slicing’ of the LGF Grant funding to enable the funding
of pipeline generation and programme support be approved in
principle;
2) that where the allocation of capital LGF resources replace revenue
support, these funds should be applied and pooled for uses to be
determined by the LEP Board and Joint Committee.
26/15

Date of Next Meeting
Agreed:1)
2)

that meeting on 25th February 2016 should be an ordinary
Partnership Board meeting;
that a new date be established for the annual stakeholders’ event.

(The meeting closed at 5.00p.m.)
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Black Country Economic Intelligence December 2015
provided by the Economic Intelligence Unit
Resident earnings: Current Position

Earnings Summary

 In April 2015, average gross annual earnings for Black Country residents working full-time were £24,110. This is an increase of
4.7% (£1,085) from April 2014 and compares to 2.4% for the West Midlands and 1.6% for the UK.
 The gap between the Black Country and the UK average is closing. Resident earnings now stand at 87.2% of the UK average
compared to 84.6% in 2014.

Resident earnings: 2010 to 2015
 Between 2010 and 2015, average annual full-time resident earnings in the Black Country increased by over £2,000 from
£22,035 in 2010 compared to an increase of £1,763 for the UK.
 The Black Country growth rate over this period of 9.4% was higher than the average growth for the West Midlands (7.3%) and
the UK (6.8%).

Resident earnings: 2005 to 2015
 Between 2005 and 2015, Black Country resident annual average full-time earnings rose by over £4,000 from £19,752 to
£24,110. This increase of 22% compares to 19% for the West Midlands, 20% for England and the UK.
Annual average full-time resident earnings - Growth Rates
Area
2014-2015
2010-2015
2005-2015
Black Country
22%
4.7%
9.4%
UK
1.6%
6.8%
20%

Resident earnings: LEP Analysis
th

 The Black Country ranks 38 out of the 39 LEPs for average gross annual full-time resident earnings. However, the 5.5% growth
rate for the Black Country between 2014 and 2015 was the highest of the 39 LEP areas together with Coventry & Warwickshire.
(Please note the published LEP analysis figures vary slightly to the Local Authority analysis and therefore growth rate in table
below shows 5.5% compared to 4.7% reported in previous section of the report).

Workplace earnings
 In April 2015, earnings were over £500 higher for people working in the Black Country than people living in the area, with
average annual full-time earnings at £24,652, an increase of £1,075 from 2014. This compares to £25,779 for the West
Midlands and £27,645 for the UK.
 The Black Country’s growth rate of 4.6% over the past year was higher than regional and national average growth rates at 3.3%
and 1.6% respectively.
 Between 2005 and 2015, average annual workplace earnings in the Black Country rose by 22% compared to 20% for the West
Midlands and 21% for the UK.

Workplace earnings: LEP Analysis
nd

 The Black Country ranks 32 out the 39 LEPs for average annual full-time employee earnings. Earnings for the Black Country
LEP area are the third highest in the West Midlands. The Black Country’s annual growth rate of 5.8% in 2015 was the second
highest in the country after Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP at 6%.

Summary
 The Black Country has demonstrated earnings growth above the national average growth over the past year, the five year
period from 2010 to 2015 and from 2005 to 2015.
 Based on the earnings data for April 2015, this shows that the gap between Black Country resident earnings and the UK
average is closing and currently stands at 87.2%.
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Agenda Item 5
BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
25th February 2016
DEVELOPMENT OF COMBINED AUTHORITY
1.

Introduction
The statutory process for the approval of the Parliamentary orders for the
establishment of the Combined Authority is now underway and the Authority has
given consideration to a proposed Constitution. As part of the process the board are
asked to:a) Reaffirm their support for the Deal. And the Scheme for the establishment of
the Authority (Attached as Appendices 1 and 2);
b) Consider the proposed constitution of the Authority including the powers and
functions of the non-constituent authorities.
The report also outlines some of the thinking about proposals that might inform a
second Devolution Deal.

2.

Recommendations

2.1 That the Board reaffirms its decision to become a non-constituent member of the
Combined Authority and support for the Combined Authority Order and Devo Deal.
2.2 That Board members comment on possible areas for a second Devolution Deal.
3. Report Detail.
3.1 Establishment of Combined Authority
The formal processes for gaining parliamentary approval for the Combined Authority
has commenced with the launch of a period of consultation running from 18th Jan to
8th Feb. The timetable for approval is a follows:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

18 Jan – 8 Feb Constituent Councils undertake consultation
8 – 12 Feb Consultation responses collated
12 Feb A summary of the consultation response sent to Secretary of State to
inform his decision
12 –19 Feb Secretary of State consideration of consultation to create CA and
DCLG drafting of Order
22 Feb CA establishment Order provided to Councils for consent
22 Feb – 8 Mar Constituent Councils and ITA gain consent to CA establishment
Order (8th March deadline)
9 - 10 Mar CA establishment Order laid in Parliament
March – early May Combined Authority establishment Order is debated in both
Houses
May / June Session dates and approvals pending, Combined Authority is
established same day/day after approval, (or on a specified day if the West
Midlands prefers) – parliamentary timetable pending.
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Agenda Item 5
At its meeting in November the Board confirmed its decision to become a nonconstituent member of the Authority (See Minute No. 132/15). The Authority has
given initial consideration to its draft constitution covering membership, procedures,
voting rights, standing orders, delegations, procurement and codes of conduct (a
copy will be available at the meeting). The document sets out non-constituent
authorities’ voting rights as follows:(i)

adoption of growth plan and investment strategy and allocation of funding
by the Combined Authority;
(ii) the super Strategic Economic Plan strategy along with its implementation
plans and associated investment activity being undertaken using funding
provided to the Combined Authority;
(iii) the grant of further powers from central government and/or local public
bodies that impacts on the area of a Non Constituent Authority;
(iv) land and/or spatial activity undertaken by the Combined Authority within
the area of a Non-Constituent Authority;
(v) public Service reform which affects the areas of Non-Constituent
Authorities
(vi) areas of LEP activity relevant to the Non Constituent Authorities through
geographical location or as part of a joint committee;
(vii) all Combined Authority matters concerned with education, employment
and skills, enterprise and business support, access to finance, inward
investment, business regulation, innovation, transport, environmental
sustainability, housing, economic intelligence, digital connectivity and
regeneration;
(viii) future use of business rate retention funding generated beyond that
retained within new and existing Enterprise Zones;
(ix) specific decisions to bid for and allocate revenue and capital funding
provided to the Combined Authority for use in economic development
activities;
(x) investment activity related to transport and connectivity, not funded by the
transport levy and current Maintenance and Integrated Transport blocks;
Any vote including Members appointed by Non-Constituent Authorities will be
carried on a simple majority subject to the requirement that there is a majority of twothirds of Constituent Members
At its meeting in November the Board also noted the provisions of the Devo Deal. A
copy of the Deal is appended and members are asked to affirm support for the Deal
to support the Consultation and order making process.
3.2 Devo Deal II
As noted in the by the LEP Chairmen at their meeting on 5th February (see agenda
item 6), the Devolution process is not seen by Government as one-off event but an
ongoing process. Initial consideration is therefore being given to what might be
included in a second stage of devolution. The Authority has set up a Devolution
Steering Group (including the Consortium Chief Executive) which has met initially to
consider possible asks for inclusion in the budget including:-
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a. Health and Social Care Integration – the WMCA may want to see follow-up
language from the current proposed Deal in a future Deal showing direction of
travel.
b. Transport: Clean Air Zones – potential to take the wording in the current
proposed Deal further e.g. announcing the first Zone in the West Midlands
c. Transport: Traffic Management Powers – potential to take control of powers
available in London e.g. enforcing yellow box junctions.
d. Skills: AGE grants – Apprenticeship Grants for Employers have been extended
for a further year so there is the opportunity for these to be devolved if the
announcement can be made in March 2016. This was something that was asked
for in the initial negotiations but not taken forward as the impression given was
that AGE grants would not be continued in the Spending Review.
e. Skills: New Careers Service – BIS is looking to start a new national scheme
and so there may be opportunities to pilot it in the West Midlands. Improving
careers advice and guidance was also discussed as part of the Devo
negotiations but not progressed as HMT felt that devolving the small pot
available to local areas would make it unviable.
f. 100% business rates retention – Government will be looking for some early
pilots. There is potential for the WM to be one of these if we can make a good
case. Further discussions on what this would mean in practice would need to be
had.
g. Criminal Justice – Government is interested in hearing proposals for devolution
in this area that would deliver greater outcomes and where CAs would take on a
share of the risk.
h. ‘Life Chances’ Fund - Greater Manchester has developed a proposal where
they pool funding related to ‘Life Chances’ including that for Troubled Individuals,
Working Well pilots etc. There is interest in looking at the creation of similar
pooling arrangements if the case is strong enough.
i. Health Estates – London’s Health Devolution Agreement signed in December
2015 included a proposal around incentivising asset sales so the local area
could retain any additional receipts that were generated. A proposal along these
lines may be of interest to the West Midlands.
j. Variation of housing benefit – LAs being given the power to lower housing
benefit in specific zones where the quality of private sector rented
accommodation is poor. LAs could then use the difference to invest in improving
the quality of housing stock.
k. Children’s Services – Greater Manchester have developed proposals on
aligning their services so Government would be happy to look at similar
proposals from elsewhere.
The Steering Group were of the view that whilst there is much work to be done in
these areas, they have been raised as worthy of discussion in more detail with
Government and the Authority has not yet committed to taking them forward. It will
be for the Shadow Board to agree proposals to be addressed.
The Steering Group also considered proposals seeking capital or revenue as part of
the Budget, the following have been flagged Up:a.

WM Mental Health and Employment Outcomes
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b.
Transport some specifics including the possible Wolverhampton to Walsall
Heavy rail line re-opening request.

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Nigel Easom
Tel: 01384 471104
Email: nigel_easom@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Source Documents: Attached
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DEVOLUTION AGREEMENT BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AND THE WEST MIDLANDS
COMBINED AUTHORITY SHADOW BOARD
This document sets out the terms of a proposed agreement between the West Midlands
Combined Authority Shadow Board and the government to move forward with a radical
devolution of funding, powers and responsibilities. Final agreement is conditional on the
legislative process, the Spending Review, further public engagement, agreement by the
constituent councils, and formal endorsement by the Shadow Board and Ministers early
in the New Year.
The local authorities and the Greater Birmingham and Solihull, Coventry and
Warwickshire and the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) have made
significant progress in a very short time, coming together, not only to publish proposals
for the creation of a West Midlands Combined Authority, but to secure an ambitious
devolution agreement at the same time. This agreement is recognition of that unique
shared commitment to the future of the West Midlands.
The West Midlands stands at a moment of great economic potential, as it performs
increasingly strongly on growth, inward investment and exports and looks forward to the
game changing investment in HS2 over the next decade. The above three LEPs have
indicated their intention to work together to form an ambitious single Strategic Economic
Plan. The government welcomes and supports this cooperation. The government will
work with the proposed Combined Authority to ensure that devolution supports the
public and private sector of the West Midlands to grasp these opportunities, including
taking forward the HS2 Growth Strategy.
On an even larger scale, there is the opportunity to deliver significant additional economic
growth and job creation through the Midlands Engine. The government has set out its
support for the Midlands Engine and applauds the West Midlands Combined Authority
Shadow Board’s continuing positive engagement with this agenda, including the
Midlands Connect programme of cross-regional transport connections.
Devolution must enable the West Midlands to tackle the economic and social challenges
that the region faces. The agreement includes powers to support adult skills provision
and employment support, and the ability to create an integrated approach to local public
transport, including a single smart ticketing system.
This agreement is the first step in a process of further devolution. The government will
continue to work with the West Midlands on important areas of public service reform to
enable people to reach their full potential, including policing, mental health, troubled
individuals and youth justice.
The agreement is based on the establishment of a mayor for the West Midlands
metropolitan area working as part of the combined authority with a cabinet of council
leaders and subject to local democratic scrutiny. However, given the importance of
existing collaboration across the three LEP geography, which is an important economic
geography for the West Midlands area, as well as with neighbouring areas, the agreement
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recognises that the wider partnership with business through the LEPs and with
neighbouring councils will be critical to success.
The formal deal would enable the Combined Authority to create an investment fund of
over £1 billion through a 30 year revenue stream and locally raised finance. An incoming
Mayor would have the option, on the basis of support from business, to raise up a
business rate supplement. Further details will be set out at and following the Spending
Review through a place-based settlement.
We have a shared confidence in the economic potential of the West Midlands and a
shared belief in the power of devolution to help fully realise that potential. Devolution
will enable the proposed West Midlands Combined Authority to deliver outcomes that
matter to local people: more jobs, better training and improved skills, faster, more
convenient and more integrated transport links and more new homes. The government
and local political and business leaders have worked together to reach this agreement,
and will now work together to champion further meaningful and radical devolution and
to secure strong public support for this devolution deal.
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Summary of the proposed devolution deal agreed by the government and the West
Midlands Combined Authority Shadow Board supported by the Greater Birmingham
and Solihull, Black Country and Coventry and Warwickshire Local Enterprise
Partnerships.
A new, directly elected Mayor for the West Midlands will act as Chair to the West
Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) and will exercise the following powers and
functions devolved from central government:


Responsibility for a consolidated, devolved transport budget, with a multi-year
settlement to be agreed at the Spending Review.



Responsibility for franchised bus services, which will support the WMCA’s delivery
of smart and integrated ticketing across the Combined Authority’s constituent
councils.



Responsibility for a new Key Route Network of local authority roads that will be
managed and maintained at the Metropolitan level by the WMCA on behalf of
the Mayor.



Planning powers will be conferred on the Mayor, to drive housing delivery and
improvements in housing stock, and give the same competencies as the HCA. The
government will also work with the WMCA Land Commission.

The WMCA will receive the following powers:


Control of a new additional £36.5 million a year funding allocation over 30 years,
to be invested to drive growth.



Devolved 19+ adult skills funding from 2018/19, with the Shadow Board
responsible for chairing Area Based reviews of 16+ skills provision.



Joint responsibility with the government to co-design employment support for
the hardest-to-help claimants.



Responsibility to work with the government to develop and implement a
devolved approach to the delivery of business support programmes from 2017
and deliver more integrated working together on investment and trade.

In addition the government:


Supports the ambition of the HS2 Growth Strategy and the emerging West
Midlands Strategic Transport Plan, and commits to funding the Curzon Street
Enterprise Zone extension in order to help deliver this strategy.



Commits to funding the Eastside Metro extension to Digbeth, subject to a
business case, to support the first part of the HS2 Growth Strategy, and supports
the work of the Shadow Board to develop a delivery plan, encompassing the
Metro extensions from Curzon to Interchange and from Brierley Hill, in order to
realise the full benefits of HS2.



Will work with the Shadow Board through the development of the second Roads
Investment Strategy to explore options for reducing congestion on the strategic
road network in the West Midlands.



Commits to support the programme of public service reform across the West
Midlands, including working with the Shadow Board to consider the scope for
further devolution of youth justice services.
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Further powers may be agreed over time and included in future legislation.

Governance
1. The proposal for a Mayoral Combined Authority is subject to the final formal consent
of the West Midlands Combined Authority Shadow Board, the constituent councils,
agreement of ministers, and to the Parliamentary process for the necessary primary
legislation (The Cities and Local Government Devolution Bill and the proposed Buses
Bill) and subsequent orders.
2. The Mayor will be the Chair and a member of the proposed Combined Authority and
subject to the Authority’s Constitution and associated procedures (to be amended in
the light of the introduction of a Mayor). The powers contained in this deal document
will be devolved from the government to the Mayoral Combined Authority. The Mayor
will exercise certain powers, with personal accountability to the electorate, devolved
from central government and set out in legislation:





Responsibility for a consolidated, devolved transport budget to be agreed at
the Spending Review.



Powers over the franchising of bus services in the Combined Authority area,
subject to necessary legislation and local consultation.



Responsibility for an identified Key Route Network of local authority roads that
will be collaboratively managed and maintained at the Metropolitan level by
the Combined Authority on behalf of the Mayor.



The ability to place a supplement on business rates to fund infrastructure, with
the agreement of the relevant local enterprise partnership boards, up to a cap.

Planning powers will be conferred on the Mayor, to drive housing delivery and
improvements in housing stock, and give the same competencies as the HCA. The
government will also work with the WMCA Land Commission.

3. Other members of the proposed West Midlands Combined Authority (to be renamed
as a Cabinet) will become portfolio leads for aspects of the combined authority’s
responsibilities, on the basis to be set out in its constitution, and agreed with the
Mayor.
4. The Mayor for the West Midlands Combined Authority area will be elected by the local
government electors for the area of the proposed West Midlands Combined Authority
– the areas of the constituent councils of Birmingham City Council, City of
Wolverhampton Council, Coventry City Council, Dudley Metropolitan Borough
Council, Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council, Solihull Metropolitan Borough
Council and Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council. Subject to parliamentary time
allowing for the passage of legislation through parliament, the first election will be
held in May 2017. Any powers devolved in the interim will, subject to its
establishment, be exercised by the West Midlands Combined Authority.
5. Proposals for decision by the Combined Authority may be put forward by the Mayor
or any Cabinet Member. Any questions that are to be decided by the Combined
Authority are to be decided by way of two thirds majority of constituent members
and overall majority of all members present and voting, subject to those majorities
including the vote of the Mayor, unless otherwise specifically delegated through the
Authority's Constitution or where it is agreed that specific issues will be reserved for
unanimous or constituent member majority voting only.
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6. The Cabinet will examine the Mayor’s draft annual budget, plans and strategies and
will be able to reject them if two-thirds of the constituent council members agree to
do so, subject to the circumstances set out in the Mayoral Order.
7. The proposed Combined Authority would have Overview and Scrutiny arrangements
and these will be retained, subject to any amendments required to reflect the
introduction of the Mayor and any new statutory provisions.
8. Any transfer to the Combined Authority or Mayor of existing powers or resources
currently held by the constituent authorities must be by agreement of all constituent
members.
9. Further apportionments of funding streams that are already allocated to the Greater
Birmingham and Solihull LEP on the basis of the existing overlap formula with Stoke
and Staffordshire LEP and Worcestershire LEP will continue to be allocated in this way.
This only applies to the Greater Birmingham and Solihull LEP as there are no overlaps
with other LEPs for Black Country and Coventry and Warwickshire.
10. Additional funding or budgets that are devolved as a result of this agreement will go
to the West Midlands Combined Authority, subject to its establishment. The West
Midlands Combined Authority must exercise functions in relation to its area (i.e. it
may invest outside the constituent members of the Combined Authority if that
investment can be said to relate to its area – in other words not only in its area).
11. This deal relates to the devolution of funding and powers to a Combined Authority
with constituent councils as currently proposed. However, following this deal, where
appropriate and with local agreement, the government commits to exploring with the
West Midlands how best to extend devolved budgets and powers across the three LEP
geography and include neighbouring councils in devolution where possible.
12. It is essential that Birmingham continues to robustly pursue the implementation of
the improvements recommended by the Kerslake Review. This will ensure that the
benefits intended from the creation of the proposed West Midlands Combined
Authority and through this devolution deal can be fully realised.
Finance and Funding
13. If established, the Combined Authority will create a fully devolved funding programme
covering all domestic budgets for devolved functions (“The West Midlands Investment
Fund”), accountable to the Combined Authority subject to the details set out in this
document. The Fund will operate as a single programme, bringing together resources
for economic growth, skills and employability, regeneration, transport and housing;
including future allocations from the Local Growth Fund if agreed locally. The
Combined Authority will demonstrate an objective means with which to assess
interventions and programme design so that these are aligned to their balanced
economic outcomes for the area.
14. The agreement of this deal shall not in any way limit or prevent the proposed West
Midlands Combined Authority from bidding for future allocations of national funding
nor will it change any previous funding agreements made with the West Midlands.
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15. As an initial allocation to the Investment Fund, the government will make an allocation
of £36.5 million a year for 30 years in revenue funding, allowing the West Midlands
Combined Authority to create an investment fund of over £1 billion, subject to a
jointly agreed 5-yearly gateway assessment process to confirm the investment has
contributed to economic growth. The emerging West Midlands Combined Authority
Performance Framework is being developed as a local monitoring tool and
government will discuss with the Combined Authority whether this can be
incorporated into the assessment process. In addition, the Mayor will be given the
power to place a supplement on business rates to fund infrastructure, with the
agreement of the relevant Local Enterprise Partnership boards, up to a cap.
16. The Cities and Local Government Devolution Bill currently in Parliament makes
provision which will govern further prudential borrowing for Combined Authorities.
Following Royal Assent, the government will work with the West Midlands Combined
Authority Shadow Board to determine how these powers could apply within a
framework of fiscal responsibility and accountability to the Combined Authority and
local authorities.
17. The Combined Authority and government will pilot a scheme which will enable the
Combined Authority to retain all business rate growth that would otherwise have been
paid as central share to government, above an agreed baseline, for an initial period
of five years. The government and the Combined Authority will also discuss wider
localisation of business rates.
18. The West Midlands Combined Authority Shadow Board has supported bids for
additional Enterprise Zones at Brierley Hill, Dudley, and extensions to the Black Country
Enterprise Zones – i54 and Darlaston - as part of the current bidding round for further
Enterprise Zones. The government is actively considering the business cases and will
bring forward decisions as part of the Spending Review.
19. However, in order to support the Combined Authority Shadow Board’s HS2 Growth
Strategy, the government agrees to support the Curzon Street Enterprise Zone and
approves the business case.
20. The government is committed to working with the Combined Authority to achieve
Intermediate Body status for European Regional Development Funding and European
Social Funding for the Greater Birmingham and Solihull LEP, to complement other
aspects of this devolution deal. The government will work with the Combined
Authority Shadow Board to test whether it will be possible to implement and if so,
government and Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP will work together to agree a
timetable to put this in place
Skills
21. The government recognises the importance of the existing collaboration between the
three Local Enterprise Partnerships on employment and skills. The government is
committed to working with the Combined Authority Shadow Board to ensure
that, subject to the readiness conditions being met, when skills devolution to the
proposed Combined Authority occurs it supports the creation of an effective and
coherent Employment and Skills Strategy, which addresses shared challenges over the
geography of the three LEPs.
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22. The government commits to working with the Combined Authority on Area Reviews
of post-16 education and training across the West Midlands. The reviews will be
chaired by the Combined Authority and will include all post-16 education and training
provision in the initial analysis phase. Recommendations will be focused on general
Further Education and Sixth Form Colleges, however the Regional Schools
Commissioner and the relevant local authorities will consider any specific issues arising
from the reviews for school sixth form provision.
23. The government commits to working with the Combined Authority to support the

further development and implementation of the Employment and Skills strategy. This
will draw on an evidence base informed by the Area Reviews and labour market
intelligence to create the overarching strategic framework for delivering devolved
responsibilities. The Employment and Skills Strategy will cover the Combined Authority
area, but will also take into account the broader geography of the three LEPs.

24. The government will enable local commissioning of outcomes to be achieved from
the 19+ adult skills budget starting in academic year 2016/17; and will fully devolve
budgets to the Combined Authority from academic year 2018/19 (subject to readiness
conditions). These arrangements do not cover apprenticeships.
25. Devolution will proceed in three stages, across the next three academic years:
o Starting now, the Combined Authority Shadow Board will begin to prepare for
local commissioning. It will develop a series of outcome agreements with
providers, about what should be delivered in return for allocations in the
2016/17 academic year. This will replace the current system of funding by
qualifications as providers will receive their total 19+ skills funding as a single
block allocation. This new arrangement will allow the Combined Authority
Shadow Board to agree with providers the mix and balance of provision that
will be delivered in return for the block funding, and to define how success will
be assessed.
o For the 2017/18 academic year, and following the area review, the government
will work with the Combined Authority to vary the block grant allocations
made to providers, within an agreed framework
o From 2018/19, there will be full devolution of funding. The Combined
Authority will be responsible for allocations to providers and the outcomes to
be achieved, consistently with statutory entitlements. The government will not
seek to second guess these decisions, but it will set proportionate requirements
about outcome information to be collected in order to allow students to make
informed choices. A funding formula for calculating the size of the grant to
local / combined authorities will need to take into account a range of
demographic, educational and labour market factors.
26. The readiness conditions for full devolution are that:
a. Parliament has legislated to enable transfer to local authorities of the current
statutory duties on the Secretary of State to secure appropriate facilities for
further education for adults from this budget and for provision to be free in
certain circumstances
b. Completion of the Area Reviews process leading to a sustainable provider base
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c. After the Area Reviews are complete, agreed arrangements are in place
between central government and the Combined Authority to ensure that
devolved funding decisions take account of the need to maintain a sustainable
and financially viable 16+ provider base
d. Clear principles and arrangements have been jointly agreed between central
government and the Combined Authority for sharing financial risk and
managing failure of 16+ providers, reflecting the balance of devolved and
national interest and protecting the taxpayer from unnecessary expenditure
and liabilities.
e. Learner protection and minimum standards arrangements are agreed.
f. Funding and provider management arrangements, including securing financial
assurance, are agreed in a way that minimises costs and maximises consistency
and transparency.
27. To ensure continued local collaboration following the Area Reviews, the Combined
Authority Shadow Board will work in partnership with local colleges and providers to
develop the local Skills and Employment Strategy. This will aim to ensure that post-16
providers are delivering the skills that local employers require. It is expected that the
Combined Authority Shadow Board will then collaborate with colleges and providers,
with appropriate support from the Education Funding Agency, to work towards that
plan.
28. The government will work with the Combined Authority Shadow Board to ensure that
local priorities are fed into the provision of local careers advice in line with the
Employment and Skills Strategy, such that it is employer-led, integrated and meets
local needs. In particular, the Combined Authority Shadow Board will ensure that local
priorities are fed into provision through direct involvement and collaboration with
government in the design of local careers and enterprise provision for all ages,
including collaboration on the work of the Careers and Enterprise Company and the
National Careers Service.
Employment
29. The proposed West Midlands Combined Authority will work with the Department for
Work and Pensions (DWP) to co-design the future employment support, from April
2017, for the hardest-to-help claimants, many of whom are currently referred to the
Work Programme and Work Choice. The Employment and Skills Strategy will influence
the co-design.
30. The respective roles of DWP and the Combined Authority in the co-design will include:


DWP sets the funding envelope, the Combined Authority can top up if they
wish to, but are not required to.



The Combined Authority will set out how they will join up local public services
in order to improve outcomes for this group, particularly how they will work
with local Clinical Commissioning Groups/third sector organisations and NHS
England/the Work and Health Unit nationally to enable timely health-based
support.
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DWP set the high-level performance framework. The primary outcomes will be
to reduce unemployment and move people into sustained employment. West
Midlands Combined Authority will have some flexibility to determine specific
local outcomes that reflect the priorities outlined within the Employment and
Skills Strategy and are complementary to the ultimate employment outcome
(for example in-work wage progression). In determining the local outcome(s)
the Combined Authority should work with DWP to develop the Employment
and Skills Strategy which will take account of the labour market evidence base
and articulate how the additional outcome(s) will fit within the wider strategic
and economic context and deliver value for money.



Before delivery commences, DWP and the Combined Authority will set out an
agreement covering the respective roles of each party in the delivery and
monitoring of the support, including a mechanism by which each party can
raise and resolve any concern that arise.

31. In addition, in the event employment support for this group is delivered through a
contracted-out programme, the respective roles of DWP and the Combined Authority
will include:


DWP sets the contracting arrangements, including contract package areas, but
will consider proposals from the Combined Authority on contract package area
geography.



The Combined Authority will be involved in tender evaluation.



Providers will be solely accountable to DWP, but DWP and the Combined
Authority’s above-mentioned agreement will include a mechanism by which
the Combined Authority can escalate to DWP any concerns about provider
performance/breaching local agreements and require DWP to take formal
contract action where appropriate.

32. In the event that alternative delivery mechanisms are put in place, comparable
arrangements will be put in place.
33. The Combined Authority will develop a business case for an innovative pilot to support
those who are hardest to help. The business case should set out the evidence to
support the proposed pilot, cost and benefits and robust evaluation plans, to enable
the proposal to be considered for funding at a later date, subject to Ministerial
approval.
Supporting and Attracting Business and Innovation
34. The government commits to working with the Combined Authority Shadow Board
and the Greater Birmingham and Solihull, Black Country and Coventry and
Warwickshire LEPs to support the further development and implementation of the
three LEP Integrated Business Support Ecosystem. In particular, the government will:


Review the Inward Investment resource location of regional (IST) staff across the
three levels of: Partnership Managers; Business Development and Key Account
Management teams, currently in 8 locations nationally. The aim will be to seek to
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agree options for co-location, under UKTI/IST management, without harming the
overall efficiency of the working of the investment model.


Establish a joint governance structure with quarterly meetings attended by a
Director level representative from both UKTI investment and the Combined
Authority. These will provide a forum to discuss progress on co-location, and on
account management activity by both parties. Wherever possible, this structure
will be used to review key decisions and initiatives planned and/or implemented
by both parties.



Provide significant closer working with sector specialists in the transport related
sectors (Auto, Rail and Aerospace). This will be within a shared governance
structure with resources, under UKTI control.



Ensure a portion of the GREAT campaign budget for overseas based activity is
aligned to appropriate West Midlands sector strengths. This activity should be
supported by sector based resource in overseas posts who have been specially
briefed to have a strong understanding of Midlands Engine and posts who are
Matchmaker partners for West Midlands sector strengths.



Work together on an appropriate portfolio of investable urban regeneration
projects which government would help promote to appropriate international
investors (through the Regeneration Investment Organisation), potentially as part
of a new Midlands Engine proposition.



Continue devolved inward investment funding for the Drive West Midlands
initiative with the Automotive Investment Organisation to be considered as part
of the Spending Review, Export Strategy and future sector prioritisation work. This
will determine whether funding should be continued until 2020.

On trade, the government will:


Ring-fence trade services resource within the Combined Authority area based on
an agreed export plan with a dual key approach to activities and reporting on
outputs and outcomes to the Combined Authority. Ring fenced resource remains
subject to departmental budget changes.



Develop an export plan between the Combined Authority and UKTI HQ which will
allow the Combined Authority flexibility, such as a specific local sectoral focus for
Passport to Export and mid-sized business schemes or a different mix of products.

35. On other business services, the government will:


For the Business Growth Service, seek to devolve responsibility through the Growth
Hubs within existing contracts as far as possible, subject to agreed protocols for
the interface with national schemes.



Work with the Combined Authority Shadow Board to develop a devolved
approach to delivery of business support from 2017 onwards, although what is
ultimately devolved will reflect the decisions taken in the Spending Review on the
shape of – and level of spending on – business support schemes.



Work with the Combined Authority to design a joint approach to enterprise startup activity
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Enter into discussion regarding the Combined Authority’s access to finance needs
and how these interact with national access to finance programmes, such as the
British Business Bank.

36. On innovation:


The government recognises the many innovation strengths of the West Midlands,
across multiple sectors, and values the contribution they have made towards
delivering growth, productivity and high value employment.



The government will offer the Combined Authority Shadow Board expert advice
and support to ensure they are able to put forward a strong proposal for science
and innovation audit. An audit would allow the Combined Authority Shadow
Board to work with universities, businesses and the Local Enterprise Partnerships
to map its strengths, with support from government. Audits will provide a new
and powerful way to build on regions’ strengths and maximise the economic
impact from the UK’s research base nationally. They will, for example, provide the
government with part of the evidence base on which to make decisions on any
further catapults.

Public Service Reform
37. The government will engage with the Combined Authority Shadow Board to discuss
the outcomes of their Mental Health Commission.
38. The government will support the Combined Authority Shadow Board to co-design
and implement approaches to improving the life chances of troubled individuals
(those with multiple problems of homelessness, substance misuse, offending and
mental health) and in doing so reduce their cost to public services. The first phase of
policy co design will take place within the next months, to be followed by a series of
early adoption/ experimentation areas within the region in early 2016, which will be
funded by the constituent councils of the proposed Combined Authority. Depending
on the outcome of these, the Combined Authority Shadow Board will prepare a
business case for further funding, in advance of moving to scale. Relevant early
implementation projects and subsequent roll-outs will be agreed jointly with NHS
England.
39. The government commits to support the programme of public service reform across
the West Midlands. HMT and DCLG will continue to engage with the Ministry of
Justice, Department of Health and Home Office to ensure that appropriate support is
provided to facilitate the implementation of these reforms.
40. The government commits to a discussion with the Combined Authority Shadow Board
about how the government can improve the Combined Authority’s ability to use the
following national administrative data sets in order to support the Combined
Authority’s ambition to develop an integrated data system to improve outcomes for
individuals with multiple indicators of vulnerability (unemployment, offending,
substance misuse, poor mental health and homelessness) while respecting legal and
other privacy concerns. These discussions will be informed by the Cabinet Office led
data sharing work and commence with the government in early 2016. Subject to
further discussion this may include:
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The Prisons Database (held by the Ministry of Justice)



The Work and Pensions Longitudinal Study (held by the Department for Work
and Pensions)

41. Discussions will also take place as to how the government can support the shadow
Combined Authority in analysing and interrogating health data sources to improve
care whilst respecting legal and other privacy concerns. These will include:


Hospital Episodes Statistics, Mental Health Minimum Dataset (held by the
Health and Social Care Information Centre)



National Drug Treatment Monitoring System (held by Public Health England)

42. The government recognises that the Birmingham City Council is a member of the One
Public Estate Programme, and envisages that the proposed Combined Authority will
become a member. The Government Property Unit (GPU) has discussed plans for a
major public sector locational hub in Birmingham to allow local, regional and national
government bodies to co-locate and take advantage of modern integrated working
to reduce costs and increase productivity. This will be run as a joint programme
between the Combined Authority and GPU and is envisaged to involve the
development of a substantial shared office requirement. In addition, the government
commits to support community hub proposals in the two other cities of
Wolverhampton and Coventry and a series of neighbourhood service integration pilots
across the area of the constituent authorities of the proposed Combined Authority.
More and Better Homes
43. The Combined Authority and its constituent authorities will support an ambitious
target for the increase in new homes, and will report annually on progress against
this target. To ensure delivery of this commitment, the Shadow Board of the
Combined Authority and the government agree that:


Existing Local Authority functions, which include compulsory purchase powers,
will be conferred concurrently on the Combined Authority to be exercised by
the Mayor. These powers, which provide the same competencies as the Home
and Community Agency, will enable the Combined Authority to deliver its
housing and economic growth strategies. The government will bring forward
further proposals for consultation in the New Year and will, as part of that
consultation, discuss how they can be applied to support housing,
regeneration and growth.



The Homes and Communities Agency and the Combined Authority will work
together to develop a joint approach to strategic plans for housing and growth
proposals for the area.



The government will work with the Combined Authority to support the West
Midlands Land Commission. The West Midlands Land Commission will ensure
there is a sufficient, balanced supply of readily available sites for commercial
and residential development to meet the demands of a growing West
Midlands economy. It will create a comprehensive database of available public
and private sector land, identify barriers to its disposal/development, and
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develop solutions to address those barriers to help the West Midlands meet its
goal to deliver a significant number of additional new homes over the next 10
years, and to unlock more land for employment use. The Combined Authority
will also be able to use their proposed Land Remediation Fund to support
bringing brownfield sites back into use for employment and housing provision.
44. The Combined Authority Shadow Board and the government will continue to discuss
the devolution of housing loan funds. The Combined Authority Shadow Board intends
to develop further a proposition on a Housing Investment Fund, for discussion with
government.
Transport
45. The government is committed to building the Midlands Engine for Growth and
supports the emerging proposals for Midlands Connect. The balance of interests
across the West and East Midlands is critical to success and the government supports
the full engagement of West Midlands partners in the creation of a Midlands Connect
Strategic Board and supporting officer structures to provide leadership and
accountability. The government commits to ensuring the direct involvement of the
Department for Transport, HS2 Ltd, Highways England and Network Rail in the
arrangements and considers them critical to the successful delivery of the transport
objectives of this deal.
46. The Mayor will:
a. Receive a devolved and consolidated local transport budget for the area of the
Combined Authority (i.e. the areas of the constituent councils), including all
relevant local highways funding, with a multi-year settlement to be agreed at the
Spending Review. Functions will be devolved to the West Midlands Combined
Authority accordingly, to be exercised by the Mayor.
b. Receive powers for the franchising of bus services in the Combined Authority area,
subject to necessary legislation and local consultation. This will be enabled
through a specific Buses Bill, to be introduced during the first Parliamentary
session, which will provide for the necessary functions to be devolved. This will
help the proposed Combined Authority, on behalf of the Mayor, to deliver
integrated smart ticketing across all local modes of transport in the Combined
Authority area. This will align with the work of Midlands Connect on smart and
integrated ticketing across the Midlands.
c. Take responsibility for a new Key Route Network of local authority roads; the
management and maintenance of which will be undertaken at the Metropolitan
level by the West Midlands Combined Authority on behalf of the Mayor. To
support this all relevant local roads maintenance funding will be placed under the
control of the Combined Authority, subject to its establishment, until the Mayor
takes office, as part of the single local transport settlement to be agreed at the
Spending Review, which will support the delivery of a single asset management
plan, working towards shared procurement of highways maintenance services
across the Combined Authority’s constituent councils as practical reflecting
existing contractual and PFI arrangements.
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47. In addition, and as part of the deal:
a. The government and the West Midlands Combined Authority will work together
through the development of the second Roads Investment Strategy to examine
options for the most effective way to facilitate the movement of goods and
people, and manage congestion within the region on the strategic road network.
This will include consideration of options for reducing congestion, such as a
joined up approach to dynamic demand management and implementing an
integrated intelligent transport system which will help improve journey time
reliability and allow people and businesses to make informed decisions about
their travel choices.
b. The West Midlands Combined Authority will have the opportunity to bring
forward alternative proposals for the management of current and new rail
stations in the Combined Authority area (i.e. the areas of the constituent
councils). If such proposals would lead to the transfer of any rail stations to the
West Midlands Combined Authority, the Combined Authority, with West
Midlands Rail, will be obliged to bring forward a business case for consideration
by government.
c. The government will work with the West Midlands Combined Authority to
establish any appropriate local traffic and highway powers to be conferred on to
the Mayor as part of the Key Route Network.
d. To support better integration between local and national networks, the
government and the West Midlands Combined Authority Shadow Board will enter
into joint working with Highways England and Network Rail on operations,
maintenance and local investment through a new Memorandum of
Understanding, which will be established by 2016.
e. On strategic transport issues and investment, the government, Network Rail and
Highways England will continue to work with the West Midlands Combined
Authority through the Midlands Connect Partnership.
f. The West Midlands Combined Authority Shadow Board will bring forward
proposals for potential inclusion in the West Midlands Mayoral Parliamentary
Order that would enable the Mayor and Combined Authority to implement safer
vehicle standards for freight vehicles entering the areas of the Combined
Authority’s constituent councils, such as safety measures to protect cyclists.
g. The West Midlands Combined Authority Shadow Board will bring forward
proposals for potential inclusion in the West Midlands Mayoral Parliamentary
Order that would enable the West Midlands Mayor and West Midlands Combined
Authority to implement Low Emission Zones and potentially Clean Air Zones in
the West Midlands Combined Authority area. This will help achieve Air Quality
Plan objectives at both the national and local level.
HS2 Growth Strategy
48. The government welcomes the significant progress made to date by the West
Midlands in developing its HS2 Growth Strategy. Demonstrating government’s
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support for the Strategy, this deal provides the proposed Combined Authority with a
range of new mechanisms that will help local partners to deliver their ambitions.
49. As stated previously in this agreement, the government will provide the Mayor of the
West Midlands with the power to raise supplementary business rates to fund
infrastructure, as well as other funding to support local growth. The government also
approves the business case for a significant extension of the Enterprise Zone at Curzon
Street in order that the funding raised through these mechanisms will support the
delivery of the HS2 Growth Strategy, which includes proposals for the Curzon
Masterplan, the UK Central Interchange triangle interchange plans, the UK Central
infrastructure package, connectivity to Coventry and enhanced accessibility from the
Black Country to Birmingham city centre, alongside further government support.
50. The Combined Authority Shadow Board will develop an implementation plan setting
out how it intends to deliver the objectives of the HS2 Growth Strategy. The
government remains committed to working with the Combined Authority Shadow
Board as they develop their implementation plan to help manage risks and support
delivery. This should include a prioritised programme of projects and their milestones;
the input, output, outcome and benefit indicators that local partners will use to track
delivery; the Combined Authority resources being committed to ensuring delivery; and
the remit and governance of a Combined Authority-led Development Corporation to
deliver the local growth. As part of establishing their prioritised investment
programme, the Combined Authority Shadow Board will bring forward business cases
for individual transport projects for the government to consider, where required in
line with existing agreements and processes, including the interlinked Metro
extensions to Brierley Hill and HS2 Interchange. As the most immediate priority in the
HS2 Growth Strategy, government also commits to providing funding for the Eastside
Metro extension to Digbeth subject to government approval of the business case.
51. The implementation plan will describe how the HS2 Growth Strategy is being delivered
in the short-medium (up to 5 years) and longer (5 years plus) term. The Combined
Authority Shadow Board, government and HS2 Ltd will work closely on the
development of the plan and identification of the resources within it to ensure that
local delivery and construction of the HS2 railway are integrated wherever appropriate
with implementation plans for local schemes (such as those mentioned above) and
any joint opportunities are maximised. The plan will be locally owned, but progress
will be regularly reported to the HS2 Local Growth Programme Board. An outline of
the implementation plan should be submitted by 31 Jan 2016, with the aim of
completing it by spring 2016.
Other areas
52. This deal represents a first step in a progressive process of devolution of funding,
powers and responsibilities to the West Midlands Combined Authority (subject to its
establishment). As well as the areas set out in this deal, the West Midlands Combined
Authority Shadow Board and government will consider further opportunities for
devolution and will continue to discuss these. These will include but not be limited to:


Proposals for an appropriate relationship between the functions of a Mayor
and future role of the Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs), including in
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relation to fire services, to be developed, subject to local consent and a
business case developed jointly by the PCC and council leaders, and in
consultation with the Fire and Rescue Authorities.


The government’s review of the youth justice system will work with the
Combined Authority Shadow Board to consider scope for further devolution of
youth justice services to the region, and will look for opportunities to work
with the region to test the review’s proposals.



The government will engage with the Combined Authority Shadow Board to
discuss the outcomes of their Mental Health Commission.



The government and the West Midlands Combined Authority will work with
the East Midlands to take forward the Midlands Engine project to secure wider
transport investment and growth.

Delivery, Monitoring and Evaluation
53. The West Midlands Combined Authority, subject to its establishment, is accountable
to local people for the successful implementation of the devolution deal;
consequently, the government expects the Combined Authority to monitor and
evaluate their deal in order to demonstrate and report on progress. The Cities and
Local Growth Unit will work with the West Midlands Combined Authority to jointly
agree a monitoring and evaluation framework that meets local needs and helps to
support future learning.
54. The government will support the West Midlands Combined Authority by levering
existing monitoring and evaluation frameworks and, where applicable, by providing
assistance to ensure consistency and coordination of metrics and methodologies with
other areas receiving a devolution deal. As part of this commitment, the government
will work with the West Midlands Combined Authority to explore options for the
coordinated application of high quality impact evaluation methods in relation to i)
local commissioning of 19+ skills; and ii) employment support.
55. West Midlands Combined Authority Shadow Board will work with the government to
develop a full implementation plan, covering each policy agreed in this deal, to be
completed ahead of implementation. This plan will include the timing and proposed
approach for monitoring and evaluation of each policy and should be approved by
the DCLG Accounting Officer.
56. The West Midlands Combined Authority will continue to set out their proposals to the
government for how local resources and funding will be pooled across the area.
57. The West Midlands Combined Authority will agree overall borrowing limits with the
government and have formal agreement to engage on forecasting. The West
Midlands Combined Authority will also provide information, explanation and
assistance to the Office for Budget Responsibility where such information would assist
in meeting their duty to produce economic and fiscal forecasts for the UK economy.
58. The West Midlands Combined Authority will agree a process to manage local financial
risk relevant to these proposals and will develop written agreements jointly with the
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government on every devolved power or fund to agree accountability between local
and national bodies on the basis of the principles set out in this document.
59. The West Midlands Combined Authority will continue to progress programmes of
transformation amongst authorities and with partner agencies.
60. The West Midlands Combined Authority will continue to adhere to their public sector
equality duties, for both existing and newly devolved responsibilities.
61. The provisions of this deal will be monitored by a Steering Group of senior officials
from the Combined Authority Shadow Board and government, and private sector LEP
representatives, meeting at least quarterly, with any issues of concern escalated to
Ministers and Leaders to resolve, in keeping with the letter and spirit of this deal.
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Scheme for the establishment of a Combined Authority for the West Midlands
Introduction - Engagement with the three Local Enterprise Partnerships
(“LEPs”) and the wider business community
The establishment of a Combined Authority represents a major opportunity to have a
strong, shared voice for the region and to make a step change in our collective
efforts to drive the economic prosperity of the area. Effective engagement with the
LEPs and the wider business community is critical to the delivery of this ambition.
The relationship between the LEPs and the Combined Authority will be seamless
and will engage the wider business community, ensuring that all partners play to
their strengths in contributing to a wider ambition for more and better jobs.
The Leaders of the seven constituent authorities are members of the LEPs and the
Chair of the LEPs will have non-constituent status in respect of the Combined
Authority.
A Combined Authority Strategic Economic Plan will be developed and agreed. This
will build on the findings of the economic evidence commissioned to support the
establishment of the Combined Authority which identified the 3 LEP geography as
the functional economic area.
Investment decisions taken by the Combined Authority will reflect business views.
These views, both in terms of shaping prioritisation and scheme design, will ensure
that public investment is targeted to maximise business benefit, which is key to
economic growth.
The Combined Authority and the LEPs will ensure that executive and staff resources
are used in the most effective way to deliver the Combined Authority Strategic
Economic Plan The Strategic Economic Plan will be underpinned by the principle
that all communities benefit, but not necessarily at the same time and in the same
way. The Combined Authority would seek to achieve this by using evidence based
objective means by which to assess interventions, or the design of interventions, so
that these are aligned to our balanced economic outcomes for the West Midlands
Combined Authority area.
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Section 1 – Intention to establish a Combined Authority
Establishment of the Combined Authority
1. A Combined Authority will be established pursuant to section 103 of the Local
Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009 (“LDEDCA”). It shall
come into existence on 1 April 2016.
Area of the Combined Authority
2. The Combined Authority’s area shall be the whole of the following seven
constituent authority areas:
Birmingham City Council
City of Wolverhampton Council
Coventry City Council
Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council
Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council
Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council and
Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council
Each of the above authorities will be the Combined Authority’s constituent members
(“Constituent Authority” and “Constitutent Authorities” will be construed accordingly).
Within this scheme “West Midlands” refers to the area covered by the seven local
authorities of Birmingham, Coventry, Dudley, Sandwell, Solihull, Walsall and
Wolverhampton.
Name of the Authority
3. The name of the Combined Authority will be the West Midlands Combined
Authority.
Membership of the Authority
4. The Combined Authority shall consist of 15 members as set out below:

Seven members of the Combined Authority shall be elected members of the
constituent authorities, referred to as “Constituent Members” namely
Birmingham City Council
City of Wolverhampton Council
Coventry City Council
Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council
Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council
Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council and
Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council
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Non-constituent members will be appointed, one each from the following
Councils and LEPs:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Greater Birmingham and Solihull LEP
Black Country LEP,
Coventry and Warwickshire LEP
Cannock Chase District Council
Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council
Redditch Borough Council
Tamworth Borough Council
Telford and Wrekin Borough Council

The term “Members” will refer to both Constituent Members and Non-constituent
members
5. Each Constituent Authority, non-constituent authority and LEP will also appoint
two other people (“Substitute Members”) to act as members of the Combined
Authority in the absence of the named member. Any Substitute Member will have the
same decision-making authority and voting rights as the person whose place they
are taking.
6. Each Member will act in the best interests of the Combined Authority as a whole,
taking into account all relevant matters.
7. Where a Member, or Substitute Member, of the Combined Authority ceases (for
whatever reason) to be a member of the constituent or non-constituent authority/LEP
which appointed them, the Member will cease to be a member of the Combined
Authority, and the constituent or non-constituent authority/LEP will appoint a
replacement member as soon as possible.
8. Each Constituent Authority, non constituent authority and LEP may at any time
terminate the appointment of a Member or a Substitute Member appointed by it to
the Combined Authority.
9. The Combined Authority may co-opt additional non-voting representatives to the
Combined Authority.
10. The Chair and Vice Chair are appointed from its Constituent Members by
majority and appointed annually.
11. No Basic or Special Responsibility Allowance will be payable by the Combined
Authority to its Members.
12. The reimbursement of travel and subsistence expenses will be the responsibility
of the Member’s authority/body.
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Voting
13. All Constituent Members of the Combined Authority will have one vote. The Chair
and Vice Chair will not have a second or casting vote.
14. Non-constituent members in accordance with section 85(4) LTA2008, shall be
non-voting members of the Combined Authority. The Constituent Members may, in
accordance with section 85(5) LTA2008, resolve to extend voting rights to all or any
non-constituent members.
15. Subject to the provisions of any enactment, the Combined Authority will aim to
reach decisions by consensus. If, exceptionally, it is not possible to reach consensus
on any matter on which it is necessary to reach a decision, the matter will be put to a
vote which will be decided in accordance with paragraph 16 below.
16. It is intended that decisions will be made by consensus. When this is not
possible, matters will be put to a vote and will require a 2/3 majority vote of
Constituent Members of the Combined Authority present and voting, apart from the
following matters which require unanimity of Constituent Members present and
voting:


Approval of land use plans



Such other plans and strategies as determined by the Combined Authority



Financial matters which may have significant implications on Constituent
Authorities’ budgets



Approval of borrowing limits, treasury management strategy including
reserves, investment strategy and capital budget of the Combined Authority



Agreement of functions transferred to the Combined Authority



Extension of voting rights to all or any non-constituent member



Approval of specific proposals for individual co-optees to the Combined
Authority



Use of general power of competence beyond the powers provided within the
Local Democracy Economic Development and Construction Act 2009,
including in relation to spatial strategy, housing numbers and compulsory
purchase powers



Establishment of arms-length companies



Approval to seek such other powers as may be appropriate and any new
powers granted by government.



Amendments to the Constitution



Changes to transport matters currently undertaken by the ITA
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17. It is a requirement of the Local Transport 2008 85(1)(a) that the majority of
members of the Combined Authority are appointed by the Combined Authority’s
Constituent Authorities. Therefore, one additional representative will be appointed
from each Consitutent Authoritiy.
Executive Arrangements
18. Executive arrangements (within the meaning of the Local Government Act 2000)
shall apply to the Combined Authority. The discharge of the functions of the
Combined Authority will be subject to scrutiny arrangements set out in paragraph 22
and 23 below.
Dissolution of West Midlands Integrated Transport Authority
19. The West Midlands Integrated Transport Authority (WMITA) will be dissolved
pursuant to section 91 of the Local Transport Act 2008 (LTA). Upon the abolition of
the WMITA the functions, powers and duties and the properties, rights and liabilities
of the WMITA shall be transferred to the Combined Authority.

Passenger Transport Executive and ancillary functions
20. The West Midlands Passenger Transport Executive (“Centro”) shall be dissolved
and the functions, powers and duties and the properties, rights and liabilities of
Centro shall be transferred to the Combined Authority.
21. The Combined Authority will fulfil the role of a Transport Authority for each of the
seven Constituent Authorities, replacing the existing West Midlands Integrated
Transport Authority (WMITA). Individual Constituent Authorities will also continue to
exercise some delivery functions, for example in respect of highways management,
but will operate within an agreed framework and plan established through the
Combined Authority.
Scrutiny Arrangements
22. The Constituent Authorities of the Combined Authority will establish joint
overview and scrutiny arrangements which reflect the political balance of the
Combined Authority, to exercise scrutiny functions over the Combined Authority and
any sub-boards and structures.
23. The Combined Authority may co-opt additional non-voting representatives to the
joint overview and scrutiny arrangements as necessary.
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Section 2 - Functions, Powers and Duties of the CA
24. The Combined Authority’s ambition will be to help to increase competitveness
and productivity, create more skilled and better paid jobs, bring more investment into
the area, reform public services and reduce the region’s welfare bill.
25. The Combined Authority will drive these ambitions through its primary focus to
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of transport in the area, the exercise of
statutory functions relating to economic development and regeneration in the area,
and economic conditions in the area.
26. The Combined Authority will manage a significant programme of investment in
transport and economic infrastructure, and influence and align with government
investment, in order to boost economic development and regeneration.
27. The related interventions will have differential impacts across the Combined
Authority area - Underpinned by the principle that all communities benefit, but not at
the same time and not in the same way. The Combined Authority would seek to
achieve this by using evidence based objective means by which to assess
interventions, or the design of interventions, so that these are aligned to our
balanced economic outcomes for the West Midlands Combined Authority area.

Functions – Economic Growth
28. By virtue of sections 99 and 102A of the Local Transport Act 2008 (LTA) the
Combined Authority will have broad well-being powers to promote economic growth
which can be exercised in conjunction with the general powers granted to it by
section 113A of the LDEDCA (as amended by the Localism Act 2011).
29. It is proposed that the Combined Authority will be focused, through the
Combined Authority Strategic Economic Plan, economic growth issues that could
include, but are not restricted to, functions such as:
-

Setting the Combined Authority Strategic Economic Plan and investment
strategy, in consultation with the LEPs and non-constituent Members of the
Combined Authority

-

Ensuring effective alignment between decision making on transport and
decisions on other areas of policy such as land use, economic development
and wider regeneration.

-

Using Combined Authority wide economic intelligence and analysis as a basis
for strategic planning and coordination.

-

Acting as an accountable body for a range of devolved funding.
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-

Strategic decision-making on the skills agenda across the West Midlands.

-

Enabling the Combined Authority to act as the forum for local authorities to
exercise the Duty to Cooperate, in respect of strategic planning matters.

-

Coordinating inward investment activity through the development of a range of
investment mechanisms.

30. The General Power of Competence under Section 1 of the Localism Act 2011 will
enable maximum flexibility in dealing with economic development and regeneration
powers provided in the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction
Act 2009. Accordingly the Combined Authority requests that the Secretary of State
exercises his power and to provide that the Combined Authority has been delegated
General Power of Competence under section 1 of the Localism Act 2011.
31. In addition to the above, the Combined Authority will have the following specific
powers. These are viewed as complementary to the broader powers to address
economic development and regeneration identified above:
-

The duties under section 15ZA, 15ZB, 15ZC, 17A, 18A (1)(b), of the
Education Act 1996 and the power under sections 514A and 560A of that Act
(duties and powers related to the provision of education and training for
persons over compulsory school age).

-

The Power under section 144 of the Local Government Act 1972 (the power
to encourage visitors and provide conference and other facilities).

-

The duty under section 69 of the Local Democracy, Economic Development
and Construction Act 2009 (duty to prepare an assessment of the economic
conditions of the local authority's area).

-

Such other powers as may be appropriate and any new powers granted by
government.

32. Unless otherwise stated, these powers will be exercised by the Combined
Authority on a concurrent basis i.e. no powers have been ceded to the Combined
Authority from the Constituent Authorities
Functions - Transport
33. All functions powers and duties of the WMITA and the WMPTE (Centro) shall be
transferred to the Combined Authority and shall be functions exercisable by the
Combined Authority. Specific powers required for bus franchising or similar and the
prioritisation, assessment, allocation of funding, and the monitoring and evaluation of
major schemes (currently a LEP function) within the Combined Authority area are
exercisable by the Combined Authority.
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34. In the application of s101 of the Local Government Act 1972 and regulations
under s9EA of the Local Government Act 2000 any transport functions delegated to
the Combined Authority from time to time by the Constituent Authority (or any of
them) shall be functions of the Combined Authority. Any functions which the
Constituent Authorities might subsequently choose to delegate to the Combined
Authority The intention being that in application of these sections by the Constituent
Authorities subsequently choosing to delegate as considered appropriate to enable
the Combined Authority to have concurrent street, highways and transport powers
with the Constituent Authorities.
35. The Power of Wellbeing under chapter 3 of the LTA 2008 will apply to the
Combined Authority by virtue of that Act.
36. The Combined Authority will have ancillary general powers pursuant to section
113A of the LDEDC 2009.
37. The Combined Authority will exercise any function of the Secretary of State
delegated to the Combined Authority by the order of the Secretary of State pursuant
to section 86 of the Local Transport Act 2008 (LTA) and section 104(1)(b) LDEDCA.
Such functions will be exercised subject to any condition imposed by the order.
Incidental Provisions
38. The Combined Authority shall exercise any function of the Secretary of State
delegated to the Combined Authority by order of the Secretary of State pursuant to
Section 86 of the LTA 2008 AND Section 104(1) (b) of the LDEDCA 2009. Such
functions shall be exercised subject to any condition imposed by the order.
Section 3 - Funding, Transfer of Property, rights and liabilities.
39. The Combined Authority as a levying body under section 74 of the Local
Government Finance Act 1988 shall have the power to issue a levy to its Constituent
Authorities in respect of the expenses and liabilities of the Combined Authority which
are reasonably attributable to the exercise of its functions relating to transport.
40. The costs of the Combined Authority that are reasonably attributable to the
exercise of its functions will be met by its Constituent Authorties Such costs shall be
apportioned between the Constituent Authorities in proportion to the total resident
population. The Combined Authority will agree an annual budget for the purpose of
expenditure.
41. On the abolition of the WMITA and the WMPTE (Centro) their property, rights,
assets and liabilities will be transferred to the Combined Authority, including any
rights and liabilities (if any) in relation to contracts of employment.
Section 4 – Substructures and Internal Scheme of Delegation
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42. The Combined Authority will take over responsibility for the local transport
authority and local transport executive for the Combined Authority area and act as
the strategic decision making body. Therefore, in order to fulfil the significant range
of operational duties, powers and functions transferred, which are currently delivered
by the local transport authority and executive, the Combined Authority and the
Constituent Authorities will establish a committee under section 101(5) of the Local
Government Act 1972 to be called the Transport Delivery Committee. The Transport
Delivery Committee will be a sub-committee of the Combined Authority providing
oversight of operational delivery and as requested advice on transport policy matters
and will be responsible for the discharge of specified transport functions delegated
by the Combined Authority.
43. The Combined Authority may establish further joint committees or subcommittees and delegate powers and functions as considered by it to be
appropriate.
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Agenda Item 6

BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
25th February 2016
Midlands Engine and Midlands Connect
1.

Introduction
This report sets out further details of the development of the Midlands Engine. Also
attached are the draft notes of the meeting of West Midlands LEP Chairmen held on
5th February where they considered Midlands Engine Progress. At the last meeting
members noted the next steps and agreed to have further discussions concerning
support for the governance structure
Attached to this report are updates on the progress of Midlands Connect from the
ITA.

2.

Recommendations

2.1 That the progress of the development of the Midlands Engine and Connect be noted.
2.2 That the Chief Executive prepare a further detailed report on the development of the
Engine Themes and its implications for the LEP work and programmes and to inform
the discussion on member support raised at the last meeting.
3.

Report Detail.

3.1 Midlands Engine
At the last meeting the Board received the paper on the next steps with regard to the
Midlands Engine agenda (appendix 1). The paper sets out proposed themes each of
which would have its own theme group:a) Economic Planning
Further work is to be undertaken over the next year to refine understanding of the
economic drivers of the Midlands Economy, based on the review of the economic
measures undertaken by PA Consulting for the prospectus. This is to be used to
articulate aims and objectives for the Midlands Engine drawing on existing work
where it exists; for example. It is not intended to establish a SEP-style process.
b) Promotion
Ambitious proposals have been presented for this theme, based on a wish to evolve
and utilise the Midlands Engine brand as effectively as possible. A number of
established networks already exist across the Midlands to support this work.
Government has offered £5m to support the trade and development elements of this
theme and it is likely that there will need to be a number of sub-groups to support
this work, drawn from existing networks. These may cover Trade, Inward Investment
and Tourism.
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c) Midlands Connect
See below.
d) Innovation
Its initial focus will be on the Innovation Audit process. Also key will be to capture the
“special things” that are being supported via routes already in place. In turn, this
could lead to the development of the pipeline of potential future investments in our
key sectors, probably linked to the outcomes of the forthcoming innovations audits. It
is also proposed to set up the regional Higher Education forum In the West, a
University group already exists and this could form the basis of the forum.
e) Finance for Business
Work has already commenced to set up the JEREMIE fund-of-funds and agree an
investment strategy.
f) Skills
Developing a pool of appropriately skilled people remains a key priority for
businesses and individuals across the Midlands and ambitions at Midlands Engine
level need to be clearly set out as part of implementation planning. Government had
been asked for funding to support resource to undertake this work which was not
forthcoming. Consideration is being given to re-addressing this as part of budget
asks.
Work is ongoing to work up the propositions to support these themes and establish
the Groups and leads, etc. It is proposed that a further paper be prepared by the
Secretariat to support the further discussions already agreed by the Board.
The Midlands Engine was the principal agenda item of discussion at the meeting of
West Mids LEP Chairmen on 5th February 2016. The draft notes are attached
(Appendix 2). Members are asked to note in particular the discussion around the
Chair of the Leadership Group and the feedback from the meeting with Marcus
Jones on 3rd February. The Chairmen also noted the progress of proposed budget
asks and a schedule under consideration is attached (Appendix 3).
An Engine briefing paper has also been circulated which is also appended (Appendix
4) to this report.
3.2 Midlands Connect
Attached for Members’ information is the first Connect Update from the ITA
(Appendix 5). The ITA has also circulated a mid-monthly briefing detailed below:“Welcome to the first Midlands Connect Mid Monthly Bulletin.
Recent events…
•

Sir John Peace appointed Chairman of the Midlands Connect Strategic Board.
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•

Inaugural Strategic Board meeting held on 4th February.

o Andrew Cleaves appointed Chair of the Midlands Connect Programme Steering
Group
o Mike Ashworth appointed Vice Chair of the Midlands Connect Steering Group
o Forward work programme was agreed.
o Private meeting held between Secretary of State (SoS) and Strategic Board
representatives prior to the Strategic Board was held where the SoS reaffirmed his
commitment to the programme.
o The Board emphasised the importance of the Midlands Connect Partnership
continuing to support the Midlands Engine programme
•

Inaugural Programme Steering Group held on the 11th February.

o The Steering Group reviewed recent progress including the draft Communications
Strategy and Finance report.
o Positive meeting with the Members of the Steering Group, keen to drive the
programme forward
o Steering Group agreed to explore opportunities emerging through the devolution
agenda, learning from outcomes of key national studies such as the Shaw Review
and the Cities and Local Government Devolution Act 2016
•

Suppliers Event held on 10th February.

o Event held with potential suppliers to provide an early insight into the Midlands
Connect Programme and potential commissions
Still coming up in February…
•

Technical Officers Group - 18th Feb”

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Nigel Easom
Tel: 01384 471104
Email: nigel_easom@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Source Documents: Attached.
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MIDLANDS ENGINE SENIOR STEERING GROUP MEETING
xxth January 2016
MIDLANDS ENGINE – NEXT STEPS

Recommendation(s)
1.

The Midlands Engine Senior Steering Group (MESSG) is requested to:
• Review the suggestions provided and give guidance on the preferred
governance structure as well as the process for putting this in place.
• Discuss the issue of resourcing the implementation plan and the sources of
funding to be progressed to achieve this.
• Review the proposals for communications and provide guidance regarding
both the resourcing of this work and the how the “asks” to be presented to
Government are to be developed ahead of the forthcoming budget.
• Review the proposals presented under each of the sub-group headings and
provide feedback based on the suggestions presented.

Background
2.

The Midlands Engine prospectus was launched successfully on the 4 December
2015 at the University of Birmingham. Based on input from a wide range of
partners across the region, the prospectus contains a range of proposals to
Government and sets out the regional actions to take in order to help deliver its
growth potential. These are summarised in Annex 1.

3.

It is important that the momentum we have built up is maintained as we move
into implementation; in order to ensure that we deliver on the proposals and
actions presented. This paper provides some suggested next steps to achieve
this.

Governance
4.

We need to establish a streamlined, representative and effective governance
structure to ensure the successful delivery of the proposals and actions
presented. We have committed to set up a senior leadership group to oversee
an implementation plan to deliver the prospectus’ proposals. Sajid Javid, our
Government champion, has proposed he should engage regularly with this group
rather than chairing it. As a consequence, it is suggested that:
• The current senior steering group continues to oversee the implementation
work in the short term to maintain momentum. It is likely that the current
group will meet up to two times more. The group should be supplemented
by further East Midlands’ representatives if possible and where gaps exist.
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• A senior “independent” figure with a business background is selected to
Chair the new leadership group. This is likely to take place via application,
with oversight provided by the MESSG (or nominated sub-group). The new
Chair will then work with the existing steering group to agree the recruitment
of the new leadership group. This will pay attention to the geographical and
“sectoral” expertise required to make the delivery of the Midlands Engine a
success. The Chair will be expected to jointly lead on trade missions and act
as the Midlands Engine ambassador to Government
• Being a member of the current steering group will not convey automatic
membership of the new leadership group
• Automatic membership of the leadership group will be given to the Chairs of
the thematic sub-groups and the Chair of Midlands Connect to ensure
cohesion. A number of independent members will also be appointed through
a combination of nominations and applications. Where possible, the
membership will provide a geographic, political and sectoral balance.
5.

It is suggested that a series of sub-groups be set up to lead on the themes, as
outlined below, recognising a formal Board for Midlands Connect is already in
place. The Chairs of these sub-groups will also be appointed through a
combination of nominations and applications. Each sub-group Chair will be made
accountable to the senior leadership group and will be supported by a nominated
lead officer. It is suggested that the make-up of these groups is drawn from the
eleven LEP geography where possible.

6.

Following the successful business roundtable in November 2015, senior
business leaders have shown interest in setting up an advisory group to support
the development of the Midlands Engine. As with the leadership group, it is
suggested that this group will meet periodically with Government ministers,
perhaps linked to key events such as the budget. It is suggested that the Chair of
this group will become an automatic member of the leadership group. There will
be an opportunity to put forward nominations to the business advisory group.
This may also include LEP Chairs or private sector Board members where they
are not involved elsewhere.

7.

The MESSG are requested to review the suggestions provided above and
give guidance on the preferred governance structure as well as the
process for putting this in place.

Implementation Planning and Resourcing its Delivery
8.

An implementation plan will need to be drawn up for the delivery of the Midlands
Engine proposals. This will be based on the prospectus, the outcomes of the
discussion on this paper, the more detailed work of the theme sub-groups, and a
dedicated communications plan. The plan will require key milestones and clear
“hooks” for Government engagement.

9.

It is suggested that the leadership group will need to be supported by a small
permanent executive resource, perhaps attached to a LEP or Local Authority as
a primary employer. This will require resourcing from partners.
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10. As a minimum, this resource could comprise a Midlands Engine Director, a
programme officer and a part time administrator. Their main roles will be to
develop and implement the Midlands Engine plan, working with the theme subgroups, as well as to coordinate the central governance and communication
events. They will also be required to report to Government on the funding
provided directly to support the Midlands Engine. They will need to be able to
work across the very broad range of interests and geography as well as be able
to balance different demands of the work.
11. The funding for these posts with support costs could amount to approximately
£250k per annum. Initially, this is required until March 2017. This would be
required to be provided by partners, particularly the LEPs and Local Authorities,
and perhaps on a match funded basis with Government. Where appropriate, we
could ask partners to provide payment in kind rather than cash.
12. Resourcing support for the theme sub-groups is discussed separately below.
This could be based on contributions from other partners as well as private
sector sponsorship.
13. The MESSG are requested to discuss the issue of resourcing the
production and delivery of the implementation plan and the sources of
funding to be progressed to achieve this.

Communications
14. It is suggested that the Midlands Engine executive will also set up a dedicated
web-portal and undertake a series of communication events with stakeholders as
part of a wider communications plan. These activities will look to be generated
on a pro-bono basis, linked to sponsorship. However, if this is not forthcoming,
partners should assume that a further £100k per annum will need to be budgeted
to support these activities.
15. We will also need to build a set of Government budget “asks” for next year under
the banner of Midlands Engine. We have been encouraged by Government to
start developing these now, linked to wider discussions being undertaken at CA,
LA, LEP and HEI levels.
16. There is a desire to host a second Midlands Engine Summit in 2016, probably in
the East Midlands. It should be noted that the Northern Powerhouse is hosting a
national conference and exhibition on 25 and 26 February 2016. We are
exploring the possibility of securing some profile for Midlands Engine at this
event.
17. The MESSG are requested to review the proposals for communications
and provide guidance regarding both the resourcing of this work and the
how the “asks” to present to Government are to be developed ahead of the
forthcoming budget.

Implementation Sub Groups
18. The following thematic sub-groups are suggested. Each sub-group will need to
provide a detailed plan of action:
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Economic Planning
19. We have committed to do further work over the next year to refine our
understanding of the economic drivers of the Midlands Economy, based on the
review of the economic measures undertaken by PA Consulting for the
prospectus. Key here is that we use this to articulate our own aims and
objectives for the Midlands Engine, rather than just adopting those suggested by
Government. Where possible, it is suggested that we should draw on existing
work where it exists; for example, through the work being undertaken to deliver
Midlands Connect.
20. Separately, we have committed to evolve a plan as to how we tackle productivity
improvement across the region. Again, there would appear to be little point in
starting further work on this at this stage, as we are aware that there is already a
planned productivity commission under the WM Combined Authority banner. We
should be able to adopt some of the outcomes of this work and supplement it
with other Midlands based activity being undertaken. Further activity around
productivity improvement is planned by Stoke & Staffordshire LEP and Leicester
& Leicestershire LEP, for example.
21. There is no wish to reproduce a formal SEP-type process in undertaking this
work. However, we may need to commission some further work to support this. If
this cannot be achieved on a pro-bono basis, we should look to budget between
£50-100k to deliver this.
22. It is suggested that the membership of this group will be drawn from LEPs, Local
Authorities and their partners who, at present, provide economic development
analysis and strategy thinking to support the development of the SEPs. These
are also the most likely sources of pro-bono work.
Promotion
23. We have presented ambitious proposals in this theme, based on a wish to
evolve and utilise the Midlands Engine brand as effectively as possible. We also
have to work quickly to address some of the proposals, as there is a need to:
• Agree the proposed destinations for 2016 trade missions and exhibition
attendance in the next few weeks
• Generate a pitch book for use in MIPIM 2016
• Agree positioning on a joint pavilion for MIPIM 2017
24. Helpfully, a number of established networks already exist across the Midlands to
support this work. Also helpfully, Government has offered £5m to support the
trade and development elements of this theme. The details of this funding and
how it can be used are being explored at present as currently it sits with UKTI
nationally.
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25. It is suggested that this should be utilised through a joint regionally and
nationally agreed plan. The aim should be to develop a pipeline of trade and
inward investment activity. This will also help with our future communications
strategies.
26. Some work has commenced to address the immediate challenges of this theme.
However, it is clear that:
• We will need to set up the sub-group as soon as possible
• Partners will need to offer support to the above subjects from existing
resources to complete the immediate requirements. This work also needs to
be undertaken in a fair and balanced way that reflects the breadth of the
Midlands but also its main strengths. We will need to make decisions quickly
on our priorities.
• We will need to review the work required to evolve the visitor economy
element as this is not covered by the UKTI funding.
• There will need to be some dedicated resource to support this theme in time.
We should look to exploit part of the £5m to achieve this, if possible. This
resource will be required to develop the detailed action plan for this theme
covering the remainder of the proposals shown in Annex 1.
27. It is likely that there will need to be a number of sub-groups to support this work,
drawn from existing networks. These may cover Trade, Inward Investment and
Tourism, for example.
Midlands Connect
28. In comparison, Midlands Connect appears to have all of the elements for
delivery already in place and no further resource is required at this stage. Where
possible, Midlands Connect will look to embrace elements of the Midlands
Engine agenda in order to avoid unnecessary duplication.
29. We will need to link the Midlands Connect Board to the senior leadership group
through its Chair to ensure full integration.
Innovation
30. It is suggested that this theme will require the setting up a sub-group to oversee
its delivery. This will probably need to involve representatives of business,
universities, translational research bodies and the science parks. Its initial focus
will be on the Innovation Audit process.
31. This is likely to be supplemented by further groups established to support the
sectoral priorities highlighted in the prospectus, namely:
• Manufacturing, Engineering and Transport Technologies
• Agri-food and drink manufacturing and production
• Healthcare, Life Sciences and Translational Medicine
• Energy and Low Carbon Technologies
• Creative, Digital and Design
22/02/2016
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32. Key will be to capture the “special things” that are being supported via routes
already in place. In turn, this could lead to the development of the pipeline of
potential future investments in our key sectors, probably linked to the outcomes
of the forthcoming innovations audits.
33. Separately, we will need to set up the regional Higher Education forum and
agree how regularly this meets and what its remit is. In the West, a University
group already exists and this could form the basis of this forum.
34. Work to respond to the Innovation Audits programme has already commenced,
with a scoping meeting already held. It is important that we all agree with the
way forward chosen in order to gain the most from this process. The initial
proposal, supported strongly by the BIS policy team, is for a Midlands Engine
wide audit with a number of specific deep dive topics. This would now appear to
be the preferred approach.
35. It is likely that some coordination resourcing will be required to support this
theme. This may be available through the innovation partners on a contributory
or pro-bono basis.
Finance for Business
36. Work has already commenced to set up the JEREMIE fund-of-funds and agree
an investment strategy. This is being progressed jointly by the existing crossLEP access to finance steering groups in both the East and West Midlands, who
are already coming together to deliver the fund.
37. This work is being supported at present on a contracted basis. It is likely that
further funding will be required to support the full development of the fund. This
could be provided nationally given the importance of this work, utilising existing
re-cycled Midlands’s funds held there. An option could be that this is loaned by
partners on the understanding that it is repaid when re-cycled funds are released
to the fund manager for distribution.
38. We will need to agree if and how we want to approach government again
regarding their contribution to the fund-of -funds. This will need to be agreed as
part of our budget “asks” for next year.
39. It is assumed that the work to undertake engagement with the British Business
Bank on other matters will be built into the JEREMIE work.
40. We have also committed to develop a Midlands-wide access to finance offer,
providing a common access point for all finance enquires and linked to the
Growth Hubs. Further investigation as to how this can be provided is required,
including whether we can facilitate this through private sector involvement, for
example, where the costs are covered by the arrangements fees generated.
Skills
41. Developing a pool of appropriately skilled people remains a key priority for
businesses and individuals across the Midlands. It is important that we set out
our ambition at Midlands Engine level clearly as part of our implementation
22/02/2016
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planning. There may be scope to offer a wider range of elements within this
theme, given further discussion. For example, we are aware that BIS have
commenced discussions with key partners regarding the use of Midlands Engine
badging for skills events. The wider role related to HEI skills also needs to be
considered.
42. Limited existing infrastructure exists for skills across the Midlands. Hence, it is
suggested that a new sub-group will be required to be set up quickly to oversee
the work of this theme. It is proposed that the current skills theme working group
is reconvened in the New Year and an implementation plan be developed by
them. The positioning of the FE colleges in this will be important going forward. It
will also be important to include key national bodies, such as the Skills Funding
Agency and the Department for Work and Pensions, in this work.
43. The main proposals in this theme have been provided through the FE colleges.
This work has been developed by them and it is assumed that they will continue
to lead on this work, including providing the resourcing of the support needed to
deliver the outcomes. Any requests for resource will be made clear once the FE
colleges across the Midlands have met again in mid-January.
44. There is also a commitment to develop a comprehensive provision of Degree
and Higher Level manufacturing apprenticeships. It is important that this work is
matched to that suggested by the FE colleges to avoid any overlap or confusion.
45. We also need to scope out what work we want undertaken to assess and share
best practice. We had asked Government for funding to support resource to
undertake this work in the CSR. This was not forthcoming and we should
consider whether we want to re-address this as part of our budget asks.
46. The MESSG are requested to review the proposals presented under each
of the sub-group headings and provide feedback based on the suggestions
presented.

Conclusions
47. This paper discusses how we start to bring the Midlands Engine to life. It
suggests a light touch governance arrangement as well as the immediate
priorities to be addressed.
48. The paper reflects the need to employ central resource to support the activities
and maintain momentum. It suggests the initial requirement for this, up to £450k
in the first full year, and how this may be funded.
49. The MESSG is requested to:
• Review the suggestions provided and give guidance on the preferred
governance structure as well as the process for putting this in place.
• Discuss the issue of resourcing the production and delivery of the
implementation plan and the sources of funding to be progressed to achieve
this.
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• Review the proposals for communications and provide guidance regarding
both the resourcing of this work and how the “asks” to be presented to
Government are to be developed ahead of the forthcoming budget.
• Review the proposals presented under each of the sub-group headings and
provide feedback based on the suggestions presented.

Prepared by: Michael Carr
Programme Delivery Director
Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP
Contact:

22/02/2016
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Annex 1 – Key Commitments
Within the prospectus, the following commitments were made under the following
headings:
Governance and Communication
•

We will develop a detailed Midlands Engine implementation plan to take
forward the proposals.

•

We will provide a senior leadership group that will hold partners to account for
delivery.

•

The group will have strong engagement with a senior Government minister,
who will champion for the Midlands Engine.

•

A number of themed sub-groups will be formed, where not existing already,
linked to the prospectus themes.

•

We will look to develop a business advisory group to support the wider
leadership group and encourage wider business participation.

•

We will work with Government to review the resourcing of the delivery of the
implementation plan.

•

The prospectus will be made available to all stakeholders in the Midlands Engine
region. In time, it will be supported by a dedicated web platform to allow update
on progress.

•

We propose that regular summits are held regarding the progress of the
Midlands Engine.

Economic Planning
•

We will complete a more comprehensive analysis of the Midlands Engine
economy. This will be used to update the aims and objectives.

•

We will develop a Midlands Engine Productivity Improvement Plan based on
best practice recommendations currently in development within parts of the
region.

Promotion
•

We will enhance our market intelligence capabilities across the region which
will develop our competitive position and inform strategic and tactical efforts.

•

We will develop a regional branding proposition based on the Midlands
Engine including:
o Creating joint promotional content and collateral with Government.
o Delivering marketing activities targeted at home and abroad.
o Attending international exhibitions and business tourism events
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o Undertaking a series of trade missions to target geographies beginning in
April 2016.
•

We will explore how the Drive West Midland programme can be rolled out
across the Midlands Engine region.

•

We will deliver briefing and thought leadership events hosted by public and
private organisations within the region.

•

We will target promotion on key markets and industries, such as: advanced
manufacturing; transport technology; food and drink; healthcare and life
sciences; energy; creative, digital and design; as well as business, professional
and financial services.

•

We will work with UKTI RIO to bring investable sites to market based on the
development of a pitch book brought to market collectively at MIPIM 2016.

•

We will build a regional business visitor and tourism offer focus on an attractand-disperse strategy by leading on areas of global appeal.

•

We will explore a “one travel pass” for out of regional visitors.

•

We will work with Government to promote the Midlands Engine airports as
key gateways to the UK.

Midlands Connect
•

We will use the £5m from Government to set out a credible long term
transport investment strategy for the Midlands by March 2017 and through it
examine options for:
o Measures that maximise economic growth from HS2
o Reduced journey times and improved reliability between key centres
o Addressing the interaction of national, regional and local movements within
key strategic transport hubs in the Midlands
o A long term solution to the congestion and unreliability of movements within
and through the region.
o Regional and national interventions that connect the Midlands to
international gateways.

Innovation
•

We will encourage businesses, Universities and the research translation centres
across the region to work more closely together to create propositions for
innovative working in our priority sectors. Work will focus on the following
key sectors:
o Manufacturing, Engineering and Transport Technologies
o Agri-food and drink manufacturing and production
o Healthcare, Life Sciences and Translational Medicine
o Energy and Low Carbon Technologies
o Creative, Digital and Design
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•

Our twenty-three science parks will work together to multiply the effects of
targeted interventions to promote growth. Future activities under consideration
include:
o a targeted innovation voucher scheme
o use of the latest communication technology to increase engagement of
our knowledge base by supporting SMEs more efficiently

•

We will explore with Government how to respond to their Innovation Audit
programme.

•

Our universities will work together to create a regional Higher Education
forum.

Finance for Business
•

We will develop a £180 million region-wide fund-of-funds utilising the
JEREMIE programme.

•

We will design additional financial instruments with Government to
complement national offerings, for example:
o An Urban Development Fund
o A Regional Digital Media and Content Fund
o A Regional Loan Guarantee scheme

•

We will evolve a database of national and regional fund managers and
financial products.

•

We will work with Government and the British Business Bank to review
devolving some of the national access to finance programmes such as the
Start-Up Loans scheme.

Skills
•

Our Midlands network of Further Education colleges will initiate a unique
partnership of institutions to deliver a step change in our approach to skills, by
being focussed on employer needs and engagement in the Manufacturing and
Engineering sector. This will include:
o A network of Specialist Advanced Manufacturing Hubs formed to deliver
feeder routes from the wider body of colleges into the new Hubs.
o A more employer-led technical curriculum, including virtual learning,
teacher exchange, mentoring and professional development.
o A high profile employer-led apprenticeship marketing programme built
around academic and vocational education linked to employment
opportunities
o the development of a comprehensive careers education initiative which
will integrate every element of the journey, providing a pathway through
further education, higher education, apprenticeships and workforce
development.

•

We will develop a comprehensive provision of Degree and Higher Level
manufacturing Apprenticeships. This will provide a combination of academic
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and vocational learning in a progressive framework, from school through to
postgraduate level.
•

We will look to evolve and share best practice in the employment and skills
field. We have invited Government to work with us to facilitate this.
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DRAFT
MEETING OF CHAIRMEN OF WEST MIDLANDS LOCAL
ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIPS
Action Points Arising from the Meeting Held at 8.00am on 5th
February 2016 at the Council House, Birmingham
Present:
David Frost – Stoke and Staffs LEP;
Mark Stansfeld – Worcs LEP;
Andy Street – Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP;
Ninder Johal – Black Country LEP;
Graham Wynn – Marches LEP.
In Attendance:
Peter Davenport – Stoke & Staffs LEP;
Gil Hamer – Marches LEP;
Martin Yardley - Coventry & Warwicks LEP;
Sarah Middleton - Black Country LEP;
Katie Trout - Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP;
Mike Carr - Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP;
David Shariff - KPMG
Gary Woodman – Worcs LEP;
Nigel Easom - Black Country LEP.
Apologies: Jonathan Browning – Coventry & Warwicks, Stewart
Towe – Black Country LEP.
01/16 Welcome and Introductions
Members welcomed David Shariff to the meeting.
02/16 Notes of Informal Meeting Held on 15th July 2015
Received.
03/16

Midland Engine – Feedback from Meeting with Minsters- 2nd
February 2016
Graham Wynn fedback on points raised in discussion with Marcus
Jones MP on 2nd February 2016:1
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Minster generally satisfied with progress;
Emphasised need to be ambitious in ‘Asks’
Raised need for branding to compete with Powerhouse
Match funding and statement in Budget raised – not specific
commitment but positive feedback from officials noted – need to be
sure that asks add value;
Noted issues with East Mids – need build engagement;
Noted need for strong leadership of Engine Steering Group and
Theme Groups.

04/16 Midlands Engine – Next Steps
Chairman considered next steps paper and considered following:Chairman and Governance
Agreed:1)
2)
3)
4)

5)

that separate Chair of Leadership Group should be appointed;
that Chair should ideally have orientation to West Midlands to
balance Chair of Connect;
the possible longlist of candidates was noted;
that, once all proposals have been received individuals should
be invited to submit expressions of interest as basis to move
to formal process;
need shire representative on steering group and for
mechanisms to facilitate engagement with West Midlands’
local authorities noted.

Resources
Agreed:1)
2)
3)
4)

noted Government view should not be another RDA;
continuing contributions to be based on 50:50 LEP/Local
Authority (£20,000 per LEP);
progress of discussions with Government concerning match
funding noted;
secondment of David Shariff from KPMG for six months
welcomed need for seamless process for appointment of fulltime Director noted.
2
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Budget Asks
Chairs noted the ongoing activity to submit asks by 8th February
and ongoing activity.
Midlands Connect
Agreed:1)
2)
3)

noted development of governance and need to ensure that
strategic focus is maintained;
further consideration to be given to building on engagement
with Secretary of State for Transport;
the need to be clear on asks around HS2 was also noted.

05/16 Local SEP Refreshes
Agreed that secretariats liaise to ensure that appropriate common
messages around Engine, joint working, common priorities are
included within refresh documents
06/16 MAS/BGS/Hubs Update
Chairmen received an update on the discussions to develop West
Midlands' response to Governments decision close the MAS and
BGS services.
Agreed that continuing discussions and work to develop European
funded proposal to develop replacement for MAS be supported.
07/16 LEP Network Management Board – 3rd February – Feedback
& Network Update
Graham Wynne reported on meeting of Management Board and
on roundtables with Ministers – Lord O’Neil (Treasury) and Robert
Goodwill (Transport).
Chairs noted expectation that Devo Deals would continue and
would involve devolution from Government Departments and that
the Network would be taking forward work to define what a ‘good
LEP’ would look like.
3
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Chairs discussed the timetable for Round 3 of the LGF and noted
expectation that Government would be inviting submission in
early/mid –July for inclusion in Autumn Statement.
08/16 ESIF Update
Current national position of funding rounds was noted.
09/16 AoB – FEI
Chairs noted the ongoing discussion concerning management of
the proposed Fund.
10/16 AoB – Public Perception of Powerhouse/Engine
Ninder referred to recent debate on the Question Time programme
and Agreed that work need to be done around the public
perception of the Engine, Devolution Deals, etc.
11/16 Dates of Future Meetings
•
•
•

11th May at 2.30pm
11 August 4pm
27 October 3:00pm.

Meeting ended at 9.20am

4
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Budget Asks – Midlands Engine
Project Title

Brief Description

Outcomes

Asks

Central ME
Resource

Match funding for secretariat, programme
management, communication, economic analysis
etc.

Delivery of the ME Prospectus

First year ask of £400k made up
of £250k new match, £100k from
exiting Midlands Connect budget,
and £50k from existing UKTI
budget for 2016/17.

This is not equivalent to re-creating a regional
development agency.

ME Inward
Investment Hub

Focal Point for Midlands Engine UKTI related activity
- linked to Inward Investment and mirroring that
being set up in NP.

Aligned funding with Midlands Stakeholders to build
joint brand.
A more comprehensive analysis of the Midlands
Engine economy. This will be used to update the
aims and objectives of ME, linked to the
development of a wider develop a Midlands Engine
Productivity Improvement Plan
Enhanced Inward Investment and Export trade
performance

Continuation of match funding
for the following two years.
Total amount £900k.
£1m per annum for next three
years (as NP)

Regional branding proposition based on the ME.
Dedicated inward investment and export trade
promotion resource managed regionally
Closer alignment with restructured UKTI

Joint UKTI and
ME Bid to deliver
the prospectus
opportunities

A larger inward investment budget jointly agreed
with and held by UKTI, building on the £5m already
secured and matching the ambition of the NP.
Detailed projects being worked up but likely to
involve the following prospectus elements:
Enhanced market intelligence capabilities
Regional branding proposition; perhaps linked to
delivery of the competitive positioning piece

Enhanced Inward Investment and Export trade
performance

Circa £15-20m over the next
three years.

Joint UKTI and ME branding proposition based on
the ME.

This should contain a £150k
matched investment per annum
for the MIPIM ME pavilion (from
2017/18)

Detailed programme of ME activities
Enhanced reputation as a key gateway to the UK
with significant inward investment and trade
opportunities.
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developed by GBS LEP as well as work from other ME
areas.
Development and delivery of ME inward
investment strategy and implementation plan
Development and delivery of ME Export Trade
strategy and implementation plan
Targeted promotion on key markets and industries
such as: advanced manufacturing; transport
technology; food and drink; healthcare and life
sciences; energy; creative, digital and design; as well
as business, professional and financial services.
Developing and delivering the MIPIM strategy for
the next three years. This is likely to be based on a
proposal for a joint ME trade pavilion announced in
MIPIM 2016 alongside the delivery of the initial ME
Pitch book

Investment in a joint MIPIM 2017 Pavilion will
facilitate £300k match funding from ME partners

Creation of joint promotional content and collateral
with Government as part of this
Funding the roll out of Drive West Midland
programme across the ME region.

Developing and delivering the strategy and plan to
promote and support routes to and from the ME
airports.

Drive West Midlands aims to support the
development of SMEs to safeguard the future of the
automotive industry. It has four main objectives to:
develop a robust automotive supply chain; support
inward investment; improve coordinated working
between UKTI, the AIO, the Automotive Councils and
the LEP's; and to develop a sustainable operation
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ME Visitor
Economy
Strategy

A specific visitor economy budget, worked up in
conjunction with DCMS and VB and used to:

Enhanced Visitor Economy performance, particularly
overseas based

Circa £5m over the next three
years.

Build a regional business visitor and tourism offer
focus on an attract-and-disperse strategy; by leading
on one or two areas of global appeal, such as
Shakespeare (Literary) or Castles & Battlefields
(War/History, linked to Civil War and War of the
Roses)

Joint DCMS/VB and ME positioning with associated
branding proposition.

Discussions with DSCM/VB
needed

Explore a “one travel pass” for out of regional
visitors as part of this.
Midlands
Connect

Midlands Connect Partnership is set to deliver a
Strategic Transport Strategy for the Midlands in
March 2017.

Detailed programme of ME- based activities
Linked to the key gateway to the UK proposition
above.

The interventions for acceleration include:
-

Midlands Rail Capacity and Connectivity: A
programme of interventions to deliver
additional capacity and journey time
improvements in central Birmingham and
on key strategic radial corridors, for
instance at Birmingham Snow Hill,
Birmingham Moor Street and Birmingham
New Street stations and along the
Bordesley-Moor Street and Water OrtonNew Street corridors.

-

Nottingham/Derby-Birmingham Capacity
and Journey Time Enhancements: A
programme of interventions to deliver
additional capacity on the BirminghamBurton-Derby/Nottingham corridor and to
provide enhanced connectivity, through
journey time improvements between the
Central Birmingham Hub and the
Nottingham- Derby Hub.

The Midlands Connect Partnership will shortly
publish an interim “Emerging Opportunities” report
setting out the economic case for accelerating
development of Midlands’ schemes already publicly
prioritised at a national level (report due out on
March 24th).

Allocation of £50m over the next
two years to enable the
Partnership to accelerate its
technical programme
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-

M1 Junctions 19 – 23A – upgrading the M1
to smart motorway between junction 19
(M6 Catthorpe Interchange) and Junction
23A (East Midlands Airport).

-

A46 Newark northern bypass – widening of
the A46 north of Newark to dual
carriageway, raising the last section of the
A46.

-

Birmingham Box Phase 4 - Including the
M40/M42 interchange Smart Motorway –
upgrading the remainder of the Birmingham
Motorway Box to smart motorway All Lane
Running standard, providing additional
capacity and technology on the M5 and
M42 on the western and southern sections
of the Motorway Box.

-

A45 Stanwick to Thrapston – upgrading the
existing single carriageway section of the
A45 between Stanwick and Thrapston, so
the A45 can provide a continuous
Expressway between the A14 and the M1.

Each intervention will have specific outputs and
outcomes associated with it.
The Midlands Connect Partnership believes the new
Cities and Local Government Devolution Act, which
enables Sub-National Transport Bodies (STBs) to be
set up in those areas of England that want them,
offers major opportunities for the Midlands.

Midlands Connect Partnership understands that such
a move could strengthen the Partnership’s work in
developing a region-wide transport strategy to drive
the economy and power the Government’s vision of
a ‘Midlands Engine’ demonstrating Government’s
commitment to rebalancing the UK’s economy.

£2m to Empower the Midlands to
set itself on course towards
statutory status
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Innovation

Midland-wide Science and Innovation Audit
Midlands Engine partners have come together to bid
for an audit. This joined up Midlands-wide approach
will cover the priority sectors listed in the prospectus
and will be supported by local deep dives.
Higher Education Forum
The Midlands HEIs have agreed to meet regularly to
discuss opportunities to utilise the Midlands Engine
to further the Innovation (and wider prospectus
themes) agenda.
Transport Innovation for a Low Carbon Economy
£300m academic-industrial R&D partnership to
develop research infrastructure to support delivery
of key UK transport programmes, submitted by the
Midlands Innovation partner Universities.
The programme will have three streams:- Vehicle technology for the low carbon economy –
£255m
- Transport infrastructure for the low carbon
economy – £15m
- Measuring the benefits of future transport
systems for the low carbon economy – £15m
- In addition £15m of revenue funding is required
to accelerate delivery of economic impacts

Joined up Midlands-wide approach to innovation
priorities allowing for future public and private
investment to drive the Midlands Engine

Recognition of and
encouragement for the Midlandwide Science and Innovation
Audit approach within the budget

Development of a more coordinated HEI approach to
the Midlands Engine, increasing the likelihood of
achieving its ambitions.

Regular ministerial attendance at
the Forum.

It will also directly address the requirements of
industry to develop new processes, materials,
business models and supply chains to meet the
converging challenges of growing demand, resource
constraints, societal aspirations and environmental
imperatives2 which will reshape our transport
system changing both the way we travel and the
kinds of vehicles we use.

Up to £300m ask, potentially
phased.

First FoF operating in ME region targeted at SME
investment

Minor top up of £20m to make a
£200m overall fund would be
helpful but not necessary to get

There are multiple industry partners.
Finance for
Business

Support to closing the £180m, Midlands Engine
JEREMIE Fund of Funds (FoF), as proposed, within 3
months
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Headline is a
£415m
investment to
complement the
NP Fund.

Enhanced value through ERDF/EIB match

things started in a timely manner

Basis of an escalator of funding in the region
Midlands Engine Urban Development Fund

The £235m of
new money
beyond JEREMIE
will leverage
£555m of private
sector
investment (2.5x)

Brings forward further key investment schemes
which will accelerate business growth and
productivity.

£150m fund

Leverage “Growing Places” return funds and
proposed new JESSICA funds (£50m in total)
Leverage £350m+ of private sector funding.
Midlands Engine Loan Guarantee Fund

Enhance and offered tailored fund to current BBB
scheme that focusses on main banks and is widely
considered sub optimal.

£30m fund

The fund will use local distribution and focus on new
money for investment and working capital rather
than re-finance leading to further business growth
and productivity.
Will leverage £180m of private sector debt and will
be highly efficient.
This is a pilot scheme to compliment the current
national guarantee scheme but focussed within the
Midlands Engine. It learning will be expanded to
other regions.
Midlands Engine Micro Loan Fund

Will deliver excellent outputs in terms of £/job
created or saved.
The ME (and certainly our CA area) has taken 40% of
national funding here but this expires 2016.

£30m fund
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Recent PWC Report (for BIS) confirms lack of funding
while ex-ante confirms greatest un-met demand is in
the £10k to £150k segment.
We will drive necessary consolidation of CDFI
organisations from c7 to 2 across the ME Geography,
increasing productivity.
Builds on necessarily modest JEREMIE allocation.
Pilot scheme whose learning will be expanded to
other regions.
Midlands Engine Digital and Creative Content Fund

Targeted fund for a priority sector of the ME

£25m fund

Will underpin major push to grow this sector further
within the ME region, building on evolving assets
Will produce private sector leverage of at least £25m
Will provide support at Midlands Engine level where
the component geographies are, in reality, sub scale
with many associated benefits.
Devolved Start up Loan Scheme to Midlands Engine

Provide better efficiency, direction and focus in
terms of geography and sector than current
structure
This will improve the quality of businesses supported
and rebalance the scheme proportionally to say
London & South East

Skills
Major

Develop an employer-led single apprenticeship
marketing and recruitment initiative aimed at
producing a 100% increase in the availability and

Aim for a 100 % increase in the number of
Apprenticeships by 2020 of which at least 40% will
be at Level 4 and above.

No additional cash requested,
just an offer to increase
economic benefits through
significantly improved survival
and growth rates.

Short term (within 3 months):
£15k for research to develop a
baseline. Will be matched locally.
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opportunity to
pool resources,
coordinate
delivery around
major
manufacturing
companies and
deliver a solution
for
manufacturing
businesses and
their supply
chains which will
produce a step
change in our
approach to skills
by being
focussed on
employer needs
and employer
engagement.

take-up of apprenticeships in manufacturing. This
will include a comprehensive careers education
programme for the manufacturing sector across all
11 LEP regions, which will:
Promote and provide links to employment
opportunities at school, college and university
levels through the delivery of a quality
apprenticeship offer to young people
Integrate every element of the journey, providing a
pathway through FE, HE, apprenticeships and
workforce development
Coordinate work experience and company visits for
schools as well as curriculum development support
for schools and other opportunities
Develop a number of ‘Centres of Expertise’ across
the Midlands, which will support the following
manufacturing sub-sectors: Automotive; Aerospace;
Rail engineering; Food Processing; and Power
Generation. The centres will operate on a “Hub and
spoke” model and will be owned by consortia of
employers and educational providers including HE,
FE and STEM-based UTCs, supported by Catapult
Centres and private sector training providers
working together. They will build on a whole range
of collaborative initiatives already in place in the
region

Provide a radical transformation of the connectivity
between STEM-based school provision and
University manufacturing provision at graduate and
postgraduate levels which will increase the
availability of UK students entering engineering
disciplines at level 4 and beyond by 100%
By enhancing a number of existing ‘Local Skills’
initiatives across the Midlands, the proposal will
increase the quality and quantity of new apprentices
entering the manufacturing sector through a single
initiative which will be recognised by all Midlands
employers.

Medium Term (within 6 months):
£70,000
Formulation of a Midlands
Manufacturing Skills Investment
Plan to address the priorities of
the Midlands Advanced
Manufacturing sector reflecting
the skills needs of employers in
the Midlands.
Longer term (within 18 months):
£75m - £100m

Will develop: Industry standard learning facilities,
high level technical and engineering courses relevant
to the needs of employers; a range of bite-sized
modular training packages in new skills and
technologies; and a high profile employer-led
progressive Apprenticeship programme which will
form the core of the new high quality apprenticeship
offer for the Midlands region

Secure funding to support the
development of a network of
Hubs across the Midlands with an
investment in each.

To reach more companies than the current Sharing
in Growth initiative

The programme may require
£200m of public funding over a 5

Teacher exchange, mentoring and professional
development
High value
manufacturing

There are a number of different fledgling ideas
including following characteristics:
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supply chain
improvement
programme
(D2N2 & RR)

Strong engagement from the large prime/tier 1
companies in the region
Strong engagement and involvement with the
regional sector and business trade associations
A staged / tiered programme that allows companies
to engage in a diagnostic followed by expert
training/coaching focussing on early wins and
selection for a higher level of commitment and
ambition a really comprehensive programme such as
Sharing in Growth.
Efficient use of administrative and delivery resources
by having some elements of the programme
common to a range of high value manufacturing
sectors

Perfect fit with the objectives of the Midlands Engine
to generate 300,000 more jobs and the national
objective to improve productivity.

year period

This would be more in line with HMGs UK wide
productivity improvement thinking and I understand
that a sub-group of Charlie Mayfield’s productivity
task force
Sufficient scale and longevity to impact ~1000
companies at the diagnostic level, 500 at the ‘early
wins’ level and a further 50-80 at the most intensive
level.

Backing and support from national initiatives,
particularly the High Value Manufacturing Catapult
Signposts and/or direct access to finance for
investment in supply chain companies
Large Scale LEP
capital projects
[Requested by
BIS]

Pipeline request being coordinated by D2N2 LEP,
also linked to MIPIM 2016 Pitchbook.
Expected response by end of this week

TBC

TBC
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Midlands Engine Update – February 17, 2016
What’s been going on
Work to deliver greater regional economic growth and productivity improvement continues. To
develop a strong Midlands Engine brand, recent work has focused on creating the right arrangements
to best reflect regional diversity and strength, and take forward schemes in the ME Prospectus.
Mike Carr, Greater Birmingham & Solihull Local Enterprise Partnership (GBS LEP) Programme
Delivery Director, and David Sharif, the new interim Midlands Delivery Director, have met with
regional key officers and leads to discuss these important next steps.
Senior ME representatives from the region met with Minister for Local Government Marcus Jones on
February 2. The Minister and his officials discussed the importance of the ME driving forward its
agenda and he was updated on each of the ME thematic components.
If you haven’t read the ME Prospectus, please do, as this important document contains the key
proposals to help us pool together and drive forward the region’s economy.

Work continuing this month (February)
The February 23 Senior Steering Group meeting will discuss principles of transparency, balance
and commitment, to establish effective governance arrangements. It will also be updated on steps to
develop more detailed plans and appoint a Chair for the Strategic Leadership Group. The Chair will
be the public face of ME for regional and national media, its advocate to Ministers and Government
officials, and will work closely with Chairs of the ME theme sub-groups to ensure delivery on
prospectus ambitions. Themes include Economic planning, Promotion, Midlands Connect, Innovation,
Finance for Business and Skills.
After consultation, following a Government request, the ME has submitted a range of budget ‘asks’,
reflecting its ambitions. We hope to hear outcomes shortly.

How you can help
The Midlands Engine is a partnership which will succeed through active engagement of its
stakeholders. If you feel others would benefit from more detail on the ME, please direct them to the
Prospectus (link above). These frequent ME Updates are being co-ordinated by Sean Kirby,
Communications Manager for the D2N2 Local Enterprise Partnership, who can add names to the
current circulation list. Contact him on email sean.kirby@d2n2lep.org or 0115 9578749.

Key forthcoming dates of the Senior Steering Group meetings
February 23 meeting in Nottingham AND March 24 meeting in Birmingham

In the media …
A brief round-up of some recent news articles relating to the Midlands Engine:
February 12 – Developing the potential for a Severn region ‘powerhouse’
•
area. www.bristolpost.co.uk/Severn-region-Bristol-Cardiff-Newport-create-new/story28716732-detail/story.html
•
February 11 – East Midlands Chamber calls for Government ME
focus. www.ilkestonadvertiser.co.uk/news/local/it-s-not-all-about-the-northern-powerhousethe-government-needs-to-keep-the-midlands-engine-stoked-as-well-1-7728121
•
February 5 – Transport Secretary Patrick McLoughlin links fortunes of HS2 and Midlands
Engine, at opening of new HS2 offices
www.insidermedia.com/insider/midlands/rail-college-ceo-collaboration-will-drive-industryforward
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If you have any queries about the Midlands Engine, please contact:
•
David Sharif, interim Midlands Engine Delivery Director - 0776 030 4210
or david.sharif@kpmg.co.uk
•
Dan West, Project Officer Midlands Engine – 07912 793525
or Daniel.West@birmingham.gov.uk
•
Sean Kirby, D2N2 LEP Communications Manager – sean.kirby@d2n2lep.org or
0115 9578749

-----------------------------------------------------------

Midlands Connect Monthly Update
No. 1—February 2016
Welcome to the first Monthly Update on the Midlands Connect Programme.
Achievements so far…..
Governance arrangements of the project have been set up; including appointing key posts
within the Steering Group and the Project Board and the appointment of the Independent Chairman Sir John
Peace.
Establishing the team who will deliver the project on a day-to-day basis; with continuing support from national
agencies, demonstrating the profile of this project. Highways England, Network Rail, the DfT, the West
Midlands Integrated Transport Authority and the East Midlands Council have all provided key individuals to the
project team. We are further developing the relationship with Midlands Engine to ensure synergy between
the programmes.
Work Package 1 – Developing the strategy; commissioned to consultants Atkins in December 2015, work will
continue to the end of the strategy in March 2017.
In the media……
We also now have a draft communications strategy, working with colleagues across the region - this will help us
to develop our strategy, ensuring we are getting the “one voice” message across. Of note this month are:

The findings of the Hendy Report

The review of National Infrastructure; and

The announcement from DfT regarding Sub-Regional transport boards.
Work continuing this month….
One of our first key milestones from Work Package 1 will be the production of an "emerging opportunities"
report by the end of March. This will look at what are the early opportunities for bringing forward key pieces
of strategic road and rail infrastructure which will support the emerging Midlands Connect Strategy.
At the Strategic Board meeting on 4th February, we will seek endorsement to develop an evidence base
demonstrating how schemes in the programmes of Highways England and Network Rail firstly fit with our
strategic objectives and secondly how they could be brought forward in the delivery programme.
Over the next month, detailed briefs for packages of technical work which will be put out to tender, (followed
by commissioning from March). These will be important pieces of work which will underpin the overall strategy
and provide the evidence for the eventual recommendations for infrastructure investment across the region.
These include work in the following areas;





Work Package 2 - HS2 Readiness
Work Package 3 and 4 - Main Corridor and Hub Connections
Work Package 5 – Freight and International Connectivity
Work Package 6 – Smarter Connectivity

The new Midlands Connect website is also due to go live this month.
Key Dates in February




Strategic Board - 4th Feb
Suppliers’ Event – 10th Feb
Steering Group - 11th Feb




Mid Monthly Bulletin – 15th Feb
Technical Advisory Group - 18th Feb

Next Monthly update due – Tuesday 1st March 2016
If you have any queries or media enquiries please contact midlandsconnect@wmita.org.uk
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SPEND PROFILE
Local Growth Deal Funding Profile
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

Total

LGF Competitive

£23.70

£33.25

£11.94

£4.44

£7.13

£0.03

£80.49

LGF DfT Retained (M6 J10)

£0.65

0.35

0.12

14.26

14.27

£3.90

£3.60

£3.60

£6.40

£6.40

£23.90

£37.50

£15.66

£22.30

£27.80

£6.43

£134.04

LGF Expansion
Total LGF Commitment

£24.35

LTB pre-allocated

£5.60

Existing DfT transport major*

£3.60

Total Other

£9.20

2015/16 LGF Project Spend YTD (£m)

£25

£8.80

£2.90

£1.10

£0.20

£8.80

£2.90

£1.10

£0.20



£29.65

£18.60



£3.60
£0.00

£22.20

£m

LEP approved LGF competitive funding of £26.78m,
over programming by 10%. Significant project
slippage has continued during Q4 impacting 15/16
spend profile;
 Woods Lane, Sandwell -£1.95m
 Accessing Growth - Bilston Urban
Village Access Package - £820k
 Walsall Waterfront -£76k
 Dudley College Advance Construction
Centre -£609k
Current forecast £24.08 (inc SI Fund commitments)
an underutilisation of LGF grant by £270k.

£20
£15

£22
£10

£20

£5

£18
£16

£0
Q1

Q2
LGF Funding

Total Growth Deal

£33.55

£46.30

£18.56

£23.40

£28.00

£6.43

Jobs Created
Local Growth Deal Commitment

Q1

4,000

Housing Units
Completed
1,000

Business Assists
3,200

Learner Assists
7,000



Apprenticeships
Created
-

Commercial
Floorspace (sqm)
-

3,583

1,522

2,061

7,539

1,643

48,165

Forecast

3,633

1,467

2,264

12,144

3,308

55,688

4

86

30

30

75

5,071







Shortfall against original commitment
arisen during Walsall AB Grant contracting
DD stage.
Learner Assists and Apprenticeship numbers
continue to grow
Continued need to strengthen Pipeline for
additional Jobs & Business Assists.
Housing outputs forecast dropped following
discussions with potential Developer for
Bilston Urban Village site (Wolverhampton)
Job Outputs dropped following withdrawal
of Sandwell Training Association skills bid

£12.56 Jan
YTD
Committed
Spend*

£12

Q4

Total

£8

£24.35

£6

Baselne

£4.92

£9.57

£14.92

£22.73

£22.73

£4

Latest Forecast

£3.80

£6.34

£11.88

£23.86

£23.86

£2

£0.22

£0.22

£

£24.08

£24.08

Total LGF Forecast

£3.80

£6.34

£11.88

Under utilisation of Grant Funding

£12.56m

-£0.27

*Includes LGF Competitive and DfT retained funding for M6 J10

*Committed as per Project
Status Report Updates to
Programme Office

CLAIMS
RAG

With majority of 15/16 spend profiled for Q3/Q4, (£12m /
50%) unforeseen project delays could risk under utilisation of
grant support, thus impacting future year allocations

Grant allocation is under
committed

Risk under utilisation of grant support

Forecast expenditure now £24.08. Programme Office have established that
all project contracts are in place by 31st March 2016.

Outputs

Shortfall in Local Growth Deal committed outputs against Jobs
and Business Assists

Additional outputs identified from approved projects. Further pipeline
projects are being prioritised to close the remaining gap in projected
outputs

Without effective monitoring in place for all regeneration
Comprehensive LEP Board
programmes, BC Programme Office can not guarantee
Reporting
suitable use of DCLG grant allocations

LGF Claim Value (£m)

Increased agility required by all LGF administrators. Use of
Delegated Authority awarded by Joint Committee to support
bids would alleviate risk of under utilisation of LGF grant
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Mitigation
Programme Office and Accountable Body fully bought into streamlined
BCC Evaluation process for LGF bids.

Baseline Jan YTD

Submitted Jan YTD

Paid Jan YTD

£16.70

£10.63

£6.34

£24.35m
Grant
Funding

£24
£22
£20
£18

BC Programme Office now report LGF and City Deal inc Growth Hub. Other
funding streams remain to be incorporated.

RAG

2015/16 LGF Claims Paid YTD (£m)

Grant Claimed YTD (£m)

Action
Year end capital accounting processes confirmed with Walsall AB. Q4
reviews have confirmed latest spend and cashflow reforecasts.
Committed expenditure continued to be monitored fortnightly and
reported monthly to LEP Board.
Walsall AB have committed to handling monthly claims Jan – March 16,
but will revert back to quarterly claims handling in 16/17.

Impact Description

Q3

Site Investigation Forecast

PROGRAMME ISSUES & RISKS
Impact Description

Q2

Funding

Baseline

Outputs Delivered To Date

Capacity constraints

£14

Latest Forecast

£10

Programme Outputs for 2015/16 project starts

Risk

Baselne

Q4

LGF Quarterly Spend Profile (Cumulative £m)

OUTPUTS – TO BE REALISED POST PROJECT DELIVERY

2015/16 Spend Profile

Q3

£156.24

*tail funding for Darlaston

Issue

£24.35m
Grant
Funding

£24









Walsall AB have agreed to charge LGF project spend incurred during April – June on LGF Approved schemes into
15/16 LGF Cash Allocation, with the proviso that a supporting delivery contract must be in place prior to
31/03/2016. This recognises the nature of the Capital Programme that LEP Board has Approved.
At Jan 16 YTD, claims to value of £10.63m for LGF submitted to Walsall Accountable Body, of which
£6.34m has been authorised and paid
Note part of the difference between committed spend and claims paid is due to the quarterly claims schedule
some projects are working to
Payment of claims in full awaiting outstanding information / evidence from projects
Progress on Grant Award contracting by Walsall AB:
 23 schemes with contracts awarded as of 16/02/2016
 13 schemes in ‘contracting’ stage

Contact Officer: Rachel Goodwin

£16
£14
£12
£10
£8

£6.34m Jan
YTD Claims
Paid

£6
£4
£2
£

£6.34m

Source Data: LGF Project Status Reports (Confidential – not for public review)

LGF 2015/16 SPEND PROFILE – LATEST FORECAST & OVERALL PROJECT RAG STATUS
PROJECT NAME

Borough

2015/16
Jan
Feb

Q1

Q2

Q3

£0.05
£0.06
£0.37

£0.09
£0.29
£0.18

£0.00
£0.07
£0.00

Mar

Q4

TOTAL

£0.00
£0.19
£0.00

£0.56
£0.00
£0.00

£0.56
£0.26
£0.00

£0.75
£0.63
£1.06

Last
This
Period Period

Commentary

Accessing Growth - Bilston Urban Village Access Package
Accessing Growth - Junction & Highway Improvements (Canal Side)
Advanced Science, Engineering & Technology Centre (Halesowen College)

W'hampton
Dudley

£0.05
£0.01
£0.50

Bilston Urban Village

W'hampton

£0.02

£0.00

£1.98

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£2.00

Dudley Advance Construction Centre

Dudley

£0.30

£0.23

£0.33

£0.28

£0.44

£0.24

£0.95

£1.81

Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills
Fab Kit - Fab Lab (Sandwell College)
Fab Kit - In-Comm
Fab Kit - PTP

BC Wide
Sandwell
Walsall
Walsall

£0.05
£0.04
£0.07
£0.07

£0.05
£0.00
£0.08
£0.03

£0.04
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.03
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.03
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.17
£0.04
£0.14
£0.10

Goscote Lane Corridor

Walsall

£0.00

£0.00

£0.06

£0.00

£1.24

£0.40

£1.64

£1.70

Main Contract for Phase 3 at tender stage. Tenders received & expected Contractor will be in place end of March 16. Contract to commence build of remaining Housing Outputs Jan 17. Planning timetable to approve Open spaces
work likely to conclude June 16. Next stage is to award the open spaces contract. Environmental uplift works programmed for 16/17 advanced into current financial year (£450k). To date 51 affordable homes handed over and let,
30 private homes sold & 10 reserved. 11 apprenticeships undertaken to date.

Growing Priority Sectors

BC Wide

£0.00

£0.08

£0.26

£0.39

£0.13

£1.28

£1.80

£2.13

Project forecast to achieve £2m spend target for 2015/16 and overall programme spend target by March 18. Jobs created below target at 477. However should be recoverable as still £1m of project funds to be allocated.

W'hampton

£0.32

£0.18

£0.15

£0.21

£0.36

£0.71

£1.27

£1.91

M6 Junction 10

Walsall

£0.03

£0.19

£0.22

£0.06

£0.07

£0.07

£0.21

£0.65

Funding of additional asbestos removal costs approved by LEP Board subject to specific conditions. Asbestos strip now commenced. Stage 2 pricing expected from main contractor imminently. This will confirm Construction price,
mainly funded during 16/17. Planning Permission granted for new external surfaces containing upper floor extensions. Original target outputs to be reviewed & refined early Feb. Latest design indicates additional seating capacity;
+40 seats.
Progress in 15/16 has focused on supporting continued refinement of Business Case. Traffic modelling in progress, traffic counts taking place 1st Feb. Public Consultation to avoid CPO route completed 24th Jan, response data
gathered and analysis underway. Work to re-validate the scheme cost estimate is still in progress.

Managing Short Trips

BC Wide

£0.00

£0.22

£0.25

£0.30

£0.44

£0.69

£1.43

£1.91

Completion date of all 16/17 schemes brought forward to deliver by end of Dec 16. Original target outputs of 25kms, increased to 30kms of additional cycle paths.

Science, Technology & Prototyping Centre

W'hampton

£0.01

£0.02

£0.02

£0.10

£0.14

£0.43

£0.67

£0.73

Planning approval awarded. Main contractor appointed. Site confirmed clear of newts, Japanese knotweed and bats. Tree / vegetation clearance to take place end of Jan to clear site. Contractor started on site 8th Feb.

Wolverhampton Interchange Commercial Gateway Phase 2

W'hampton

£2.32

£0.91

£1.27

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£4.50

STEAM MILL: Unforeseen requirement to demolish entire buildings has impacted timelines; 6 month delay to start of programmed MSCP works. £4.5m LGF will be drawn down but LTB at risk, c £500k slippage but to be confirmed.
MSCP: Enabling works delayed to end of Feb following completion of extended consultation period -15th Feb.
STATION CHANGE: Station buildings layout detailed design underway. Planning permission targeted April 16.

Sandwell

£0.01

£0.04

£0.09

£0.03

£0.04

£0.26

£0.33

£0.47

Further slippage into 16/17 for following reasons; 1) Earlier developer engagement than anticipated. Whilst positive, caused unforeseen delays/complexities through additional layers of governance. 2) Delays in signing of licence
agreement. Without this demolition programme cannot commence. Anticipated Mar 16. 3) Surveys/ SI – difficulties gaining access to parts of site still occupied. Additional intrusive work & analysis required to be undertaken only
when buildings vacated. Significant underspends identified in overall programme.

Wolverhampton Civic Hall

Woods Lane

Sandwell

Slippage into 16/17 due to delays with utilities diversion on main BUV road junction preventing access to the Highfields Rd roundabout.
Lewisham Road Scheme completed. Soho Way/Soho St delayed due to complications with statutory undertaker’s diversion works. Will be completed by 31/03/16
Project completed on time and within budget. The centre is operational with first tranche of Apprenticeships enrolled during September. Second tranche interviewed for Jan / Feb 2016 start.
15/16 LGF funding support now complete. Final claim of £1.8m for Advance Works Programme submitted to Walsall AB end of Jan. Open space area funded by LGF in 16/17 is in design stage. Revised ERDF application for match
funding submitted 31st Jan 16. Kier development programme underway; site clearance on plots N & F commenced. Increased costs due to delays with technical approvals, unforeseen site conditions & necessary redesign. CWC
agreed to fund additional £2.5m to reduce risks to costs/timelines. Outputs of Housing units are likely to be lower than originally predicted following discussions with potential Developer.
Land purchase agreement finalised awaiting exchange & completion imminently. Construction work on new Building commences 29th of Feb. Change in approach to complete design ahead of construction. Effect of 2 months
additional design work is to delay on site construction activity. Spend transferred into 16/17.
UoW now leading further project development. Progress underway on buildings design, equipment specification & apprenticeship curriculum.
Project completed.
Project completed.
Project completed.

Projects Approved August 2015
Dudley

£0.00

£0.04

£0.01

£0.00

£0.07

£0.04

£0.11

£0.16

Sandwell

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Walsall

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.02

£0.00

£0.02

£0.02

Buildings completed late Nov 15. Car Park & Canal side upgrades delayed to avoid closing visitor car park during Xmas period.
Canal bank works commenced 04/01 & largely complete. The work to the car-park and canal wall is underway.
Scheme withdrawn by bidders from 15/16 programme. Added to 16/17 pipeline.
Initial groundwater sampling results indicate level of remediation required is not as comprehensive as previously advised. Alternative remediation strategy being considered. Atkins approaching specialist contractors to understand
likely 16/17 costs and timescales.

W'hampton

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.02

£0.25

£0.23

£0.50

£0.50

Contractor started on site ahead of schedule (Dec 2015). Platform demolished, drainage works commenced.

Dudley

£0.00

£0.00

£0.04

£0.06

£0.05

£0.02

£0.14

£0.18

King Street Parade - Tendering complete. Renovation work will be delivered by Private Contractors. Contracts already place.
Townscape Heritage Programme - 2 – 3 projects to be delivered in current phase. Contractors / Suppliers all in place to deliver
New Mill Street Car Park - development planned & contracts ready to proceed. 4 week development period.

W'hampton

£0.00

£0.00

£0.15

£0.05

£0.05

£0.05

£0.16

£0.31

High level feasibility study completed & approved by Senior Management & Governors' Strategic Forum. Detailed report to be finalised for submission to full Board 14th March. project now focused on single site. Initial Claim
£148.5k submitted to Walsall AB.

Accessing Growth - M6 J10 Resilience Package

Walsall

£0.00

£0.00

£0.09

£0.00

£0.03

£0.12

£0.14

£0.23

Walsall College - Improving Engineering Capacity
Chances Glassworks Site Assembly
Projects Approved November 2015

Walsall
Sandwell

£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00

£0.03
£0.33

£0.18
£0.33

£0.21
£0.66

£0.21
£0.66

Ruskin Mill Glasshouse - Phase 3
Specialist Equipment for Advanced Manufacturing Technology Training
Walsall Waterfront
Projects Approved September 2015
Accessing Growth - WCC Coach Station
Dudley Town Centre - Sites & Buildings Improvements
CWC Relocation - Campus Realignment – Feasibility Study
Projects Approved October 2015

Progress in 15/16 has focused on major component of Roundabout upgrade. Utility company redirections contracted. Net cost savings c£84k as no need to redirect Gas Main. Consultation processes for affected Landowners &
Project Management activity on target. Traffic Management & Diversion work commences 03/16.
All engineering equipment on order with suppliers. Preparation of College estate has now commenced, together with necessary refurbishment work required. On track to complete by 25/03/16.
Challenging securitisation requirements set by Walsall AB. Extended legal negotiation continuing. Outcome for satisfactory completion remains uncertain.

Dudey

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.02

£0.04

£0.04

£0.10

£0.10

Accessing Growth -Compton Park Improved Connectivity

W'hampton

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.17

£0.00

£0.01

£0.18

£0.18

University of Wolverhampton Apprenticeship Hub

W'hampton

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.10

£0.10

£0.20

£0.20

Tenders return anticipated 25th Jan to appoint consultant. Two strands of work to be undertaken by the consultant; 1) BC development to DfT standard requirements £50k & 2) Metro Alliance – part 1 design of the main scheme
£50k.
Works substantially complete. Outstanding road markings scheduled to be placed mid-March
Initial works to secure building & make watertight are complete. Initial surveys for asbestos & roof repairs complete. Contracts with University standard suppliers & contractors in place. Design completed. Internal reconfiguration
commenced.

Dudey

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.04

£0.04

£0.08

£0.08

Feasibility progressing to plan.

Very Light Rail Feasibility

Dudley

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.15

£0.15

£0.15

Feasibility progressing to plan.

Walsall College - Microsoft IT Academy
PTP IT Academy
Site Investigation Approved Funding
Pope's Lane, Oldbury

Walsall

£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00

£0.15
£0.04

£0.15
£0.04

£0.15
£0.04

Delivery targeted for 31/03/2016. Purchase Orders placed with 5 week delivery period.

Walsall
Sandwell

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.09

£0.09

£0.09

Contracting in progress. Completion confirmed by 31/03/2016.

Dudley

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.05

£0.00

£0.05

£0.05

Progressed at risk since Dec 15. SI report due end of Feb 16. Report to be shared with Dudley MBC early March 16.

Sandwell

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.08

£0.08

£0.08

Approved by Joint Committee 20/01/16.

£3.80

£2.54

£5.53

£1.76

£4.11

£6.34

£12.21

£24.08

Accessing Growth - Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro

Projects Approved December 2015
Music Institute and Student Accommodation Feasibility
Projects Approved January 2016

Pensnett Estate SI
Parkrose Industrial Estate
Total

Equipment orders placed. Market offer being publicised. On track for completion 31/03/2016.
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PROJECT PIPELINE

PROGRAMME STATUS – LGF PROJECTS

(See reverse for detail)

17/18

18/19

19/20

20/21

Total

Jobs

Housing

Business Learner Apprentic
Assists Assists
eships

Full Business Case (FBC)

6

£131.26

£14.51

£8.50

£3.80

£0.00

£0.00

£26.81

1,656

0

84

2,081

341

Outline Business Case (OBC)

1

£16.00

£1.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£1.00

0

200

0

0

0

Initial Proposal - Non Transport

3

£42.41

£3.72

£1.43

£0.62

£0.00

£0.00

£5.77

98

240

326

1,120

300

Initial Proposal - Transport

10

TBC

£3.49

£7.30

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£10.79

Aspirational

7

£69.82

£7.15

£4.29

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£11.43

Expansion List - Recognised projects by BIS but
require further evaluation before Grant Award

4

TBC

£0.17

£1.60

£2.30

£5.00

£3.00

£12.07

Total

31

£259.49

£30.03

£23.12

£6.72

£5.00

£3.00

£67.87

4

3

90

60

443

500

3,261

Contracting Completed

641

23 £76.49m

Contracting in Progress
FBC

6

OBC

1

13

£33.20m*

13

£16.55m

£26.81m

£1m

Initial Proposal

0

TBC
1,758

Approved

16/17

Pipeline

Total Project
Investment
(£m)

Under Evaluation

No.

Pipeline

Status

STAGE IN PROJECT LIFECYCLE
& TOTAL CONTRACT VALUE

Projected Outputs

No Evaluation

LGF Funding (£m)

Aspirational

7

Expansion Profile

4
0

£11.43m

£12.07m

5

10

15

20

25

*inc M6 J10 Major Transport Scheme

COMMENTARY
 Development of 2015/16 pipeline has
generated an additional £4.64m to be
defrayed in 2015/16 and £4.22m to be
defrayed in 2016/17, £8.86m in total.
 The LEP Board approved 3 additional schemes
in January. All of which have been approved
by the Black Country Joint Committee under
Delegated Authority as awarded to Exec
Director for Economy & Environment Walsall
council.

PROGRAMME ISSUES
Issue

Limited capacity to
support Pipeline
Development

Impact Description
Limited resources in Local Authorities
to support project development,
both within their own organisations
and in support of the private sector,
will impact LGF pipeline development
of strategic, robust and deliverable
projects for future years.

SCHEDULE – LGF PIPELINE BIDS WITH ESTIMATED APPROVAL DATES
RAG

Timeline

Action
Black Country Joint Committee approval is being
sought to capitalise proposition development work.
Each Local Authority will be requested to identify, for
the 2015/16, 2016/17 and 2017/18 financial years,
any revenue funding that could become available as
a result of this capital allocation to form a Black
Country Proposition Funding Pot that can be used to
underwrite speculative capital expenditure.

Jan

Feb

Funding
Mar

2015/16

2016/17

Total

Additional Funding Approved Jul -Dec 15

£

4.30

£

4.07

£

8.37

VLR Feasibility Funding
Microsoft IT Academy Walsall College
PTP - ICT Academy

£
£
£

0.15
0.15
0.04

£

0.15

£
£
£

0.30
0.15
0.04

Sub Total

£

4.64

£

4.22

£

8.86

LEP Board Approval

Joint Committee Approval

Delegated Authority

Note: January LEP approved schemes approved by Black Country Joint Committee under Delegated Authority

BCC Programme Office – LGF Programme Dashboard Summary 2 of 3 – Pipeline v1.0

Contact Officer: Rachel Goodwin

Source Data: LGF Project Status Reports (Confidential – not for public review)

TOTAL PIPELINE – ALL YEARS
Stage

SEP Theme

Project Name

Borough

Project Sponsor

Total
Forecast
Project
Start Date Investment 16/17
£m

LGF Funding Requested
17/18

18/19

19/20

Estimated Outputs
20/21

Total

Jobs
Jobs
Housing
Created Safegrded

Business
Assists

Learner
Assists

Apprentice
ship

Commentary

Other

Non Transport Schemes
Additional Pipeline in progress
PLACE

Airfield Drive, Aldridge Gap Funding

2016/17

£4.47

£0.99

Sandwell

Nick Bubalo

2016/17

£17.58

£4.36

Chances Glassworks Main Scheme

Sandwell

Nick Bubalo

2016/17

£30

£2.30

PLACE

Pensnett Estate Extension

Dudley

Alan Lunt

2016/17

£18.21

£2.16

PEOPLE

Music Institute and Student Accommodation

Dudley

Alan Lunt

2016/17

£31.00

£1.50

Very Light Rail Innovation Centre and Test Track

Dudley

Alan Lunt

2016/17

FBC

Pope's Lane Gap Funding

PLACE

BUSINESS

OBC

6
PLACE

Land at Cable Street

Total OBC

Initial Proposal

Simon Nielson

PLACE

Total FBC

W'hampton

Tim Johnson

2016/17

1

£0.99

£2.50

£1.80

£1.00

£30.00

£3.20

£5.00

£2.00

£131.26

£14.51

£8.50

£3.80

£16.00

£1.00

£16.00

£1.00

£0.00

£0.00

100

£4.36

400

£6.60

200

£2.16

483

£2.50

138

£10.20

335

£26.81

1,656

70

1.62 ha remediated land
5k sqm commercial flrspace

280

4.7 ha remediated land
Main scheme FBC under development with intention to seek gap funding.
22k sqm commercial flrspace

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

TBC

2.2 ha remediated land

TBC
TBC

350

£1.00
£0.00

10
TBC

0

TBC
1,915

£1.00

0

0

200

166

331

2,081

341

0

0

0

0
1,300 sqm learning flrspace

4.2 ha land remediated

Sandwell College - New Talent Studio

Sandwell

Nick Bubalo

2016/17

£9.34

£2.80

£2.80

65

18

270

900

100

PEOPLE

Specialist Equipment for Advanced Manufacturing Technology
Training (STA)

Sandwell

Nick Bubalo

2016/17

£0.06

£0.03

£0.03

33

58

56

220

200

PLACE

Dudley Brownfield Land Improvement Programme

Dudley

Alan Lunt

2016/17

£33.01

£0.89

£1.43

£0.62

£42.41

£3.72

£1.43

£0.62

£0.17
£0.80
£0.80

£1.50
£0.80

£1.60
£11.53

£2.30
£6.72

3

PEOPLE

Top Up - Fab Kit - multiple schemes

BC Wide

TBC

2016/17

TBC

PLACE
PLACE

Bradleys Lane Site Acquisition
Black Patch Improvement Project

Sandwell
Sandwell

Nick Bubalo
Nick Bubalo

2017/18
2017/18

TBC
TBC

PEOPLE

Relocation of Wolverhampton City College

W'hampton

Tim Johnson

2019/2020

TBC

Grand Total Expansion List
Additional Pipeline Total (inc Expansion)

4
14

£189.67

£0.17
£19.40

£2.94
£0.00

£0.00

£2.00

98

76

£0.17

TBC

TBC

£2.30
£3.60

TBC
TBC

£3.00

£3.00

£6.00

£5.00
£5.00

£3.00
£3.00

£12.07
£45.65

1,754

240

TBC
TBC

426

440

326

1,120

300

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC
TBC

TBC
TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

410

3,201

641

Awaiting Site Assembly completion. CGHT working with SMBC and Thomas Lister to develop main business case.
Simultaneously SI bid is in progress. Housing and Business Assist numbers TBC.

Feasibility funding £150k awarded at Dec 15 LEP Board to support project development costs inc design, feasibility studies &
business planning. Feasibility work commenced & seeking early completion.
Seeking feasibility funding £300k to support further development costs of project, inc design, feasibility studies & planning.
Feasibility work commenced. Revised FBC anticipated Q2/Q3 2016.
Developer has put bid on hold - looking to put joint bid together but second land owner not yet on board. Possible bid for
16/17, if Planning Application can be agreed between the two parties.
Initial Proposal received. FBC requested and being prepared by Sandwell College.
Scheme approved in August 15 but withdrawn by bidders pre-contracting from 15/16 programme. Project re-entered onto
pipeline. Programme Office to follow up with bidder April 16.

6.36 hectares - Land
Reclaimed

240

£5.77

1 ha land remediated 4.8k
sqm flrspace
3 ha land remediated
4k sqm new Floorspace

84

200

FBC submitted. Thomas Lister evaluating main bid for gap funding.

6.1 ha remediated land
Awaiting SI report to inform main scheme cost structure. Business Assist and Apprenticeship numbers TBC.
24k sqm commercial flrspace

84

PEOPLE

Total Initial Proposal
Expansion List - Recognised projects by BIS but require further evaluation before Grant
Award

Expansion List

Walsall

TBC

Initial Proposal received. FBC requested and being prepared by Dudley ( New Heritage Team)

Allocation of funds identified for accelerated delivery of Fab kit schemes into 15/16. Circa £170k reaming funds to allocate in
16/17. Future bids to be evaluated on a case by case basis.
Bid expected from SMBC 16/17 for 17/18 start, subject to evaluation and LEP prioritisation.
Bid expected from SMBC 16/17 for 17/18 start, subject to evaluation and LEP prioritisation.
Feasibility study completed & being reviewed by College Governors. Uncertainty remains over opportunity to obtain preferred
Wolverhampton site.

Transport Schemes
W'hampton

Stuart Everton / Tim
Johnson

2016/17

£3.10

£0.82

£0.82

No additional outputs

BC Wide

Stuart Everton

2016/17

N/A

£0.70

£0.70

Development Funding for Transport Major schemes.

PLACE

Accessing Growth - Springfield Campus Interchange Connectivity
Bid Phase 1

W'hampton

Stuart Everton / Tim
Johnson

2016/17

TBC

£0.60

£0.60

PLACE

Accessing Growth - Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro - Tranche 2

Dudley

Stuart Everton / Alan
Lunt

2016/17

TBC

£0.30

£0.30

Transport

Stuart Everton / Simon
Nielson

2017/18

TBC

Dudley

Stuart Everton / Alan
Lunt

2016/17

TBC

W'hampton

Stuart Everton / Tim
Johnson

2016/17

TBC

Sandwell

Stuart Everton /Nick
Bubalo

W'hampton

Stuart Everton / Tim
Johnson

W'hampton

Stuart Everton / Tim
Johnson

PLACE

Initial Proposal

PLACE

Accessing Growth - Bilston Urban Village (additional 16/17 funding
slipped from 15/16)
Accessing Growth Top Slicing for Transport Major development
funding

PLACE

Accessing Growth - Salters Road & Shire Oak- Walsall

PLACE

Accessing Growth - A459 Dudley Road/Coombs Road, Halesowen Junction Improvement

PLACE

Accessing Growth - Wednesfield Road Bridge

PLACE
PLACE
PLACE

Accessing Growth - Metro Line 1 Turnback
Accessing Growth - Cannock road cross station north
Accessing Growth - Wolverhampton Science Park Access

Total Initial Proposal
Total Transport

Aspirational

Aspirational
PLACE
PLACE
PLACE

WCC Core Enabling Works
Canalside Quarter
East Park Gateway
Dudley Gateway Proposal (inc Cavendish House Demolition)

PLACE

West Brom Public Realm

N/A

2017/18
2017/18

10
10

PLACE

BUSINESS

2017/18

Grand Post House
Programme / Pipeline Development Costs

W'hampton
W'hampton
W'hampton

Improvement at Shire Oak Junction (A461/A452) to include intelligent traffic signals & enhanced
right-turn facilities. To operate as part of a ‘SCOOT region’ with the nearby Salters Road Junction.

Targeting Feb LEP Board and April 16 Joint Committee for 2017/18 start.

£0.39

£0.39

Improvement to junction will improve efficiency and reduce delays thereby improving access and
journey times to the Business Park from the surrounding local and strategic highway network

Targeting Feb LEP Board and April 16 Joint Committee for 2016/17 start.

£0.68

£0.68

Pinfold Bridge in is a key transport link for Wednesfield town centre, replacement of the weak
structure will maintain access.

Targeting Feb LEP Board and April 16 Joint Committee for 2016/17 start.

£1.50

Alterations to Metro Line 1 track at Wednesbury to allow existing metro services to turn back to
Birmingham, giving flexibility for timetabling now and with future Metro extension to Brierley Hill.

Targeting Feb LEP Board and April 16 Joint Committee for 2017/18 start.

£2.00

Junction Improvement on Cannock Road to facilitate access to new developments opportunities
within surrounding area (Cross Street North and Cambridge street within WCC Canalside Quarter)

Targeting Feb LEP Board and April 16 Joint Committee for 2017/18 start.

£1.50

New access / egress to improve flows into the site and alleviate pressure on the Stafford Road
A449. Scheme complements University development and improves access to existing available
development opportunities.

Targeting Feb LEP Board and April 16 Joint Committee for 2017/18 start.

TBC
TBC
TBC

TBC
TBC
TBC

TBC
TBC
TBC

TBC
TBC
TBC

TBC
TBC
TBC

TBC
TBC
TBC

TBC
TBC
TBC

Programme Office met with bidder Dec 2015. Revised bid expected with revised outputs early 2016 for evaluation.
Programme Office met with bidder Dec 2015. Revised bid expected with revised outputs early 2016 for evaluation.
Programme Office met with bidder Jan 2016. Revised bid expected with revised outputs early 2016 for evaluation.

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Awaiting proposal from Dudley MBC for support in 16/17.

£1.50

TBC

£2.00

TBC

£1.50

TBC
TBC

£3.49
£3.49

£2.80
£1.35

2016/17
2016/17
2016/17

£20.68
£2.75
TBC

For consideration at Feb 16 LEP Board. Targeting April 16 Joint Committee.

Public realm / pedestrian route enhancements to provide connectivity from City Centre /
Bid submitted Nov 2015. Reviewed by Transport Director & Programme Office. Targeting Feb LEP Board and April 16 Joint
Interchange to the development area of Springfield Brewery. As a University led development high
Committee for 2016/17 start.
footfall expected.
Development funding to progress the design & legal requirements for Metro Line 1 extension to
Targeting Feb LEP Board and April 16 Joint Committee for 2016/17 start.
Brierley Hill.

£2.30

£2.30

TBC

Tim Johnson
Tim Johnson
Tim Johnson

£820k slippage from 15/16. To be funded from £5.8m 16/17 Accessing Growth programme allocation

£7.30
£7.30

£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00

£10.79
£10.79

£2.80
£1.35
TBC

Dudley

Alan Lunt

2016/17

£35.00

TBC

TBC

£0.00

TBC

Sandwell

Nick Bubalo

2016/17

£1.89

£1.21

£0.58

£1.79

Public realm improvements to key routes between transport hubs
and key destinations. Building on previous investment in area.

W'hampton

Tim Johnson

2017/18

£5.92

£1.92

£1.92

BC Wide

BC Wide

2015/16

4

3

90

60

1.1 ha land remediated

Initial Proposal received. FBC requested and being prepared by Sandwell Transport team.

4k Refurbished learning space Under development
Capitalisation of Programme Office costs, Accountable Body costs, Transport Director costs and Local Authority Officer costs
where there is a direct link to LGF proposition development work.

£3.58

£1.79

£1.79

Total Aspirational - bids registered but require additional development/refinement

7

£69.82

£7.15

£4.29

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£11.43

£3.58
4

0

3

90

60

0

Additional Pipeline - Grand Total

31

£259.49

£30.03

£23.12

£6.72

£5.00

£3.00

£67.87

1,758

426

443

500

3,261

641

Black Country LEP LGF Programme Dashboard as at 17th February v1.0
Summary 3 of 3 – FUTURE YEARS
SPEND PROFILE
Local Growth Deal Funding Profile
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

Total

LGF Competitive

£23.70

£33.25

£11.94

£4.44

£7.13

£0.03

£80.49

LGF DfT Retained (M6 J10)

£0.65

0.35

0.12

14.26

14.27

£3.90

£3.60

£3.60

£6.40

Total LGF Commitment

£24.35

£37.50

£15.66

£22.30

£27.80

LTB pre-allocated

£5.60

£8.80

£2.90

£1.10

£0.20

LGF Expansion

See reverse for breakdown by project

Programme Funding vs Spend for 2015/16 Starts (Cumulative £m)

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

Total

Total LGF Commitment

£24.35

£37.50

£15.66

£22.30

£27.80

£6.43

£134.04

Baseline

£22.73

£31.27

£24.16

£20.12

£3.29

£0.36

£101.94

Latest Forecast

£24.08

£37.88

£9.86

£20.11

£16.76

£0.36

£109.06

Underutilisation

-£0.27

£0.38

-£5.80

-£2.19

-£11.04

-£6.07

-£24.98

£160
£140

£29.65

£120

£6.40

£23.90

£100

£6.43

£134.04

£80

£18.60

£60
£40

Existing DfT transport major*

£3.60

Total Other

£9.20

£8.80

£2.90

£1.10

£0.20

£0.00

£22.20

£3.60

Total Growth Deal

£33.55

£46.30

£18.56

£23.40

£28.00

£6.43

£156.24

£20
£0
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Total LGF Commitment

2019/20

Baseline

2020/21

*Inc. LGF Competitive, DfT Retained for M6 J10, & Expansion Profile

Latest Forecast



*tail funding for Darlaston



Further significant Cashflow Forecast reductions have occurred, resulting from detailed
Q4 reviews which have robustly tested each Projects’ Cashflow forecast.
The slippage in Forecast 15/16 year spend has had a knock on effect into future years.
LGF Grant available in 16/17 is now over 100% committed resulting from slippage in
15/16 project spends.

OUTPUTS – TO BE REALISED POST PROJECT DELIVERY
Year

Jobs

Houses

Learner
assists

Business assists

Apprenticeships

Follow on investment at site,
Visitor Economy
including revenue funding (£)

Land & Commercial Property

# of enterprises
# new enterprises # of enterprises # of enterprises
Refurbished
New build
receiving
Total Business
Apprenticeships Apprenticeships
receiving non
receiving non
receiving grant
Learner assists
training/learning training/ learning
financial support
Assists
Started
Completed
financial support financial support
support
space (sqm)
space (sqm)
other than Grant

Commercial
floorspace
constructed
Gross (sqm)

Area of site
Commercial
reclaimed,
floorspace
(re)developed or
occupied (sqm)
assembled (ha)

Follow on
investment Private

Follow on
investment Public

7.8

5,000

2,600,000

0

0.121

4.601

7.580

8.1

7,000

3,760,000

0

12.966

0.000

13.500

28.2

9,000

4,170,000

0

0.000

0.000

4.260

14.4

14,151,000

3,020,000

160,000

0.000

0.000

0.000

3,548

4.6

17,472,000

3,020,000

170,000

0.000

0.000

0.000

17,671

22,962

8.0

38,152,000

3,020,000

180,000

0.000

0.000

0.000

55,688

41,229

70.8

69,796,000

19,590,000

510,000

13

5

25.34

Jobs created

Jobs
safeguarded

Started

Completed

2015/16

94

113

441

174

7

93

25

2

127

703

181

0

1,776

50

5,437

929

2016/17

750

176

38

152

8

425

14

2

449

1,560

478

117

1,750

4,200

6,417

3,844

2017/18

778

750

491

230

9

414

0

1

424

2,232

576

360

0

0

17,318

5,035

2018/19

154

150

196

256

12

404

0

1

417

2,510

682

413

0

0

5,115

4,911

2019/20

446

150

195

370

9

409

0

0

418

2,557

693

406

0

0

3,730

2020/21

1,411

150

200

285

8

421

0

0

429

2,582

698

405

0

0

Total

3,633

1,489

1,561

1,467

53

2,166

39

6

2,264

12,144

3,308

1,701

3,526

4,250

Year

BCC Programme Office – LGF Programme Dashboard Summary 3 of 3 – Future Years v1.0

Contract Officer: Rachel Goodwin

Infrastructure

Total Length of Total Length of
Visitor Numbers Resurfaced Roads Newly Built
Km2
Roads Km2

Total Length of
New Cycleway
(km)

Source Data: LGF Project Status Reports (Confidential – not for public review)

LGF FUNDING COMMITMENT FULL PROGRAMME 2015/16 – 2020/21
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

Accessing Growth - Bilston Urban Village Access Package
Accessing Growth - Junction & Highway Improvements (Canal Side)
Accessing Growth - Additional Capacity
Advanced Science, Engineering & Technology Centre (Halesowen College)
Bilston Urban Village
Dudley Advance Construction Centre
Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills
Fab Kit - Fab Lab (Sandwell College)
Fab Kit - In-Comm
Fab Kit - PTP
Goscote Lane Corridor
Growing Priority Sectors
Wolverhampton Civic Hall
M6 Junction 10
Managing Short Trips
Science, Technology & Prototyping Centre
Wolverhampton Interchange Commercial Gateway Phase 2
Woods Lane
Projects Approved August 2015
Ruskin Mill Glasshouse - Phase 3

£0.75
£0.63
£0.00
£1.06
£2.00
£1.81
£0.17
£0.04
£0.14
£0.10
£1.70
£2.13
£1.91
£0.65
£1.91
£0.73
£4.50
£0.47

£2.35
£0.00
£2.20
£0.00
£1.25
£6.07
£4.98
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£2.56
£4.20
£0.35
£2.99
£4.15
£0.00
£4.67

£0.00
£0.00
£3.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£2.62
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£1.42
£1.81
£0.89
£0.12
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£3.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£2.85
£0.00
£0.00
£14.26
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£2.49
£0.00
£0.00
£14.27
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.16

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Walsall Waterfront

£0.02

£0.39

£0.00

£0.00

£0.50
£0.18
£0.31

£0.00
£0.25
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.23
£0.21
£0.66

£1.25
£0.00
£0.00

£0.10
£0.18
£0.20

PROJECT NAME

Projects Approved September 2015
Accessing Growth - WCC Coach Station
Dudley Town Centre - Sites & Buildings Improvements
CWC Relocation - Campus Realignment – Feasibility Study
Projects Approved October 2015
Accessing Growth - M6 J10 Resilience Package
Walsall College - Improving Engineering Capacity
Chances Glassworks Site Assembly
Projects Approved November 2015
Accessing Growth - Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro
Accessing Growth -Compton Park Improved Connectivity
University of Wolverhampton Apprenticeship Hub
Projects Approved December 2015
Music Institute and Student Accommodation Feasibility
Projects Approved January 2016
Very Light Rail Feasibility
Walsall College - Microsoft IT Acadmey
PTP IT Academy
Site Investigation Approved Funding
Pope's Lane, Oldbury
Pensnett Estate SI
Parkrose Industrial Estate
Total

Total LGF

Total Project
Investment (Capex)

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.36
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£3.10
£0.63
£8.20
£1.06
£3.25
£7.88
£7.77
£0.04
£0.14
£0.10
£8.82
£6.50
£7.00
£29.65
£4.90
£4.88
£4.50
£5.14

£3.10
£0.63
TBC
£3.17
£84.50
£48.97
£7.77
£0.11
£0.23
£0.26
£87.41
£24.00
£12.03
£65.15
£6.00
£10.14
£103.60
£48.92

£0.00

£0.00

£0.16

£1.23

£0.00

£0.00

£0.42

£0.72

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.50
£0.43
£0.31

£0.60
£0.72
£0.31

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£1.48
£0.21
£0.66

£1.65
£0.52
£0.66

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.10
£0.18
£0.20

£0.10
£0.45
£0.37

£0.08

£0.07

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.15

£31.00

£0.15
£0.15
£0.04

£0.15
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.30
£0.15
£0.04

£30.00
£0.28
£0.05

£0.09
£0.05
£0.08
£24.08

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£37.88

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£9.86

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£20.11

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£16.76

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.36

£0.09
£0.05
£0.08
£109.06

£0.09
£0.05
£0.08
£574.72

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/2020

2020/2021

Total

Total LGF Commitment

£24.35

£37.50

£15.66

£22.30

£27.80

£6.43

£134.04

Underutilisation

-£0.27

£0.38

-£5.80

-£2.19

-£11.04

-£6.07

-£24.98

PWLB (Sandwell MBC)

COMMENTARY

BIS Contract

 To date only 2 companies taken advantage of PWLB project loan rate facility; Opus Blueprint & Pantheon Park (formerly Prime 10)
 Opus Blueprint have repaid loan in full totalling £2,087,546 at 3.94% interest (£53,546).
 Opus Blueprint site is being developed as state of the art distribution facility for Lidl. Site cleared, groundworks to commence
shortly.
 Loan of £2,227,654 for Pantheon Park approved by LEP Sub Board 11th Dec 2014. To date £1,342,654 has been drawn down.

LEP ACTIVITY

OUTPUTS



Jobs Created
Portfolio of sites brought
forward
Brownfield Land brought
into productive use (ha)
First site available within
12-15 months
Facilitation of £100m
investment into sites

Final
Target

Actual To
Date

5,800

552

10

2

80

16

1

1

100m

£1.74m

Commentary
Opus Blueprint contracted outputs – 552
Prime 10 will add additional 400 jobs
BC Place Group is currently reviewing
potential development sites .
Opus Blueprint contracted outputs are
9.16ha. Prime 10 - 7.04ha
Opus Blueprint delivered within this time
period
Opus Blueprint projecting £1.74m private
investment

Risk Description

Impact Description

Competing Funds. Following recent launch
of LGF pipeline development fund, grant
based programmes continue to be
preferred choice for developers.






Since July 2015 BC LEP held 2 launch events, 1) focussing on
PWLB investment fund in Birmingham (BNP Paribas Offices)
attracting 35 attendees, and 2) event focused on PWLB
housing investment fund, at West Bromwich Albion
Football Club attracting 21 attendees.
As a result, 11 follow up meetings arranged & 19 potential
projects identified covering full spectrum of LEP funding.
Alongside these events, LEP launched black country
development funding website stimulating interest in all
funds. Thomas Lister (co-ordinating enquiries). Current
pipeline of 23 Commercial sites and 16 Residential sites.
SEP Place Group continue to work with applicants to
identify & bring forward potential projects.

RAG

Potential to reduce interest in the
investment fund & puts at risk the
programmes ability to deliver current City
Deal outputs.

Thomas Lister appointed as technical
assessors of fund to initially push all
applicants towards loan facility.

Total BC

(Black Country Residence Base)

300

1336

Growing Candidate Supply
Careers & Enterprise Co – BC
programme
Skills Factory Schools programme
Scifest (UoW), Skills Show

200
100
0
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15 Q2

2014/15

0

0

40

2013/14

0

70

70

Baseline

380

380

380

1594

LEP APPRENTICESHIP ACTIVITY
Growing Employer Demand
Walsall Works , Sandwell Jobs
Guarantee, Skills Factory
Apprenticeships
LEP Apprenticeship project

+29%

+19%

400

1446

Growing Capacity
Growth Deal projects (2015 – 2016)
•Advanced Construction - Dudley College
•Advanced Science & Engineering - Halesowen College
•FAB Kit - Sandwell College, In-Comm, STA & PTP
•Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills
•Improved Engineering Capacity – Walsall College
•Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills
•Apprenticeship Hub - UoW

Outputs
# Business Engagements
# Direct Enquiries
# Partner Referrals

Oct- Dec
15
7,000

Comments
As per Lancaster definition

352

69 via national helpline

78

15 to national partners, 63 to local
partners.
Plus 6 referrals to other business
support/Growth Hubs, e.g. Get Set for
Growth

Spend to Date
Mngt & Monitoring
Marketing
Supply Chain Dev
Total

Impact Description

RAG

Grant Draw Down
Q4 Forecast

Total

£198,526.10

£112,892.33

£311,418.43

£13,366.00

£23,936.00

£37,302.00

£26,279.00
£238,171.10

£25,000.57
£161,828.90

£51,279.57
£400,000.00

Mitigation

Closure of Business Growth Service (BGS)
which inc. manufacturing advice service
(MAS) following Gov Spending Review

Gaps in support following loss of key
service set up to boost the growth of
BC manufacturing companies

Discussions ongoing with BIS National re access to BGS CRM systems to
enable follow through with Black Country clients.
Discussions with WM Growth Hubs, LEPS & DCLG to discuss & agree
approach to BGS bids for ESIF Funding

Delays in contracting with some local partners

Expenditure lower than forecast
Tight timescales to achieve outputs

Timescales made clear within contract. Regular communication will be
maintained with partners & closely monitored by both Strategic Board &
Delivery Group.

Black Country
City Deal

 Programme continues to report on both ‘full list’ (SFA defined apprenticeships) and ‘green’ (pure HVM
frameworks only) list data. Data is annual up to July 2014 – no information available from SFA after this
date.
 Programme reporting the following increase in Advanced Manufacturing apprenticeships as of Q2
2014/15:
 148 Net new SFA defined Apprenticeships (cumulative after
BC (SFA defined) Advanced Manufacturing
18 months)
Apprenticeships
(Black Country Residence Base)
 110 Net new GREEN Apprenticeships (cumulative after 18
+10%
months)
1500
-8%
 First release of provisional data from SFA for 2014/15 academic year
1000
indicates;
500
 BC Apprenticeships up 2k from 11k to 13k
 Higher Apprenticeships up 77% to 690
0
 Data Cube full release anticipated late Nov ‘15. NB: still considered
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15 Q2
provisional until Feb ‘16 when actual (verified) data will be published.

500

Risk Description

Mitigation

OUTPUTS

BC HVM (Green) Apprenticeships

Period: Oct – Dec 2015
COMMENTARY
 Supply Chain activity commissioned with work to commence Jan 16. All core
local partners have continued to engage with delivery of the Hub
 The coordinated diagnostic tool now out for trial with partners
 Business Growth Service (BGS) closed to new applications 30/11/2015
following Gov Spending Review. Increased number of private sector providers
contacting /wishing to work with the Hub following announcement
 Q3 Expenditure lower than anticipated due to delays in contracting with some
partners. This will be recovered in final quarter.
 LEP Board endorsement of AIM ERDF bid. ERDF application outcome
anticipated Q4 15/16.
 Increased Capacity - Two Strategic Relationship Managers at BC Chamber now
discussing growth opportunities with businesses. Will use new diagnostic form
to understand barriers to growth, evaluate growth potential & support
businesses in accessing/signposting appropriate support.

Working Together Pilot
Period: Oct - Dec 2015
Long term unemployed social housing tenants supported
Social housing tenants accessed employment
Residents increased qualifications

Residents increased skills

Total Budget
2014 - 2019
Management
Delivery
Other
TOTAL

COMMENTARY

Actual
Spend to Date

£524,570

£131,948

£2,045,430

£453,636

£230,000

£12,016

£2,800,000

£597,599

 Total of 575 engagements against target 1,045 (- 470). Performing at 69% against 15/16 grant agreement profile
 However figures collated first 6 months of delivery indicate programme would have been on track (engagements) if able to include private rental
tenants (unemployed and claiming benefit)
 Meeting held with CLG / DWP on 17th Dec 15 to discuss inclusion of private tenants & access to remainder of funding (c£1.1m). Awaiting decision on
both. Follow up conference call with CLG/DWP planned end of Jan 16.
 420 individual ‘soft outcomes’ reported include; improved confidence, increase in qualifications, increase in skills, increase in digital inclusion.
 Community Connectors - Steering Group voted & agreed Nov 15 not to replace 2 x CC’s that exited programme. Role of CC’s to be incorporated into
Yr 2 delivery partner models. Assessed impact of CC referrals – low. Majority delivery partners have integrated outreach as part of delivery models.
 Dudley is key underperforming area. Various performance reviews & delivery meetings to review. DMBC have hosted calendar of events, recruited
dedicated outreach worker, and now established a base ‘The Hub’ – it is hoped this combination will make an impact.
 Baseline data also indicates insufficient people in Kates Hill area eligible for programme. Could be linked to underperformance in Dudley. Steering
Group endorsed Nov 15 decision to widen area to include all of St Thomas’s ward, in line with other City Deal ward areas.
 10 case studies / good new stories collected to date
 Exit process implemented to help collate early leavers & retention figures. Indication of this figure anticipated end of Jan 16.
Issue Description

Impact Description

RAG

Resolution

Due to shortage to meet demand, significant
number of residents waiting for social housing
are being housed privately.

Outputs where residents housed privately not currently being
included despite still eligible for & claiming housing benefits. This
will impact output targets.

Programme Office shared in depth report with CLG of project progress
to include highlighting this issue as barrier to potential delivery of
outputs. Meeting with CLG / DWP held 17/12/2015. Follow up meeting
scheduled end of Jan 16 to resolve.

Uncertainty over remaining grant. £1.1m yet to
be transferred to Accountable Body. Programme
unable to draw down remaining funds

Current funding budgeted to Dec 16. Without confidence of
remaining funds in place, programme is unable to extend contracts
with delivery partners, & unable to secure delivery of outputs.

Meeting with CLG / DWP held 17/12/2015. Follow up meeting
scheduled end of Jan 16 to resolve.
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
25th February 2016
ESIF Update
1.

Introduction

1.1 This report is to provide an update on the current European funding programme for the Black
Country and insight into the recent calls for proposals for ERDF and ESF funding.
1.2 The report details the changes to the ESIF Strategy document and requests approval to
launch the new Strategy.
Further details are set out below.
2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Board note the contents of the report and provide approval and sign off to the
changes in the ESIF Strategy document.
That the Board begin to consider the implications of the devolution process in relation to ESF
delivery post 2018.

2.2
3.

Report Detail.

3.1

This paper provides an update on the required revision of the ESIF Strategy and the
progress in delivering the programme to meet the aims and targets of the document. The
Strategy has been updated to take into account the agreed changes in the delivery of the
programme and the exchange rate values associated with our proposals.

3.2

The Strategy document was initially drafted in 2013 at a time when the proposal was to
devolve major responsibilities to the LEP to manage and deliver all activity in the Black
Country programme. Following lengthy negotiations and influence from the EU Commission,
our responsibilities as a LEP have now moved away from delivery and governance, to one of
oversight and strategic direction. These changes are now reflected in the re-drafted strategy
document. The document also has updated financial allocations which are influenced by the
exchange rate between the pound and the euro and will continue to be reviewed by
Government throughout the programme.

3.3

It is requested that the LEP approve the document in time for public release by DCLG as the
Managing Authority for EU funding in the UK.

3.4

The ESIF programme was successfully launched in the Black Country in the spring of 2015.
ERDF calls were first to launch across the UK, with the Black Country delivering two rounds
of open calls, the first in March 2015 which included Priority 1 (Innovation), Priority 3 (SME
Competitiveness), and Priority 4 (Low Carbon). A further call was launched in September for
Priority 6 (Environment), which closed in December 2015. The table below highlights the
current financial profile summary based on these submissions. This does not include the
recent call for further Priority 6 projects that are currently under assessment with the
Managing Authority.
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Fu
nd

T
O

ERD
F

1

ERD
F

2

ERD
F

3

ERD
F

4

ERD
F

6

Tot
al

2023 Euros
€
22,634,135
€
2,235,715
€
31,543,218
€
20,634,932
€
13,682,036
€
90,730,035
September
figures subject
to final
alignment.

Pounds @
1:0.71
£
16,070,236
£
1,587,357
£
22,395,685
£
14,650,802
£
9,714,245
£
64,418,325
Current
Exchange rate
of 1 Euro to
0.71 Pounds

Allocated Nov
15
£
3,490,108
£
520,000
£
13,666,979
£
2,443,745
£
1,000,000
£
21,120,832
From Sept/Nov
Outlines. This is
likely to change
when we have
the
Management
Information
collated from
the full
applications.

To Allocate
Nov 15
£
12,580,128
£
1,067,357
£
8,728,706
£
12,207,057
£
8,714,245
£
43,297,493
As previous
comment

%
22
%
33
%
61
%
17
%
10
%
28
%

3.5
The table does not include the current commitment to the regional Financial
Instrument, which is currently under development. This will see an additional commitment of
£8million from Priority 3 and a further £2million from Priority 4. Further calls will be released
in April, following assessment of full applications and the signing of Funding agreements for
successful projects.

3.6

A call for YEI (Youth Employment Initiative)/ESF funding was released in the Black
Country with a total value of £34 million. One application reached second stage, a
consortium bid of the Local Authorities, led by Dudley MBC. This application is now currently
negotiating Funding Agreement and is due for an imminent start.

3.7

As part of the planning and implementation of the ESIF 2014-2020 funding programme, the
Black Country committed to Opt-in arrangements with the SFA and BIG to support the match
funding of our ESIF strategy. Four organisations have now been identified by BIG as part of
our Social Inclusion Opt-in to take the lead on each of our priorities for the Black Country:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Employment support for the over 25s- Steps to Work
Families in Poverty/Troubled Families- Heart of England Foundation
Targeted Communities-Black Country Together CIC
Financial and Digital Inclusion.-WHG Consortium

These organisations have received £50k development grant to develop their supply chain
and delivery strategies, with delivery expected to begin later in 2016.

2
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3.8

In November, the SFA wrote to all LEPs and ESIF Area Sub-Committees on key changes
that will have to be made to ESF Opt-in offers in the light of the government’s policy
announcements on further devolution of the Adult Skills Budget. As a consequence, all SFA
ESF contracts will close in March 2018. The Black Country has chosen to reduce the original
spending commitments and deliverables pro rata to fit the new two year period. The attached
table highlights our proposed spend against each priority project. Call documents are
currently being agreed with SFA and are due for a staggered opening beginning mid
February.

3.9

The Black Country will need to consider moving forward, how it can best utilise any
remaining funds for the second stage of the programme, taking into account the requirement
for match funding against ESF allocations and the devolved Adult Skills budget to the
Combined Authority.

4.

Financial Implications

4.1

There are no immediate financial implications to this report

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Name – Zoey West
Position-External Funding Team Lead
Tel: 01922 655998
Email: zoey.west@walsall.gov.uk
Source Documents: Attached
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
25th February 2016
Extension and Establishment of Enterprise Zones
1.

Introduction
This report submits revised proposals for the additional Enterprise Zones following
further discussions with Government.

2.

Recommendations

2.1 That the revised Enterprise Zone proposals be supported and signed by the
Chairman for submission to Government
3.

Report Detail.

3.1 In September 2015 the Board approved the submission of proposals for the
establishment of an Enterprise Zone in the Brierley Hill area and for an extension of
the existing northern Zone (see Minute No. 101/15).. .
3.2 The proposals were not included in the Government’s announcement of the
additional Zones as part of the Spending Review in November 2015. Since that
announcement, discussions have been taking place with Government to refine and
further develop the proposals and revised applications have now been prepared and
the summary documents are appended for Board Members’ consideration. Copies
of all the application documents, plans, etc. will be available at the meeting
3.3 An update on the next steps will be given at the meeting.

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Nigel Easom
Tel: 01384 471104
Email: nigel_easom@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Source Documents: Attached
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1

THE REQUIREMENT

1.1 ANCER SPA together with the Development Economics consultancy was commissioned by
Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council (DMBC) in August 2015 to provide assistance in the
preparation of an application to the Department of Communities and Local Government
(DCLG) for Enterprise Zone (EZ) status for an area of Brierley Hill.
1.2 The application form for EZ status was issued by DCLG in July 2015 and it set out the proposed
benefits in terms of 100% business rate discount for a 5 year period for occupiers and
retention of business rate growth being retained by the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) for
a 25 year period. It is evident that EZ status is targeted at vacant sites and properties and
residential development is ineligible.
1.3 Dudley MBC submitted an Expression of Interest to DCLG on the 14th August 2015 for the
submission of an EZ based on the delivery of proposals for the Waterfront and Harts Hill areas
of Brierley Hill as set out in the Council’s adopted Area Action Plan. The Council’s Cabinet
authorised the development of proposals in this location on the 14th March 2012, based on
the following three phases;
•
•
•

Phase 1 – Current Business Investment Zone area at the Waterfront East
Phase 2- Waterfront East car park (Archill)
Phase 3 – Harts Hill Industrial Area

1.4 ANCER SPA and Development Economic already had a good knowledge of the Waterfront
Business Park from their previous work on the Dudley Business Investment Zone initiative.
However, updated surveys of the area were undertaken in early September 2015 to confirm
the current levels of vacancy in the Waterfront properties and to better understand the
baseline land use position at Archill and Harts Hill. This led to the Harts Hill area being omitted
because the majority of its buildings were occupied by businesses.
1.5 Following research and calculations, the EZ application was compiled and submitted to DCLG
in September 2015. In November 2015 the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced which
applications were successful and the Black Country bid which included Brierley Hill was
unsuccessful. DCLG has subsequently advised that a resubmission for Brierley Hill alone may
be invited, subject to the Government’s announcement in the March budget.
1.6 This report summarises the new application which is to be resubmitted and highlights the
differences from the previous application.
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2

CHANGES FROM PREVIOUS APPLICATION

Metro Extension
2.1 ‘Movement for Growth – The West Midlands Strategic Transport Plan’ (Dec 2015) produced by
the West Midlands Combined Authority includes the Metro Tram extension from Wednesbury to
Brierley Hill. The West Midlands Combined Authority Devolution agreement in 2015 includes the
development of proposals as part of the HS2 Growth Strategy to extend the Metro Tram to
Brierley Hill and the HS2 Interchange. Black Country LEP funding is committed to this project.
2.2 It is evident that extension of the Metro to Brierley Hill now has greater certainty and so
should be taken into account in planning and development proposals for Brierley Hill. The Metro
will provide good connections to Birmingham City Centre, the HS2 Interchange and on to
Birmingham International Airport, as well as the rest of the West Midlands conurbation and the
Black Country. It will consequently make Brierley Hill a more attractive business location by
widening its workforce catchment area and facilitating national and international business
connections. It therefore will help to underpin demand for existing and proposed office
development at Brierley Hill

Regional Office Market
2.3 Recent research has shown that the Birmingham City Centre office market is going from
strength to strength will office rents exceeding £30psf. Although this is welcome, there are likely
to be some cost conscious businesses that will be looking for cheaper locations. Other strategic
centres in the Black Country including West Bromwich and Wolverhampton have office rents in
the range £13-£16psf.
2.4 If Brierley Hill can provide good quality offices with good connections and an available
qualified workforce, then there is every prospect that similar rents can be achieved over the next
decade, making office development viable.
Archill Development Capacity
2.5 A development capacity exercise has been undertaken which has shown that the area could
accommodate some 66,000m2 of office development as opposed to the 50,000m2 previously
envisaged in the Brierley Hill Area Action Plan . Given demand trends and the Metro extension
this aspiration is achievable.
2.6 Intu has indicated a preference for a more mixed form of development and the capacity
exercise has identified part of Site W5 on the Pedmore Road frontage as appropriate for
residential development. This plot has consequently been excluded from the EZ area.
Harts Hill Available Sites
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2.7 It is evident from the Appendix 5 aerial photo that there is underused land at Harts Hill in the
vicinity of the proposed Metro stop at Canal Street. As it is largely vacant or under used it is
eligible for inclusion in the EZ, unlike the rest of Harts Hill. The Metro stop will provide a
development focus and impetus for this area. The construction of the Metro line, once completed,
will itself release some of this land for development

Accommodation for Small Businesses
2.8 The development proposals for Archill provide a considerable amount of high quality offices
that will be suitable for larger businesses willing to take on long leases at market rents of around
£14psf. There will be some smaller businesses, particularly start-ups that will not be in such a
fortunate position and will be looking for smaller more affordable accommodation in the range
£6-10psf. This will include businesses providing design and technology services that need flexible
studio/workspace accommodation.
2.9 Harts Hill with its past and present industrial profile is more suited to providing such a mix of
business accommodation. This role would also be enhanced by the provision of an
Incubator/Enterprise Centre on site W6 for business start-ups. This could include graduates from
the new College proposed at the Waterfront and other colleges and universities in the sub-region.
Music College at the Waterfront
2.10 The recent announcement of the proposed establishment of a Music College at the
Waterfront provides a further stimulus to the area. It is envisaged to have 600 graduates and 115
postgraduate students each year and is due to open in September 2017. The college would not
only usefully occupy vacant accommodation, it would also create footfall for retail and leisure
businesses at the Waterfront, leading to further reductions in premises vacancy levels.
Postgraduates may wish to remain in the area and start their own businesses, thereby generating
demand for small business accommodation.

3

ASSUMPTIONS

3.1 The following are some of the key assumptions that were used to provide the basis for the
calculations included on the application form (Appendix 8) and its Section G spreadsheets
(Appendices 9, 10 and 11):
Area 1 (Waterfront Occupiers)
3.2 The strategy is to use the 100% business rates exemption for occupiers to attract tenants to
the 16,184m2 of vacant Waterfront offices and retail/leisure units in Area 1. It is assumed that the
offices will be 95% will be let over the 5 years of eligible rates discount in the following phases:
2016
4,401

2017
3,049

2018
3,445

2019
2,901

2020
2,388

TOTAL m2
16,184

3.3 The 4,401m2 in 2016 is likely to comprise the letting of vacant offices at Cable Plaza to a
college. This will generate jobs and investment.
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3.4 Business rates are currently being paid on all of this floor space and so it is assumed that there
is no net growth in business rates upon occupation of the floor space over the 25 year period.
Area 2 (Archill) Developments
3.5 Once the vacant Waterfront offices have been largely occupied, then market demand for new
offices would be established to provide the justification for the land owner Intu Properties plc to
proceed with development of the Archill development sites as set out in the Brierley Hill Area
Action Plan, albeit at a higher density. The sites are shown on the Appendix 6 plan. This market
demand would also be stimulated by provision of the Metro Tram extension from Wednesbury to
Brierley Hill through the area with a stop at the Waterfront, widening the catchment area of the
workforce. Some of the retained business rate growth would be spent on facilitating this project.
3.6 The provision of more office development would be accompanied by ancillary small retail and
restaurants on site W2 in the vicinity of the proposed Metro stop, together with a hotel on the
corner of Level St/Pedmore Rd (site P4).
3.7 It is assumed that there is a potential 7.7ha of development land as shown on the Appendix 4
plan and this will accommodate some 72,700m2 floor space comprising the uses shown in the
following table:
SITE REFERENCE

SITE AREA (ha)

PROPOSED USE

W1
W2

1.5
0.55

W3
W4
W5

0.75
2.0
1.9

B1 offices
B1 offices
Retail/leisure
B1 offices
B1 offices
B1 offices

P4
TOTAL

1.0
7.7

C1 hotel

PROPOSED
FLOORSPACE m2
14,500
3,075
3,700
11,550
21,000
15,875
3,000 (100 beds)
66,000m2 offices
3,700m2 A1- A4
3,000m2 C1

3.8 The offices will be developed over the period 2023-2040 which will align with market demand
with an escalating rate of development over this period from an initial 2,000m2 per annum up to
4,000m2 in the final years. After five years of this development and the opening of the Metro
station, there will be sufficient demand to justify development of ancillary small retail/restaurant
facilities and after ten years, a budget hotel.

Area 3 (Harts Hill) Developments
3.9 It is assumed that there is a potential 3.89ha of development land as shown on the Appendix 6
plan and this will accommodate some 19,350m2 floor space comprising the uses shown in the
following table:
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SITE REFERENCE

SITE AREA (ha)

PROPOSED USE

W6

0.5

W7
W8

0.6
0.92

H7
TOTAL

1.87
3.89

Enterprise Centre
(B1)
B1a/b/c business
B1 offices
Retail/Leisure
B1a/b/c business

PROPOSED
FLOORSPACE m2
2,500
3,000
4,000
500
9,350
18,850 B1a/b/c
business units
500 A1- A4

3.10 The business units comprising both small suites of offices and small business units will be
developed at the average rate of 1,500m2 per year for the period 2025-2040 which will align with
market demand once the Metro station at Canal Street is open.

4

KEY OUTPUTS

Area 1 (Waterfront Occupiers)
4.1 The estimated 100% business rate discount for this floor space is £3,689,464.
4.2 The existing office rental levels have an average of £5 per sqft (£53.8/m2) in this area. It is
assumed that with EZ benefits the rental levels will return to £10 per sqft (£107.60/m2), the
current rateable value level. Therefore the potential increase in rental income per annum is
16,184m2 x £53.8 = £870,688.
4.3 The Appendix 12 Economic Impact spreadsheet shows that the gross jobs created for Area 1 is
1,696 and the net jobs created is 960.
Area 2 (Archill) Developments
4.4 The calculated retained business rate growth retention is £15,127,387. The build–up is shown
on the Appendix 13 spreadsheet.
4.5 The existing use value as car parks is £50,000 per acre. The gross land value as office
development after the Metro extension and station at the Waterfront is open is £500,000 per
acre. Therefore the total increase in land value is 19 acres x £450,000 = £8,550,000.
4.6 The Appendix 12 Economic Impact spreadsheet shows that the gross jobs created for Area 2 is
5,455 and the net jobs created is 2,925.
Area 3 (Harts Hill) Developments
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4.7 The calculated retained business rate growth retention is £3,176,055. The build–up is shown
on the Appendix 14 spreadsheet.
4.8 The existing use value as open storage yards is £50,000 per acre. The gross land value as
business development after the Metro extension and station at Canal Street is open is
£400,000 per acre. Therefore the total increase in land value is 9.6 acres x £350,000 =
£3,360,000.
4.9 The Appendix 10 Economic Impact M spreadsheet shows that gross jobs created for Area 3
based on an average of office and light industry employment density rates is 742 and the net
jobs created is 391.
Aggregated Total Areas 1 + 2 + 3
•

Growth in retained business rates = £18,303,442

•

Increase in land value = £11,910,000 plus rental income growth for Area 1

•

Gross Jobs created = 7,923

•

Net Jobs created = 4,275

Optimism Bias
4.10 There is the possibility that land values do not increase to the levels predicted. There is also
the possibility that projected development costs are higher than expected. Consequently an
optimism bias factor of 20% can be applied to reduce expected land values and also a 20%
increase to site development costs. This reduces the uplift in land value to £9,250,891.
Value for Money and Benefit Cost Ratios
4.11 The Government will assess each EZ submission in terms of value for money and Benefit Cost
Ratios (BCR). Value for money calculations can not only include consideration such as land value
uplift and the cost of business rate reductions to the Exchequer, they can also take into account
wider economic, social and environmental benefits, some of which can be quantified and others
that cannot. This is a complex area of analysis and various assumptions have to be made.
Appendix 15 is a Method Statement for the understanding of wider benefits and it is proposed
that this is discussed with relevant staff of the Department of Communities and Local Government
(DCLG) to agree what factors can be ruled in and ruled out of further analysis.
4.12 Nevertheless, it is possible at this stage to undertake a simple Benefit Cost Ratio calculation
based on the projected land value uplift and development costs and the initial results are as
follows:
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•

The total uplift in land value £11,921,455. Taking into account estimated development
costs of £2,300,000 and additionality and discounting factors, the Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR)
is 2.59

•

If an optimism bias factor of minus 20% is applied to these estimated land values and plus
20% to the development costs, then the total uplift in land value is £9,250,891 and with
estimated development costs of £2,760,000, the Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) is 1.67.

4.13 It is generally accepted that a BCR of at least 1.0 is required to justify public investment
projects and so the Brierley Hill EZ has a good starting point.

BUSINESS RATE RETENTION PROJECT EXPENDITURE

5

5.1 The amount of business rate growth over a 25 year period for Areas 2 and 3 is estimated at
some £18m. Loans will be obtained to be repaid from this future revenue stream. There could
then be a suggested apportionment of loan funding between the following projects:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

6

Metro tram extension accommodation works and ancillary facilities
Gap funding of an Incubator/Enterprise Centre
Marketing programme to attract inward investment
Skills and training programmes in partnership with local colleges
Environmental and pedestrian accessibility improvements

APPENDICES

6.1 The attached appendices 1 to 6 provide maps and photos showing the EZ area.
6.2 Appendix 7 is a letter of support from the principal landowner Intu Properties plc.
6.3 Appendix 8 is the draft EZ application form to DCLG and Appendices 9-11 are the
accompanying Section G spreadsheets for Areas 1, 2 and 3.
6.4 Appendices 12 to 14 are spreadsheets providing the basis of the calculations used to generate
the outputs.
6.5 Appendix 15 is the Wider Benefits proposed Method Statement
ANCER SPA Ltd
Town Planning, Development & Regeneration Consultants
In association with
The Development Economics Consultancy
15th February 2016
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Black Country Enterprise Zone – Proposed Extension
Supporting Summary/Guidance

Application
form Ref
G1

Summary

G2

The identified sites forming part of the M6 Junction 10 extension proposal
form part of the Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council (WMBC) Local
Authority area.

Site Names
M6 Junction 10 Extension sites
I54 Western Extension

Identified sites forming the proposed extension of I54 form part of the South
Staffordshire Council local authority area.
G3

This is the sum total of all sites forming the EZ location in hectares this being
52 hectares (128 acres)

G4

As per the proforma

G5

As per the proforma

G6

All incentives are requested on the basis that the varying nature of sites
included within the overall proposed extension require different methods of
intervention and support in order to deliver development and create jobs.

G7

A mixture, specifics of which identified as follows;
M6 Junction 10 Extension Sites
Site 1 – Former Willenhall Sewage Works
Majority cleared site, with some existing infrastructure in relation to former
sewage operations including beneath ground infrastructure including sewage
beds.
Site 2 – Axcess 10 East
Cleared site, although understood to be constrained in respect of a main
sewer running under part of the site and overhead power cables.
Site 3 – Former AB Waste North
Vacant site
Site 4 – Former AB Waste South
Vacant site, although under temporary use as a compound as works
progress in relation to local road improvement schemes.
Site 5 – Phoenix 10
Vacant land.
I54 Western Extension
Vacant land currently in low level agricultural use.
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G9

As per the site proforma.

G10

Available information has been utilised in respect of known site constraints
across the proposed areas. Where site specific information is not available
we have applied the following benchmark costs to each of the sites. The
benchmark data derived from work undertaken and applied in respect of the
existing Enterprise Zone;
Remediation - £277,000 per hectare (£112,500 per acre)
Access - £67,000 per hectare (£27,000 per acre)
Utilities - £50,500 per hectare (£20,500 per acre)
Demolition - £30 per sq.m (£2.80 per sq.ft) (excludes serious issues of
asbestos, grubbing up of foundations etc)
M6 Junction 10 Extension Sites
Site 1 – Former Willenhall Sewage Works
New direct site access from the Black Country route is required to service
the site for industrial use, this comprising of works totalling £700,000 –
funding awarded for the scheme from the LGF access to growth fund.
Discussions with the landowner indicate that the level of remediation
required is unlikely to be significant. On this basis calculation for remediation
cost is based on 50% of the benchmark figure.
Identified remediation costs in the order of £1,227,000
Identified utilities costs in the order of £450,000
Identified demolition costs in the order of £60,000
Total cost = £1.737,000
Site 2 – Axcess 10 East
On the basis of previous submission that was considered in accordance with
the LDO it is understood that limited site remediation is likely to be required.
On this basis calculation for remediation cost is based on 50% of the
benchmark figure. Furthermore, as a site within an established business park
the costs of access and utilities are likely to be minimal.
Identified remediation costs in the order of £155,120
Total Cost = £155,120
Site 3 – Former AB Waste North
As a recently occupied site it is unlikely that access or utilities costs will be
significant but remediation will be required as a result of the previous use.
Identified remediation costs in the order of £341,000.
Total Cost = £341,000
Site 4 – Former AB Waste South
As a recently occupied site it is unlikely that access or utilities costs will be
significant but remediation will be required as a result of the previous use.
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Identified remediation costs in the order of £141,000.
Total Cost = £141,000
Site 5 – Phoenix 10
Costs associated with the bringing forward of this site are directly linked to
existing development costs in respect of the current EZ allocation of Phoenix
10 site.
I54 Western Extension
Identified costs in respect of making the site ready for development total
circa. £25 million, the specifics of which are identified in section G19. Costs
and rates are based on the recently completed infrastructure and plot
preparation contracts on i54.
G11

Existing use value is specific to each site and as identified in the respective
site proformas. General assumptions are noted as follows;
M6 Junction 10 Extension Sites
AB Waste North & South
These sites are treated as vacant industrial development opportunities,
benefitting from employment land allocation (as per the development of the
SAD) and also benefitting from their existing location within the LDO and
therefore simplified planning regime. The sites are not benefitting from
remediation, access improvements or similar development enhancing works.
On this basis the land is included at a current value of £430,000 per hectare
(£175,000 per acre).
Phoenix 10
Land valuation will reflect the position in relation to the overall site.
Willenhall Sewage Works
The site requires remediation and construction of an access prior to
development. On this basis the current land value is £25,000 per hectare
(£10,000 per acre).
Axcess 10
The site already benefits from approved planning permission for industrial
development through the LDO and is located on a ready serviced and
existing business park, comprising the last remaining development plot. On
this basis the site would likely command an existing value in the order of
£680,000 per hectare (£275,000 per acre)
i54 sites
I54 Western Extension
Current use value represents the existing agricultural use and is therefore
£25,000 per hectare (£10,000 per acre).

G12

We’ve assumed an increase to between £617,500 per hectare (£250,000 per
acre) and £680,000 (£275,000 per acre) for all the sites.
For the i54 and Willenhall Sewage Works site land value uplift is substantial
given the present use of the land.
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For the other sites the land value uplift is
linked to the opportunity to
access EZ funding to support delivery, securing of planning permission,
appropriate servicing of the site, marketing and engagement with the market.
In this context it should be noted that a land value of £617,500 per hectare
(£250,000 per acre) has been achieved on i54 plot G which the most recent
plot sale for the site.
It is understood and demonstrated elsewhere that the incentives offered
through EZ status serve to enhance the prospect of development and in turn
it is assumed that land owners and developers will seek to enhance the
value of their assets to fully benefit from the EZ status.
It is considered however that this can only happen with the direct and
ongoing support from the respective local authorities and the Black Country
LEP.
It is proposed that additional existing funds in respect PWLB, GPF and PGF
would not be allocated to sites within the proposed M6 Junction 10 extension
sites, such that benefits derived from the established EZ funding mechanism
would be utilised to bring forward these sites accordingly.
G13

Details in respect of planning approvals are identified as follows for each
respective site;
M6 Junction 10 Extension Sites
Site 1 – Former Willenhall Sewage Works
No planning permission in place although the site is proposed for
employment use within the Sites Allocation Document (SAD) currently being
developed for Walsall.
Site 2 – Axcess 10 East
Already an allocated employment site with planning permission through the
LDO for B2 use.
Site 3 – Former AB Waste North
Already allocated employment site.
Site 4 – Former AB Waste South
Already allocated employment site.
Site 5 – Phoenix 10
Already an allocated employment site.
All of the sites identified within the M6 Junction 10 extension are located
within the existing LDO as established in respect of the existing EZ
designation for the Darlaston area. The former Willenhall sewage works site
falls outside of this designated area benefitting from the simplified planning
regime.
I54 Western Extension
Not currently allocated for employment use but adjacent the existing I54
Enterprise Zone site.

G14

Specific dates are identified for each respective site within the corresponding
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proformas.
Planning approvals will likely be sought by individual land owners/developers
as and when end users /occupiers are identified for each of the sites. The
BCLEP and respective local authorities will support developers and land
owners in achieving planning permissions, however interventions will be
specific to each site and will likely be fully determined as proposals develop
moving forward in respect of any EZ extension offered.
G15

It is proposed that all sites comprising the proposed extension will benefit
from fibre optic broadband to cabinet such that all sites will be broadband
ready. All sites at present are not understood to benefit from broadband
connectivity.

G16

The marketing of sites forming part of the M6 Junction 10 proposed
extension i.e. those sites within Walsall will be primarily led by the respective
site owners with the support of the local authority and also the BCLEP.
Marketing of sites forming part of proposed I54 extension will be led as a
joint venture between Wolverhampton City Council and Staffordshire County
Council.

G17

As per the individual site proformas.

G18

As per the individual site proformas. Additionally it is noted that sites forming
part of the M6 Junction 10 proposed extension will benefit from the currently
on site Darlaston Access project which comprises £26,000,000 of investment
from DfT and Walsall Council which will improve access to all of the sites as
identified.
The former Willenhall sewage works site will also benefit from separate
investment of £700,000 awarded through the LGF Access to Growth Fund.
This proposes to provide direct access to the site from the Anson junction of
the Black Country route.

G19

As identified in the respective site proformas and as detailed in section G10
above.

G20

As per the identified site proformas.
An estimated rateable value of £46 per sq.m has been used based on recent
occupation of i54 by Moog, Eurofins and ISP.
For the i54 Western extension a rateable value of £32 per sq.m has been
used based on JLR which occupies a considerably bigger building and
therefore benefits from a lower rate.

G21

Indicative floor space deliverable per site is as follows;
*where there are no existing proposals a gross to net build of 40% site area
is adopted.
Black Country EZ Extension
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Site 1 – Former Willenhall Sewage Works*
Circa. 36,000 sq.m of floor space is deliverable on this site, comprising
several units constructed in the region of 8,000 to 10,000 square feet each.
Site 2 – Axcess 10 East
Because of the site restriction as previously noted and in compliance with the
existing planning permission a unit of circa. 1,789 sq.m can be delivered.
Site 3 – Former AB Waste North*
Circa. 5,000 sq.m of floor space is deliverable on this site.
Site 4 – Former AB Waste South*
Circa. 2,000 sq.m of floor space is deliverable on this site.
Site 5 – Phoenix 10
Development of this site would be included within existing emerging
proposals as part of the remainder of the Phoenix 10 site.
I54 Western Extension*
Circa. 160,000 sq.m of floor space is deliverable on site.
Base case programme of delivery in respect of the M6 Junction 10 extension
sites align with the indicated programme of delivery as identified within the
emerging SAD document such that this provides for an indicative programme
and basis upon which to establish the ‘without EZ’ case.
Estimated job numbers have been calculated based on the HCA/Drivers
Jonas schedule: Employment densities guide second edition.
G22

Same job creation figures as per G21 but to include the following;
-

Estimated Capital Allowances expenditure is calculated on the basis of a
cost for plant and machinery in the order of £600 per sq.m of floorspace
delivered. This figure is then multiplied by 18% to arrive at the Capital
Allowance figure.

-

Business Rate calculations;
Business rate retention is calculated utilising the existing business rate
model for the BC Enterprise Zone and are applied on this basis for
consistency in approach.
Discount levels are a maximum of £275,000 over a 5 year period. Where
those sites which would generate more than the allowance are identified
the maximum level of discount is applied and spread over the 5 year
period as per the EZ business rate discount principles.
Business rate retention levels also factor in where sites already generate
rates such that these are discounted from the identified rates generated
through an employment use such that uplift is effectively identified.

-

We would assume floor space delivered will be accelerated when
compared to the base case above (G21). It is considered that the
incentives offered through the EZ designation will accelerate delivery
such that sites will likely come forward in advance of the base case
delivery profile as identified in section G21.
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-

Job creation levels factor in a lag for the allowance of constructing the
new premises and potential for void periods such that occupancy levels
are deferred.
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
25th February 2016
Black Country LEP Communications report for November and December2015

1.

Introduction
The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of LEP communications activity and its
impact in January 2016.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Board notes this report.

3. Communications report
3.1 Focus of activity
• PR and campaign development for MIPIM
• Skills Factory marketing and communications of an apprenticeship breakfast event
• Growth Deal project promotion
• West Midlands Combined Authority
• EU Attitudes Survey
• Launch of the Black Country Sport & Physical Activity Sector Skills Action Plan
• MP Broadband e newsletter
3.12 Website
The LEP website featured 5 news stories in January.
3.13 Tweets
LEP followers increased from 4,448 followers on 31 December to 4,594 on 31 January.
•

33 Tweets in January.

Top Tweet earned 1,591 impressions
Volunteer to be an Enterprise Adviser & connect young people & the world of work. Still
taking EOI bit.ly/1WWvotZ @CareerEnt
3.14 LinkedIn
Membership of the Black Country LEP LinkedIn group stayed the same with 1523
members.

3.2

MIPIM 2016
The LEP are Strategic Partners at this year’s MIPIM event as part of the Greater
Birmingham stand. A marketing and communication plan is currently being devised for
Invest Black Country, in conjunction with Marketing Birmingham.

1
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The LEP’s activity will be PR and social media based, with presentations at MIPIM. We will
be launching the prospectuses for High Value Manufacturing City and Garden City.
Activity will revolve around the theme of ‘Make you Mark’ and will follow a tagline of
‘Today, Tomorrow and Beyond’
Board representation will be Tom Westley and Chris Handy.

3.3

West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA)
The LEP supported the WMCA marketing team during the consultation process and
encouraged businesses to complete the survey. Business responses were relatively poor
across all seven metropolitan boroughs but the feedback from Black Country boroughs
was that most businesses have faith in their LEP and it making sure a business voice is
represented.
We are currently working with the team to devise an engagement plan for the West
Midlands Strategic Economic Plan.

3.4

EU Attitudes Survey
On Friday 22nd January, the EU Attitudes Survey was launched. This is a joint partnership
project instigated by Margot James MP. The LEP were asked to be involved and have
helped shape and promote the survey. Partners include Black Country Chamber, FSB,
West Midlands Economic Forum, University of Wolverhampton, CBI and Birmingham City
University. Results are due to be published on Friday 18th March.

Picture caption (L-R): Ninder Johal (Black Country LEP Board member & Chamber President), Emma Reynolds MP,
Margot James MP, Pat McFadden MP and Paul Forrest (West Midlands Economic Forum) at the launch of the survey Friday
22 January at Wolverhampton Science Park Visualisation Centre.

3.5

Skills Factory
The LEP and the Skills Factory have joined forces with the Skills Funding Agency (SFA) to
highlight to employers the benefits of the new apprenticeship trailblazer frameworks and
apprenticeship levy. A breakfast event will take place at the Village Hotel in Dudley on 2
March 2016.
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Apprenticeship specialists from the Black Country and the SFA will outline the changes to
apprenticeships as well as host a Q&A session for Black Country employers keen to make
the most out of the forthcoming Government changes. Attendees will also hear first-hand
from Black Country apprentice employers about the benefits apprenticeships have brought
to their businesses.

3.6

Broadband
A new e newsletter was launched at the end of January targeting MPs to inform them of
the work taking place regarding our Broadband programme. This will be a bi monthly
newsletter and will be rolled out to local authority councillors for the next edition.

3.7

Invest Black Country (IBC)
The Black Country will be sending a delegation of 5 personnel to MIPIM 2016 and will be
promoting 4 key opportunities.
1)Launch: The Black Country Garden City prospectus
2)Transforming cities – Making it happen in Wolverhampton
3)Launch: of the Black Country’s High Value Manufacturing City
4)Launch: Black Country Industrial Land Transformation
The Team will also be undertaking a series of 1-2-1 appointments and will present the
region at the launch of the Midlands Engine Pitchbook.
IBC have 697 Twitter followers and 84 LinkedIn group members at 31 January.

3.8

Black Country Sport & Physical Activity Sector Skills Action Plan
On Friday 22nd January, the Acting Minister of Sport, Tourism and Heritage, David
Evennett MP visited the Black Country at the invitation of Margot James to meet with the
Black Country BeActive partnership as they launched the Sport & Physical Activity Sector
Skills Action Plan.
The plan will position the sport and physical activity sector in addressing the LEP’s
employment and skills priorities around schools, skills for the supply chain and upskilling.

3.9

Media coverage
The advertising equivalent value of the coverage achieved:
January

£99,425.20

January Details:
General
Fibre broadband boost for 6,000
Wolverhampton Chronicle (Main), 31/12/2015, p.16, Unattributed
a rolling programme. The Black Country Broadband Project said parts of Wolverhampton, Dudley, Walsall,
Wednesbury and West Bromwich are among the latest areas to benefit. The scheme's lead partners are Black
Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) and BT. As part of the roll-out, engineers have so far installed
more than 90 fibre broadband road-side cabinets, which are needed to enable
Homes to be built on derelict industrial land
Dudley Chronicle (Main), 31/12/2015, p.5, Unattributed
and Macarthur Road will be bulldozed to allow a new housing estate comprising of 351 homes to be created.
Sandwell Council has been handed more than £5 million from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
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in support of the plan. The cash will be used to flatten the derelict buildings and construct a link road to aid the
major development
College to build state-of-the-art for centre for advanced building technologies
Worcester News (Web), 05/01/2016, Unattributed
heat pumps and photo-voltaic technologies and a ‘construction manufacturing and fabrication centre’ where
they will develop their building engineering skills. Promoted stories Supported by the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) Growth Deal, the college is working in partnership with leading employers,
including Laing O’Rourke, who are embracing new technologies – ensuring that students learn

Campus to give students vital construction skills
Dudley News (Main), 06/01/2016, p.3, Kelly Harris
students will learn to install air source heat pumps and photo-voltaic technologies, and a 'construction
manufacturing and fabrication centre', where they will develop their building engineering skills. Supported by
the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) Growth Deal, the college is working in partnership with
leading employers, including Laing O'Rourke, who are embracing new technologies - ensuring students learn
the
£3m works will lead to a year of misery
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 09/01/2016, p.7, Peter Madeley
highway improvements vital. We apologise in advance for any inconvenience these works may cause. Every
effort is being made to keep disruption to a minimum." Funding has come from the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership. The work at the Black Country Route and Coseley Road roundabout will deliver new
and wider lanes to reduce traffic congestion. When part of Highfields
Contractor chosen to build new #10 million Wolverhampton University block
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 09/01/2016, Unattributed
32,000 sq ft of managed office space, together with some shared workspace and laboratory and testing space
for prototypes. It has been part-funded through a £4.8m grant from the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership as part of the Growth Deal with the remaining £5.3m invested by the University of Wolverhampton.
Nigel Babb, commercial director at
Midlands construction company bags science build contract
MidlandsBusinessNews.co.uk (Web), 11/01/2016, Unattributed
specification laboratories, workshops and offices – a combination of facilities not currently available in the
Black Country. The project has been part-funded through a £4.8 million grant from the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) as part of the Growth Deal with the remaining £5.3 million invested by the
University of Wolverhampton. The University of Wolverhampton Science Park
New centre to focus on construction
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 14/01/2016, p.36, Unattributed
2017, Dudley Advance II will be the first of its kind in the FE sector offering students training in the latest
construction techniques, technology and off-site fabrication. Supported by the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership (LEP) Growth Deal, it is working in partnership with leading employers, such as Laing O'Rourke,
who are embracing new technologies - ensuring that your training
14/01/2016 Work begins on Wolverhampton's new Coach Link
BusinessDesk (Web), 14/01/2016, Unattributed
Wolverhampton City Council announced at the end of October that it had been granted £500,000 by the Black
Country Local Enterprise Partnership for the development of a new coach facility and related works.
Wolverhampton Civic Halls revamp gets the go-ahead
ITV.com (Web), 14/01/2016, Unattributed
on the Grade II listed venues, ahead of the city council appointing a main contractor. The refurbishment of the
Civic and Wulfrun Halls will be funded by £6.2 million from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
Growth Deal and £4.2 million from the council. Councillor John Reynolds, Cabinet Member for City Economy,
said: The refurbishment of the Civic Halls... will open up
19/01/2016 Black Country business community set to be consulted on EU referendum
BusinessDesk (Web), 19/01/2016, Unattributed
The survey has been developed in partnership with the University of Wolverhampton, CBI, Birmingham City
University, FSB, Black Country LEP and Black Country Chamber of Commerce. MPs from across the
MIPIM 2016 to be the biggest on record for Greater Birmingham
Business Birmingham (Web), 19/01/2016, Unattributed
and the city’s housing prospectus, while the #MIPIMBrum hashtag reached nearly 740,000 Twitter users. Cllr
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John Clancy, Leader of Birmingham City Council, will be attending MIPIM alongside representatives from the
Black Country LEP, Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council and the Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP. He
commented: “It is crucial for us to promote Greater Birmingham to MIPIM’s international delegates, who
City targets investment as MIPIM group grows
Birmingham Post (Main), 21/01/2016, p.31, Tamlyn Jones
and the city's housing prospectus, while the #MIPIMBrum hashtag reached nearly 740,000 Twitter users. Coun
John Clancy, leader of Birmingham City Council, will be attending MIPIM alongside representatives from the
Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council and the Greater
Birmingham & Solihull LEP. Coun Clancy said: "It is crucial for us to promote greater Birmingham to MIPIM's
Birmingham Post Rich List 2016: Global slowdown takes its toll on manufacturing
Birmingham Post (Web), 21/01/2016, Ian Strachan
on the area covered by our three Local Enterprise Partnerships : the Greater Birmingham and Solihull LEP
which also covers a large part of Staffordshire and parts of Worcestershire, the Black Country LEP and the
Coventry and Warwickshire LEP. The 50 multi-millionaires on our 2016 list all either live, work or make a
significant economic or cultural contribution to
Business community is 'unashamedly positive
Machinery Market (Main), 21/01/2016, p.15, Unattributed
up and set to keep going." The head of the WMCA echoed Mr Steventon's words, saying that his organisation
is "confident of the West Midlands' ability to prosper in 2016". Stewart Towe, chairman of the Black Country
Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), said: "Historically, the West Midlands was the workshop of the world, and
now our challenge is to become the
Building named after governor
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 23/01/2016, p.17, Jordan Harris
further and create even more opportunities for our students, which will benefit the region and create a
sustainable economy." During the event the college hosted a panel discussion, led by Stewart Towe CBE, who
is also chairman and managing director of The Hadley Group. The panel featured local industry leaders
committed to increasing prosperity across the borough, including director of
Local Leaders Celebrate Official Opening of #11m Business and Sports Hub
The Phoenix Newspaper (Web), 24/01/2016, Unattributed
Walsall College’s £11m business and sports centre, The Hub was officially opened by Stewart Towe CBE,
Chairman of the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, on Tuesday 19th January, as local businesses
and leaders gathered to see first-hand the range of facilities and services
Hard work hailed as fantastic
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 25/01/2016, p.7, Richard Guttridge
funding on sports coaching and teaching. The minister also cast his eyes over Unit3Sixty, a 22,000sq ft facility
along with Stourbridge MP Margot James. To coincide with the visit, the Black Country BeActive Partnership
announced the launch of two new projects - What's Your Motivation and the Black Country Sector Skills Action
Plan, which aim to encourage more youngsters to
Join the Black Country LEP for an up-date on Apprenticeships and how they can benefit your business
MidlandsBusinessNews.co.uk (Web), 28/01/2016, Unattributed
the apprenticeship levy which comes into force in April 2017. The new levy of 0.5% on company payrolls will
raise £3bn and fund three million apprenticeships by 2020. Stewart Towe, Chairman of the BCLEP said: “ This
breakfast event is a great opportunity for employers to bring themselves up-to-date on apprenticeships and
hear first-hand the benefits apprenticeships can
Award celebrates unique side of city
Express and Star (Walsall) (Main), 29/01/2016, p.17, Marion Brennan
turn the vision into a reality. Wolverhampton is a city that 's going to be an enormous success over the next 10
years." Councillor Wendy Thompson, Conservative leader, said the Black Country LEP has been vital in
getting important investment into Wolverhampton, while working with the private sector and a 'healthy' national
economy had also helped. She welcomed investment in
West Midlands Combined Authority
04/01/2016 West Midlands Combined Authority relishing Northern Powerhouse challenge
BusinessDesk (Web), 04/01/2016, Unattributed
on our ambitions for the people and the businesses of the West Midlands. We look forward to the challenges
ahead.” Stewart Towe, chair of the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, said: “Historically the West
Midlands was the workshop of the world and now our challenge is to become the engine
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Skills Factory
£11m centre forges ahead
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 26/01/2016, p.29, Unattributed
to open in 2017. The Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills will have branches in Wolverhampton, Dudley and
West Bromwich. The centre got the goahead after £7.6m was allocated by The Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership through its Growth Deal. It will offer training in toolmaking, foundry skills, pattern making and metal
forming.
#7.6m funding approved for Black Country LEP flagship project Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills
BBP Media (Web), 27/01/2016, Unattributed
joining and advanced machining training will be covered by the installation of new equipment and the use of
existing equipment at the recently opened Dudley Advance at Dudley College. Stewart Towe, Chairman of the
Black Country LEP said : “This approval of funding is fantastic news for the high value manufacturing sector
(HVM) in the Black Country.

4. Financial Implications
None identified
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Katherine Birch
LEP Communications
01384 471133
katherine_birch@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk

Source Documents:
The media coverage is referenced for its source and is in the public domain.
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